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INTRODUCTION 

The Sunlit Summit  (Sandstone Press, 2013) is the biography of W. H. Murray (1913-1996). Murray 
was a much respected mountaineer, writer and conservationist. As explained in the Introduction to the 
book I was aware that there was probably not enough detail in the biography to satisfy either 
mountaineers or conservationists, and that more background information was also needed for matters 
related to Murray’s philosophy and meditation.  At the same time, to go into too much detail on any of 
these aspects would not best serve the majority of readers. I have tried to overcome this by putting 
additional detail into appendices. However, to place these appendices in the book itself would have 
added both to its bulk and to its cost. Therefore, the decision was made jointly by the publisher and 
the author to put a major part of the book’s appendices online. 



APPENDIX A: A NOTE ON HOW CLIMBS ARE GRADED IN BRITAIN 

Summer Grades 

A system of grading has been standardised throughout Britain. 
Grades of rock climbs range from Easy, Moderate, Difficult (Diff), Very Difficult (VDiff), 
Severe, Hard Severe, Very Severe (VS) and Hard Very Severe (HVS), to Extremely Severe 
(E).  

The HVS grade was introduced in Scotland in the late 1960s and the E grade was 
introduced in the late 1970s. The E grade is further subdivided into E1, E2, E3, E4 and so on 
up to E9. 

Technical grades are also provided, showing the level of athletic skill required, these 
are given for routes of VS and above. The normal technical grades to be expected on routes 
are as follows (from 4a up to a maximum of 7c): 
 
VS – 4b, 4c, 5a  
HVS – 4c, 5a, 5b 
E1 – 5a, 5b, 5c 
E2 – 5b, 5c, 6a 
E3 – 5c, 6a 
E4 – 5c, 6a, 6b  
E5 – 6a, 6b  
 
Winter Grades 
 

 Grade I  
Simple snow slopes with possible corniced exits 

 Grade II 
Gullies with individual or minor pitches 
High angled snow with difficult cornices 
Easier buttress routes 

 Grade III 
Gullies containing ice or mixed pitches up to 75 degrees 
Normally with one substantial pitch or several lesser ones 
Buttress climbs without great technical difficulty 

 Grade IV 
Gullies and icefalls with sections of 75 degree to near vertical ice 
Buttresses with reasonably technical sections 

 Grade V 
Vertical ice for longer sections  
Steeper buttresses with technical difficulties  

 Grade VI 
Long sections of vertical and near vertical ice with less resting places 
Vertical buttresses with technical difficulty  



 Grade VII 
Thin vertical ice, fragile freestanding pillars and icicles  
Steeper buttresses with high technical difficulty  

 Grade VIII 
Extremely serious vertical and overhanging, very thin, ice for long pitches 
Very sustained and technical buttresses for long pitches  
 
Winter grades, like summer grades also have an additional technical grade. For example: 
V5 – a classic ice route with adequate protection 
V6 – a classic mixed route 
V7 – technically difficult but well protected  



APPENDIX B: THE CAMPAIGN IN THE WESTERN DESERT 1940-42 
This Appendix deals only with the period 1940‐42, the years when Murray was involved. Later, the 
tide of war turned in favour of the Allied forces. 
 

 The Western Desert Campaign began  in  June 1940, shifting three times across the Libyan 
desert  - territory described as ‘a tactician’s paradise and a quartermaster’s hell’  because 
tanks and armoured vehicles fought fluid battles in the open desert like warships at sea, but 
supplies and fuel were always a problem to both sides. The Desert War began with an Italian 
offensive, advancing eastwards from Cyrenaica in northern Libya (at that time, Libya was an 
Italian colony). Although heavily outnumbered, the British then mounted a counter-offensive 
and pushed the Italian divisions  back, taking 150,000 prisoners  and capturing Tobruk on 
Libya’s Mediterranean coast.  Tobruk was a major base and port, vital to supplying 
whichever army held it with the necessary equipment, fuel, ammunition and reinforcements.  
Furthermore, the topography of the land was such that Tobruk commanded the easiest   East-
West route. As Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden put it, parodying  Churchill’s famous 
speech: ‘Never has so much been surrendered by so many to so few.’ Following this disaster, 
Hitler stiffened the Axis forces in North Africa with the recently formed Afrika Korps and 
put General Erwin Rommel in command.  The Africa Korps was better equipped than either 
the Italian or the British forces, particularly and crucially in its armoured Panzer divisions 
whose tanks were bigger, had thicker armoured plating and guns  of longer range and greater 
penetrating  power.  By this time, the British Eighth Army had been formed and was the 
overall force opposing Rommel.  It was composed of British, Indian, New Zealand, South 
African and Free French units. Amongst the Indian units was the 10th Indian Infantry Brigade 
, part of the 5th Indian Division.  One of the British units attached to the 10th Indian Brigade 
was the 2nd Battalion of the Highland Light Infantry in which Murray was a junior officer. 
Shortly before Murray arrived on the scene with the HLI, Lieutenant General Alan 
Cunningham had been replaced as commander of the Eighth Army by Major General Neil 
Ritchie.  

 Rommel, ‘the Desert Fox,’ drove the British and Commonwealth forces back again, leaving 
Tobruck isolated and under siege.  The desert war ebbed and flowed with attack and counter-
attack, followed by several months when both sides refitted, recouped their losses and built 
up supplies. Then, in May 1942, Rommel launched his second offensive.  One of the greatest 
battles of this phase was the battle of Gazala, west of Tobruk -  a series of engagements over 
a period of about six weeks. The most decisive of these engagements took place at ‘The 
Cauldron’ where the German Panzer divisions destroyed or captured 230 of Ritchie’s 300 
tanks.  Shortly after this, Ritchie was removed from command and General Sir Claude 
Auchinleck took over. Auchinleck was, at the time, Commander-in-Chief for the whole of the 
Middle East, but thought the Western Desert Campaign sufficiently important to take 
personal charge at a time of crisis. The Eighth Army retreated eastwards along the coast.  
After a siege of 240 days, in which the defenders endured heavy air attack by Stuka dive-
bombers, Rommel’s tanks and infantry broke into Tobruk and occupied it on June 20th 1942. 
He captured two and a half million gallons of petrol, over 5,000 tons of supplies, 2,000 
serviceable military vehicles and took 33,000 prisoners of war. 

Following the fall of Tobruk, Rommel swept into Egypt, taking the strategically important 
Mersa Matruh, where Murray was taken prisoner. The Eighth Army fell back to heavily 
defended positions at El Alamein where, in August 1942, General Bernard Montgomery took 
command.  



APPENDIX C: ABOUT CAPTAIN HERBERT BUCK 

Herbert Buck was born in 1916 and would have been 27 when Murray first met him, not twenty-four, 
as Murray guessed. He was the son of an Indian Army officer and had been born and brought up in 
India. He studied German at St Peter’s Hall, Oxford, fenced for the university and was a lover of 
opera. He graduated in 1938, after which he followed in his father’s footsteps by joining the Indian 
Army with the rank of 2nd Lieutenant in the Ist Punjab Regiment, being later promoted to Captain. 
Early in 1942 Captain Buck formed the Special Interrogation Group (SIG). The name was chosen to 
mislead the Germans. The real purpose of the SIG was to operate behind enemy lines in the Western 
Desert. The unit consisted mainly of anti-Nazi Germans, and Jews of German origin. They posed as a 
unit of the German Afrika Korps, using captured uniforms and equipment. In one of these actions 
Buck was captured, but made a daring escape. The report, dated April 1942, recommending 
(successfully) that he be awarded the Military Cross, states: ‘Captain Buck’s escape is remarkable as 
an example of gallant, consistent, ingenious efforts to get away in spite of tremendous odds, supported 
by some extremely quick thinking. He showed unselfishness in not escaping immediately after 
capture but in waiting to help others. His powers of leadership were amply displayed when he 
afterwards led his little band of escapers back so gallantly to British territory.’  In the summer of 1942 
the SIG was placed under the command of the Special Air Service. The Commander of the SAS, 
David Stirling, planned to use the unit to destroy airfields in North Africa from which German aircraft 
were attacking convoys bound for Malta. A traitor within SIG alerted the Germans to the proposed 
attack on the airfields in the Derna area. Most of those who took part in this raid were either killed, 
wounded or captured. Later, David Stirling was also captured and ended up at Mahrisch Trubau along 
with Buck and Murray.  



APPENDIX D:  MOUNTAINS AND  MYSTICISM 

 

In her book Ecstasy (1) Marghanita Laski reports research findings indicating that the most 
frequent trigger for mystical experiences is nature. The author, Stephen Graham describes his 
own mystical response to nature: ‘As you sit on the hillside, or lie prone under the trees of the 
forest, or sprawl wet-legged by a mountain stream, the great door  that does not look like a 
door, opens.’ (2).  Other researchers (3) draw attention to the fact that the fundamental 
revelations to the founders of the three monotheistic religions (Moses, Jesus and Mohammed) 
occurred on a mountain. They cite many other mystical experiences which have taken place 
on mountains and point out that nearly always these experiences happen in solitude. Murray 
did sometimes go into the mountains alone, but even when climbing as part of a team solitude 
could be found when waiting on some airy belay point, or leading with a long run-out of rope 
and his companions out of sight. These researchers suggest that intense physical activity, 
combined with stress, fear and a heightened emotional state, to which the magnificence and 
grandeur of the surroundings is a contributory factor, cause the release of endorphins. 
Endorphins are a category of  morphine-like biochemicals released within the body during 
exercise, excitement, love and orgasm. They suppress pain and can induce feelings of well-
being, happiness and euphoria and may also evoke revelations and mystic experiences. 
Altitude is also known to produce visions in some people, although at this point in Murray’s 
climbing career, this would not have been a consideration.  
 
Doug Robinson (4) adds a climber’s point of view to this discussion in an article, The 
Climber as Visionary (5). The climbing day, he says, goes through the climb-belay-climb-
belay cycle by a regular series of intense concentrations and relaxations. ‘To climb with 
intense concentration is to shut out the world, which, when it reappears, will be as a fresh 
experience, strange and wonderful in its newness.’ Gaining the summit, with its release of 
tension and visual richness provides particularly strong inner experiences, as does reaching 
the valley again after a hard descent. ‘We are suffused with oceanic feelings of clarity, 
distance, union, oneness.’ Robinson agrees with the research previously mentioned -  that 
much of the visionary/mystic experience has a biochemical basis, caused by oxygen debt and 
the build-up of carbon dioxide, and by the release of adrenalin, the waste products of which 
stimulate the brain in special ways. He and others have also pointed out that physical 
deprivation and ordeals of various kinds, rhythmic movement, intense concentration and 
fasting – experiences common to many mountaineers – have been accepted mind-opening 
techniques, used by both western and oriental mystics and by tribal shamans the world over.   
 
NOTES 

1. Ecstasy: a Study of Some Secular and Religious Experiences by Marghanita Laski  

     (Crescent Press, 1961) 

2.  The Gentle Art of Tramping, by Stephen Graham (Robert Holden, 1927) 

3.  For example, Arzy, Idel, Landis, Blanke, Eliade, Eck., Brugger. 

4.  Doug Robinson was an American climber who was part of the golden age of Yosemite  

     rock climbing in the 1960s and 70s. 

5.   Ascent, 1969. This was a journal published by the Sierra Club in the 1960s and 70s. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Excited_state
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Love
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orgasm


APPENDIX E: FURTHER NOTES ON THE PERENNIAL PHILOSOPHY, 
MYSTICISM & MEDITATION, AS PRACTISED BY MURRAY 

 

1    Notes on some of the religions and philosophies Murray was studying 

The Vedanta Sutras are a collection of commentaries on the Vedas (Sanskrit for 
‘Knowledge’) – the ancient Hindu scriptures which are well over three thousand years old. 
Owing to the cryptic nature of the Vedas,  they are open to different interpretations. Parts of 
the Vedas (the Upanishads) elaborate on the nature of the Ultimate. Brahman is seen as the 
underlying, unitary and universal Being who is one with Atman, the equivalent of the human 
soul. 

Lao Tse (or Laozi, Lao Tzu and other variations) - The name means ‘Old Master’ and is now 
thought to be not one person, but several Chinese philosophers who lived in the 6th century 
BC and, collectively, were the  founders of Taoism. Tao (pronounced Dow) literally 
translates as ‘path.’ It is a force which flows through all life and is the first cause of 
everything. The Tao Te Ching (Dow De Jing) is the first great classic of the Chinese school of 
philosophy. Taoist thought generally focuses on nature, the relationship between humanity 
and the cosmos, health and longevity, and action through inaction, which is thought to 
produce harmony with the Universe. 

Buddha – Siddartha Gautama was a spiritual teacher in India, c. 563-411 BC, regarded as the 
Supreme Buddha (meaning ‘Awakened One’ or ‘Enlightened One’). His teachings and 
sayings were perpetuated by oral tradition, until committed to writing some 400 years later. 
Buddha taught the Noble Eightfold Path – right understanding, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness and right concentration. Zen 
Buddhism, which is what interested Murray most, emerged in the 7th century AD in China 
and spread throughout South East Asia. It places greater emphasis on meditation and on 
closeness to nature. 

 

2. What Murray was reading 

In addition to the texts mentioned above and the texts discussed in Chapters Twelve and 
Thirteen, Murray certainly read Goethe and Coleridge, both Neoplatonists. During his 
captivity he is also known to have read Bible of the World (Balhu);  Muller’s Theosophy, 
Diagnosis of Man (Walker), Signature of All Things (Boehme), The Way of Initiation 
(Steiner), and the writings of  Meister Eckhart. In listing, for his sister, the books he was 
reading, Murray ended with ‘etc.’ What was included in that ‘etc.’ is a matter for conjecture.  
Strong candidates would be Kant, Ralph Waldo Emerson and the American transcendentalists 
(‘The happiest man is he who learns from nature the lesson of worship’); possibly, Thoreau, 
who wrote in Walden of his debt to Vedic thought concerning the inner, spiritual essence of 
man. Huxley’s book The Perennial Philosophy was not published until 1946. In view of his 
interest both  in Grey Eminence and in the Perennial Philosophy it seems very likely that he 
would have read it at the first opportunity. It is an anthology of writings about the Perennial 
Philosophy and contains extracts from Eckhart and Underhill as well as many Eastern 
sources. 

In his letter of June 1945 to Douglas Scott, Murray said his studies in relation to the Perennial 
Philosophy (or the Ideal Philosophy as he called it in the letter) included modern science. It 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longevity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universe


seems likely that he studied the aspects of science which supported his new-found philosophy 
-  for example, The Mysterious Universe (1930) by Sir James Jeans, the astronomer and 
mathematical physicist, a man who ‘saw the universe with the eye of a poet.’ Jeans declared 
that ‘the universe begins to look more like a great thought than a great machine.’ And maybe 
Murray studied those works which showed that the laws of nature are universal, that all 
natural phenomena obey the same laws of flow and growth and are shaped by the same 
fundamental principles of engineering and mathematics, producing remarkable similarities of 
design, albeit on completely different scales. Thus, the skeletal structures of leaves and 
insects’ wings look alike and the patterns made by a river delta, an electrical discharge and 
the root system of a tree are clearly following the same natural laws, displaying the 
underlying unity of all things. 

Murray makes no mention of Jewish or Islamic sources. Possibly the former were banned by 
the camp authorities. The Quran says: ‘God is the light of the heavens and the earth. The 
parable of His light is, as it were, that of a niche containing a lamp, the lamp is enclosed in 
glass, the glass shining like a radiant star: a lamp lit from a blessed tree – an olive-tree that is 
neither of the east nor of the west.’ (Surah 24.35). Commentaries on this text suggest that the 
lamp has panels of different coloured glass and that the light emanating from the lamp is 
different on each side, although the light inside is the same. This message is very much in 
line with the Perennial Philosophy and with Murray’s beliefs. It seems very likely that he 
read this text since his own words so closely resemble it: ‘All these were charged with a 
beauty that did not belong to them, but poured through them as light pours through the glass 
of a ruby and blue window.’ (Undiscovered Scotland, page 7). 

 

3. Notes on the kind of meditation practiced by Murray 

The nature of Murray’s meditation was shaped by Herbert Buck and the Perennial Philosophy 
and by his own studies. Some types of meditation consist of deliberate concentration upon 
and deep thought about some aspect of God. Other types of meditation consist of emptying 
the mind so that connection between the soul and the Divine Essence is unimpeded. This is 
transcendental meditation in that it goes beyond earth-bound thoughts to reach a higher 
power. Writing about The Cloud of Unknowing in Grey Eminence, Huxley says: ‘All 
thoughts and feelings, even the holiest, must be counted as distractions if they hold back the 
higher will from its blind beating against the cloud. Like Eckhart, like St. John of the Cross, 
and indeed like all the great mystics of the Dionysian tradition, our author is emphatic on that 
point.’ The correct answer to the question, ‘What were you thinking about?’ is not ‘Nothing,’ 
because even to think of nothing, and to be focusing on dispelling wayward thoughts and 
distractions, is to be thinking of something. The mind has to be emptied until the self 
vanishes. Initially, distractions are held at bay by the repetition of what the Indian Vedanta 
school called a ‘mantra’ – a single word or simple phrase. The Cloud of Unknowing 
advocates the repetition of a single-syllable ‘prayer word’ such as ‘god’ or ‘love.’ This 
centres the mind until it reaches a place of rest. A similar technique is breath control, for 
example, saying a short prayer all in one breath while breathing out, and then repeating it 
while breathing in until the self and the conscious mind disappear.  

Murray – and the Perennial Philosophy as taught by Herbert Buck – used both methods of 
meditation – the intense focus on an aspect of God and the transcendental type - seeing the 
former as an essential step to achieving the latter. Murray makes this clear in ‘The Approach 
Route to Beauty,’ an article written for the SMCJ in 1948. The very title tells us that he is 



dealing only here with the lower slopes, that the heights are gained in a different way. Of the 
initial stage involving highly focused thought, he says: ‘Growth may be given to the spiritual 
faculty as simply as growth and health may be given to the body – by awakening it from 
slumber, by providing nourishment and then by giving hard exercise.’ He tells us that he tries 
to be as aware as possible of the beauty around him and to observe things for later and more 
effective use in privacy. Once the necessary quiet and undisturbed surroundings are obtained, 
‘We should then recall in chosen order of degree the several forms that display beauty, 
visualising each until its beauty arouses our love for it, and ending with the greatest beauty 
known to us.’ This gives rise to ‘a growing awareness that all the degrees of beauty in the 
myriad forms are, in fact, one Beauty, the changeless and formless Beauty of eternal reality.’ 
He then goes on to say that he tries to apply the same method to gain an appreciation of the 
beauty in people’s characters and souls and to the Beauty within oneself. Then comes the 
second stage of meditation, the higher slopes: In The Evidence of Things Not Seen (page 98) 
Murray explains that meditation, with full use of the reasoning process, has to give way at 
long last to ‘an alert stillness of mind that allows its conclusive leap into the spiritual realm 
beyond time and space. There are no short cuts, no easy ways, no let-offs, but many falls and 
defeats, therefore a need of over-riding commitment.’  



APPENDIX F: MURRAY’S  1975 PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO THE 
MOUNTAINEERING COUNCIL OF SCOTLAND 

 

My term of office ends today. While I've been president, I've taken note of some of the trends 
in the Scottish mountain scene which are bound to concern this Council in the future. It might 
be helpful if I gave you my opinion of these, at least in brief. 

I pass over as common knowledge the great increase in numbers of people climbing, the 
effect this has had on standards, and the recent dramatic change in ice-climbing techniques. 

During the last decade we have seen the most remarkable changes, not only in 
mountaineering proper, but in the development of other mountain activities – rescue, 
commercial deer stalking, the involvement of Education Authorities, and proliferation of 
Training Centres.  

Rescue has become more and more highly specialised. (A recent feature has been the 
increasing use of helicopters and dogs.) In its origins the Rescue Committee in Scotland was 
founded by the mountaineering clubs, but the links with mountaineering are nowadays 
tenuous, except perhaps in the Cairngorms. If this trend continues, it will become potentially 
dangerous. For example, rescue facilities may well be promoted, as they have in the past, to 
the detriment of the environment, especially in wilderness areas – I think of roads, bridges, 
shelters, mechanical transport, and so on. Those reduce the already shrinking wilderness 
experience. the idea that rescue must take precedence over the conservation of wilderness 
will have to be resisted. And that is a strongly-held idea, especially in the minds of the police. 
The opposing idea, that danger is inherent in mountaineering and is a positively desirable 
element that we need to retain, must be stated openly.  

Commercial deer-stalking I mention only for its recent phenomena: the large-scale bulldozing 
of roads at high and low levels. This already has had a far worse effect on the mountain 
environment than anything I yet conceive as coming from uncontrolled rescue facilities. Our 
only hope of controlling that is by new legislation under the proposed ‘park system’. 

All good things carried to excess can produce bad. An outstanding example may be seen in 
the growth of adventure and training centres, and the thinking on this subject by Education 
Authorities and The Scottish Sports Council. That P.E., or P.T., should be done in the open 
air is obviously good. On mountains, that statement has to be qualified according to 
circumstances. There are now 80 adventure and training centres in Scotland, most of them 
run by the Education Authorities; and the most important, Glenmore, by the Sports Council. 
The mountain professionalism, incidentally bred, is excellent in its efficiency, discipline, 
good methods. But some professionals, perhaps on the admin side, come to believe that real 
development means promotion in terms of the numbers of people put through the school 
sausage machine. That promotes more jobs, and the statistics needed to get more money out 
of Government. Expansion is then conceived as ‘Good’. 



Mountaineering is a highly personal experience. It allows the greatest scope for individual 
response and development. But that can be achieved by only very small parties of personal 
friends. It is for this basic reason that the Clubs have flourished. It is for this reason that they 
flourish best, not in size of membership but in number of clubs. The clubs are the essential 
backbone to mountaineering because they provide the simple conditions in which men can 
meet and get to know each other, and form small climbing parties. The whole development of 
climbing, of skills, technique and exploration, has sprung from this simple basis. True 
development in mountaineering arises out of development of the individual over a long 
period. This is not produced by training schools running courses. The schools have real value, 
but a limited value. 

Mountaineering, as distinct from physical training, is a good thing so long as it’s voluntary, 
and enjoyed for its mountain environment. It is a waste of resources to turn people out on to 
the hills in large numbers regardless of their natural inclinations. That is not development, 
except in the bad sense of development. Yet that appears to be the criterion on which the 
Sports Council in Scotland judges development, and on which Education Authorities are 
tending to judge development. To my mind, their premise is false. If you agree that that is so, 
then you should resist it. 

My thanks to the office-bearers and Executive Committee for their work. 



APPENDIX G: RECIPIENTS OF THE MUNGO PARK MEDAL 

The Mungo Park Medal is awarded by the Royal Scottish Geographical Society in 
recognition of outstanding contributions to geographical knowledge through exploration 
and/or research, and/or work of a practical nature of benefit to humanity in potentially 
hazardous physical and/or social environments. It was founded in honour of the Scottish 
explorer Mungo Park. 

1929 Sergeant Thomas Anderson 

1930 Captain Angus Buchanan 

1931 F.S. Smythe 

1934 Isobel W. Hutchison FRSGS 

1935 Freya Stark 

1936 Lawrence R. Wager MA FGS, Lecturer in Geology, University of Reading 

1939 Dr. E.B. Worthington MA PhD, for his share in the work of the African 
Research Survey 

1944 Frank Fraser Darling 

1948 F. Spencer Chapman and Mary Gibson Henry, Pennsylvania, USA 

1950 Thor Heyerdahl 

1952 W.H. Murray 

1953 Count Eigil Knuth 

1954 Dr. Alain Bombard 

1955 George Christopher Band and Thomas Dempster Mackinnon 

1961 Marjory Penham 

1962 C.G. Malcolm Slesser 

1969 Dr. Hugh Simpson and Myrtle Simpson 

1975 Haroun Tazieff 

1981 Professor Keith L. Miller 

1987 John Ridgway 

1988 Dr. John Hemming 
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1989 Christina Dodwell 

1990 Charles Swithinbank 

1991 Professor Andrew Goudie 

1992 Nicholas Crane & Richard Crane 

1993 Professor David Sugden 

1994 Michael Buerk 

1995 Nigel Winser & Shane Winser, RGS 

1996 Michael Asher 

1997 Professor Chalmers M. Clapperton 

1998 Julian Pettifer, journalist and broadcaster 

1999 Kate Adie 

2000 Colin Thubron 

2001 Robin Hanbury-Tenison 

2002 William Dalrymple 
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APPENDIX H: FULL TEXT OF JOHN RANDALL’S APPRECIATION OF ‘THE 
ISLANDS OF WESTERN SCOTLAND’  

There has been no shortage of books written about the Hebrides over the centuries, many of 
them it has to be said superficial or partial, but W.H. Murray’s ‘The Islands of Western 
Scotland’, first published in 1973, stands out as one of the very best. It is good for two main 
reasons: (i) the geographical scope of the book takes in both the Inner and Outer Hebrides, 
which enables the history of particular islands to be placed in a wider context, and for the 
forces shaping the whole region to be identified; and (ii) it considers the physical features of 
the landscape, breathtakingly beautiful by any standards, alongside the human and cultural 
history of the islands, including an assessment of current economic and social changes and 
future policy. 

In these respects, the book brings to mind earlier classics such as Martin Martin’s ‘A 
Description of the Western Islands of Scotland’ (1703) which also had an ambitious and far-
reaching agenda, combining detailed observation and insights into past and present customs 
with prescriptions for economic policy. As knowledge has advanced, and specialisation has 
developed, it has become increasingly rare for authors to attempt such a synthesis – we seem 
caught between the innumerable publications about the detail of particular islands, or about 
one dimension of their interest, written by specialists or local historians, on the one hand; and 
the most generalised, superficial, and frequently inaccurate, journalistic overviews written 
mainly for the tourist industry, on the other. 

And the reason why books like W.H. Murray’s are rare is easy to understand – it is extremely 
difficult to cover such a diverse geographical area and such a range of topics in 300 pages 
without descending into banalities and superficialities. Murray’s book, for example, extends 
to the physical background of the islands, climate, wildlife, human history from prehistoric 
times to the twentieth century, architecture, and cultural and artistic matters. A successful 
synthesis of this kind requires deep knowledge and experience of the islands, garnered over 
many years, and also a mind which has sifted and pondered the many questions and issues 
which arise. It also then requires an ability to write well, conveying complex ideas in a 
readily understandable form for a lay audience. These are all qualities which W.H. Murray 
was triumphantly able to bring to bear. 

Many of his conclusions about current policy issues set out in the final three pages of the 
book remain relevant today.  For example, Murray believes that proper government of the 
islands cannot be achieved by remote control from the mainland, and that islanders should be 
granted as much autonomy as possible. There can be no doubt that Comhairle nan Eilean 
Siar, the first local authority to cover the whole of the Outer Hebrides, established shortly 
after Murray’s book was published, has made enormous strides in integrating and improving 
conditions in what was previously a disparate group of islands run from Dingwall and 
Inverness. The Inner Hebrides are however still part of mainland authorities, but their 
population size and geographical spread make a single unit of local government less realistic. 



Overall, W.H.Murray’s book is one of those rare works which is simultaneously instructive 
and thought-provoking, detailed and wide-ranging, serious yet entertaining, and worthy of the 
deepest study and reflection by both the Hebridean and the visitor to this remarkable region. 

John Randall, Chairman, The Islands Book Trust 



APPENDIX I: FULL TEXT OF THE OBITUARIES OF W.H.MURRAY BY ROBERT 
AITKEN AND ROBIN CAMPBELL. 

(i) By Robert Aitken (Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal, 1996): 

Bill Murray’s work in mountain conservation 

‘Choice words, and measured phrase, above the reach of ordinary men...’ 

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence. 

BILL MURRAY stands alongside James Bryce and Frank Fraser Darling in the pantheon of 
Scottish conservation. He made a major contribution to the protection of highland landscape 
through his writing, through his work in voluntary and official bodies, but also through the 
inspiration he provided by his writing and his example. This may yet prove to be his greatest 
legacy to Scotland.  

 Bill’s commitment to mountain landscape of course is self-evident, if latent, in his 
earliest mountain writing – though it is intriguing to note as a fiery young tiger in the 1930s, 
he felt no qualms over the impact of the new Glen Coe road, a source of huge dismay to older 
and more Salvationist observers. The transcendental vision of Mountaineering in Scotland 
and Undiscovered Scotland has come to colour many of our attitudes to our mountain 
landscapes in the same way as it has informed our view of Scottish climbing. But it was not 
until 1960, when the National Trust for Scotland in an inspired moment commissioned Bill to 
undertake the survey ultimately published as Highland Landscape, that he was brought up 
sharp against the need to protect these landscapes against the further ravages of hydro 
development and afforestation. The authority of and conviction of that book (the more 
remarkable because, as Bill admitted, the fieldwork was carried out over a period of six 
weeks’ campaigning in filthy weather, doubling as a honeymoon) has ensured that its impact, 
modest at first, has been long lasting and pervasive. Highland Landscape, published in 1962, 
provided much of the basis for our current, still inadequate, system of landscape protection 
through the designation of National Scenic Areas. Its superb characterisations of our diverse 
topography, often close in quality to blank verse, are endlessly quoted in area studies such as 
that from the recent Cairngorms Working Party, proving – if proof were needed – that no one 
has yet improved on them. As with the writings of Sir Walter Scott, Bills articulation of the 
essential qualities of Highland landscape has permanently enhanced our perceptions. 
 After Highland Landscape, Bill had a long relationship with NTS as the Trust’s 
mountain adviser. Ultimately, however, he found his position increasingly untenable with 
successive conflicts over the interpretation of Unna’s instructions and related matters; he 
finally resigned from the post in 1982. I cherish a memory from one of an apparently endless 
and inconclusive series of meetings in Glen Coe with the Trust in the Seventies and Eighties 
to discuss Those Bridges, when (the rest of the group having dwindled, distantly debating, 
into the Hidden Valley) Bill and I rested companionably on a knoll above the Coire Gabhail 
gorge. In reminiscent vein Bill described how in the thirties he and JMCS friends would cross 
the river below Coire nan Lochan, boulder-hopping under heavy packs. ‘I was good at it,’ he 
said; ‘the others quite often fell in.’ This with his most endearing wry grin, abashed at his 



own small vanity. With Bill you had to wait patiently for such moments, but you waited 
willingly. 
 Bill became actively involved in countryside conservation and its politics in the later 
1960s. As a result of the Countryside in 1970 Conference (in which Bob Grieve and Tom 
Weir played a major part within the Scottish Study Group) the Countryside Commission for 
Scotland was established in late 1967. Bill was appointed as one of the founding 
Commissioners, serving three terms from 1968 to 1980, a stint in which he was exceeded 
only by Duncan Ross. Over the years the Commission involved Bill in a huge amount of 
unpaid work, and much tedious time-consuming travel across the grain of the country from 
Loch Goil to monthly meetings at Perth. 
 To his credit, Bill was no politician. He probably lacked even the guile to be a 
reasonably effective committee operator, finding it difficult to make common cause with 
fellow Commissioners of very disparate interests to form or join any kind of power bloc. A 
man always as precise in his own utterances as in his carefully crafted writing – indeed, 
sometimes meticulous to a fault in that regard – Bill found it hard to thole the less-inhibited 
approach of ‘commissioners who had no intimate knowledge of the countryside ...whose 
awareness was strictly confined,  yet who could all express strongly confident opinions on 
subjects of which they were quite profoundly ignorant.’ Unfortunately, that capacity remains 
virtually one of the prime criteria for membership of public bodies. Bill’s own standards of 
judgement and integrity were of the very highest, while pretension was entirely absent from 
his character. Usually humorously tolerant of human foibles, he was scathing of what he saw 
as arrogance, wilful ignorance, underhand dealing, or naked selfishness. 
 What Bill did bring to the Commission was his total commitment to mountain 
recreation and mountain landscape, a field knowledge of Scotland virtually unmatched 
(especially in the early days) by staff or other members, and quiet authority. The commission 
was to draw heavily on these assets when it formulated its system of scenery protection in 
Scotland’s Scenic Heritage in 1978. After a valiant but ultimately unsuccessful struggle to 
pioneer a system of objective landscape classification, Commission staff fell back on a 
largely subjective evaluation in which their debt to Highland Landscape is often self-evident. 
 However, both Bill and the Commission were sorely tested by the furious wrangle 
which erupted over the Coruisk track and bridges only a few months into the life of the CCS 
(for younger members of the club, the fullest published account of this seminal event can be 
found in (SMCJXXIX, 111-120). I know that Bill himself agonised as to whether or not he 
should have resigned from the commission over its inept and unpropitious handling of this 
first key issue. He had strongly advocated the protection of wild country for its own sake (at 
that time a novel concept in Scotland) as one of the key roles for the new commission in a 
powerful personal credo which he published in the Scots Magazine at the time of the CCS’s 
creation. He put a huge amount of work into resisting both the initial proposals and to build 
the track and the bridges, and subsequent plans to bring the track into a usable state and to 
replace the bridge at Scavaig after it was destroyed by a ‘storm’. 
 At almost the same time as he became a Commissioner, Bill became Chairman of the 
Scottish Countryside Activities Council. SCAC originated in a conference convened by the 
Ramblers’ Association in 1967 to assemble recreation interest group to advance their cause 
with the new CCS. It drew on a wide range of countryside interests, especially from the West 



of Scotland grass-roots of rambling and cycling, youth hostelling and camping, but also from 
the senior climbing clubs. Recognising the crucial role of strength in diversity, Bill fostered 
and directed SCAC from 1968 to 1982 with understated authority and sagacity. He 
commanded immense respect and affection from the members. SCAC was never intended as 
a radical lobbying force – the varied interests of its members organisations have always acted 
as a constraint on the more exuberant factions - but it became, and has survived as, a useful 
consultative and representative forum, a respected moderate voice. Under Bill’s chairmanship 
SCAC actively promoted the conservation of wild land in Scotland, drew on Adam Watson’s 
survey work on bulldozed tracks in the Cairngorms to badger CCS and the Scottish Office 
into limiting further damage, led the campaign against the Grampian Way long distance 
footpath proposal, and carried out useful surveys on topics ranging from rights of way in 
Central Scotland to camping and caravanning problems in the Highlands. 
 I suspect that Bill derived minimal enjoyment from his long involvement in 
Commissions, Councils and Committees – he chaired about 100 SCAC meetings in all – but 
he probably regarded them as a necessary evil to which concerned individuals must 
contribute time and mental energy, which in his case might have been more profitably 
directed to writing. He conducted meetings of SCAC Council with his invariable courtesy, 
gravity and careful expression, but in executive meetings he would occasionally come out 
with flashes of the puckish humour that he kept for comfortable company – humour as dry, as 
smooth, as the finest fino muy seco. When in 1981 SCAC aligned itself with the 
Mountaineering Council of Scotland and other conservation bodies against the Lurcher’s 
Gully proposals for ski development at Cairn Gorm, Bill gave evidence at the Public Inquiry 
in Kingussie. Diffident as he was, he manifestly did not relish any part of that experience, but 
the sincerity and passion of his evidence clearly carried much weight with the Reporter. 
 In his seventieth year, Bill appeared to resolve to shed most of these larger and more 
demanding commitments. His handing over of the mantle of the SCAC in 1982 was 
implemented with characteristic decision and directness. Having decided it was time to go, he 
assiduously phoned round all the member bodies, informed them that he was retiring, and 
gave them a firm directive that I would succeed him. Then he told me. By the way of revenge 
I persuaded a very willing SCAC to create the role of Honorary President for him, and picked 
his brains mercilessly for years thereafter. 
 However, Bill also took on a great fistful of other roles. He was president of the 
Scottish Area of Ramblers’ Association from 1966 to 1982. Having identified (with Donald 
Bennet, Sandy Cousins and others) the need after the Coruisk fiasco to reform the doddering 
association of Scottish Climbing Clubs as the Mountaineering Council of Scotland, he served 
a term as the second president of MCS (1972-75). He said himself that it seemed appropriate 
that he should follow Bill Mackenzie in the role, though he did not anticipate the enjoyment 
he had derived from following Bill in earlier days. He was a founder member of the Friends 
of Loch Lomond when that group was set up in 1978, and served on its Council until 1988. 
The Friends’ Newsletter for Autumn 1992 includes a nostalgic panegyric on ‘The old Loch 
Lomond road’ which shows to perfection the Murray capacity, undimmed by age, to blend 
acute perception of landscape with vivid and precise expression. In such writing he forces us 
to recognise that which we had seen, but never truly perceived. 



 Even in his seventies Bill lent his support to the new bodies that sprang up to pursue 
the vision he had articulated for the protection of wild country. He took an advisory role in 
the formation of the Scottish Wild Land Group in 1982. He was a founding trustee of the 
John Muir Trust (1984-86), helping to provide the Trust with the springboard of solid 
credibility from which it has gone on to achieve great things within a remarkably short time 
span. He was a patron of the Scottish Council for National Parks from its reconstitution in 
December 1990. In all these roles he not only gave freely of his time and experience, but 
contributed inspirational articles for newsletters and campaigning publications. The last of 
these, a foreword for a booklet on Scotland’s mountains for Scottish Wildlife and Country-
side Link written only a few days before he died, is a fitting epitome of his view of the 
relationship between climbing and conservation. 
 In his concern for the protection of mountain landscape and wild land, Bill Murray 
has exerted a powerful influence that has extended well beyond Scotland. US Vice-President 
Al Gore, in his highly-regarded conservation treatise Earth in the Balance, quotes Bill with 
obvious respect and admiration. The inspirational quality of Bill’s writing, with its flame-like 
intensity and clarity, is such that in future years he may well be recognised and esteemed 
more in that conservation role even than for his contribution to mountaineering.  
 In our age of flexible morality and uncertain conviction, Bill Murray came closer than 
anyone I have known to the model of a man sans peur et sans reproche. On casual 
acquaintance he could appear distant, but to those to whom he extended his friendship he 
showed absolute loyalty, infinite kindness, and touches of wicked humour. We who had the 
privilege of knowing and working with him over the many years strive to emulate and to 
carry forward the quietly passionate commitment of this most humane of mountain 
conservationists.  
 

 
(ii) By Robin Campbell (Alpine Journal, 1997): 
 
William Hutchison Murray OBE 1913-1996 
 
Bill Murray was a key member of a group of climbers, mostly Glasgow-based, who 
resuscitated Scottish rock and ice climbing from a more or less moribund state in the period 
between the two World Wars. The deeds of this group were stirringly recorded by him in his 
book Mountaineering in Scotland, mostly written while a prisoner of war and eventually 
published by dent in 1947. The climbs themselves were remarkable, amounting to little more 
than the recovery of the technical standards achieved a generation before by John Bell, Willie 
Naismith, Harold Raeburn and other pioneers. However, besides the handicap of having to set 
their own standards, Murrays group enjoyed much more limited means and less leisure than 
the Victorians: perhaps because of this, their pioneering efforts were concentrated in the 
Glencoe district, with only occasional forays to Ben Nevis and elsewhere. The principal new 
climbs achieved by Murray were Clachaig Gully (with Archie MacAlpine, Kenneth Dunn 
and George Marskell) and winter ascents of Garrick’s Shelf (Buachaille Etive Mor) and 
Deep-Cut Chimney (Stob Coire nam Beith), both with Bill Mackenzie; after the war, his fine 
routes on the pleasant East Face of Aonach Dubh (with Donald McIntyre and Trevor 



Ransley) were a significant discovery. His thorough knowledge of Glencoe climbing made 
him a natural choice as author of the first SMC Climber’s Guide to Glencoe & Ardgour in 
1949. However, although Murray’s climbing contribution was modest in scope, his influence 
on Scottish climbing was fundamental. His first book and its sequel Undiscovered Scotland 
(Dent, 1951) are inspirational writings – the Iliad and Odyssey of Scottish mountain writing. 
It is impossible for any young person to read them without experiencing strong exploratory 
urges. Climbing is depicted as an endless joyous round of invigorating battles with high 
crags, moonlit escapades on iron-hard névé, bold unprotected leads by tight lipped strongmen 
and good-humoured camaraderie at the belays and campsites. The mountains themselves are 
characterised in a way which makes them seem even more bewitching than we know them to 
be. The emphasis on snow and ice climbing was a Scottish tradition originally born of 
necessity (because of landowner attitudes), but it was transformed by Murray into a 
characteristic and distinctive virtue. So Murray’s books led hundreds of climbers in the fifties 
to on to the crags, told them how to behave when they got there and explained to them why 
they liked it so much. 
 It was this latter aspect of Murray’s writing which attracted attention outside 
mountaineering circles and which formed the basis of a second more substantial and lasting 
influence. While his prose style was very effective and finely wrought, what was truly 
remarkable about it was a rare and peculiar relent for capturing mountain landscape in a way 
that compellingly exposed its character and beauty. This talent was seized on by the National 
Trust for Scotland, who appointed Murray as their Mountain Properties Advisor and 
commissioned a survey of Highland Landscape, published in 1962, and by the Countryside 
Commission for Scotland, who appointed him as a commissioner for three successive terms 
from 1968 to 1980. As well as these posts, Murray held the offices of SMC President (1962-
64), Ramblers Association Scotland President (1966-82), Scottish Countryside Activities 
Council Chairman (1967-82), Vice-President of the Alpine Club (1971-72), Mountaineering 
Council of Scotland President (1972-75) and SMC Honorary President (from 1989). 
 This was a long and gruelling period of voluntary work, entailing heroically many 
taxing journeys from his remote heronry at Lochgoilhead, endured without complaint or 
adequate recompense. Throughout it, Murray used his best efforts to persuade others that the 
character and beauty of mountain landscape was a thing well worth preserving and, while he 
would use almost any instrument available in a cause he thought sufficiently worthy, his most 
effective instrument was always the unique talent he possessed for the delineation of 
mountain character and beauty. That instrument preserved in his writings, survives his death 
and will be a mainstay of mountain conservation foreseeable future. Indeed, so powerful was 
Murray’s eye and pen, that – much as a lucid and authoritative art historian can add or 
remove value from a painting – he could increase the aesthetic value of a landscape by 
writing about it. Sometimes this power must have dismayed him: as it did, for example, when 
the world beat a nasty path to Coire Gabhail – the ‘Lost Valley of Bidean nam Bian’ of his 
books, assisted, of course, by the National Trust for Scotland’s controversial access bridge. 
However, Murray’s integrity was so absolute that the validity of his mountain testimony was 
never doubted. 
 This aspect of Murray’s life and work has been described and praised at greater length 
by Robert Aitken in the 1996 SMC Journal (pp 155-8). Aitken’s tribute could hardly be 



improved in short compass, and deserves close study. Nor could his claim be reasonably 
disputed that ‘Bill Murray stands alongside James Bryce and Frank Fraser Darling in the 
pantheon of Scottish conservation’, although some might wish to include Percy Unna in this 
very short list of gods. No one has done more than Murray to expose and preserve what is 
truly valuable in our mountain landscapes; and while there are many now to offer leadership 
in the fiefdoms of Bryce, Darling and Unna – access, wildlife conservation and mountain 
management – there is no one who approaches Murray’s authority in discerning and 
delineating value. We flounder in the wake of a loss which seems irreplaceable.  



APPENDIX J: AN ANTHOLOGY OF MURRAY’S SPECIAL  PLACES 
 
This is a far from definitive list of places mentioned by Murray in his books, articles and 
other writings as having especially impressed him in some way.  

HL – Highland Landscape 
MS – Mountaineering in Scotland 
WHS – The Companion Guide to TheWest Highlands of Scotland 
E – The Evidence of Things Not Seen 
H – The Hebrides 
SHE – The Scottish Himalayan Expedition 
SE – The Story of Everest 
 

An Teallach:  (The Forge) 3473 feet, is one of the half dozen most splendid mountains in 
Scotland, Its summit ridge of a rock, a twisting and pinnacled knife-edge, is the sharpest of 
the mainland, without match except on the Black Cuillin. (HL 43) 

Atlantic coast of Scotland and its sea lochs: Of all the mountain settings the most brilliant, 
matched in none of the twenty foreign lands I have seen for myself.  (MS 228) 

Ben Nevis at New Year: We put on our boots and went out to the open snowfields – out into 
such a splendour of moonlight as one sees but rarely in a lifetime. (MS 170) 

Ben Resipol: Has one of the best views on the west coast. (Letter to Bob Aitken, Jan. 1966) 

Bidean nam Bian: one of the most interesting mountains in Britain. Its structure is complex 
and one can walk 12 miles on its high ridges. All three corries are remarkable for their cliff 
scenery but Coire Gabhail, pronounced Gyle, is unique.... It is a true mountain sanctuary (HL 
65) 

Cioch of Applecross: One of the most perfect climbs in the country. (Letter to Bob Aitken, 
July 1968) 

Clachaig Gully, Glencoe: the unique downward vista, the like of which may not be seen on 
any other British mountain. (MS 88) 

Coire Leis: Between Ben Nevis and Carn Mor Dearg lies the most splendid of all Scottish 
corries. (HL 23)  

Coire Mhic Fhearchair: It is one of the half-dozen most magnificent corries of the 
Highlands. In the North-West its only possible rival is the Coire Toll an Lochain on an 
Teallach.(WHS 297) 

Corran: Best of all is the seaward view from Corran which is one of the most beautiful 
clachans on the west coast of Scotland. The peaks of the Black Cuillin are seen to better 
advantage from here than from anywhere else on the Scottish coast. (HL 30) 

Crowberry Gully: We have never seen the fantastic grandeur of its winter rock scenery 
matched by any other gully in Scotland (MS 75) 



Cuillin ridge, Skye: (i) On every hand the mist was sinking, and slowly, one by one, each 
peak of the Cuillin reared a black tip through snow-white vapour. Never again in Summer 
have I seen a sight so magnificent. (MS 3).  (ii) The greatest day in mountaineering, the 
traverse of the Cuillin main ridge.  The most enchanting views of corrie and peak, loch and 
sky, sea and islands, change throughout that epic day with a rapidity unequalled on other 
ranges. (MS 240)   

Eilean Donan and its castle: [at sunset] there is nothing in all Kintail to match the 
scene.(WHS 276) 

Githri Gorge (Lampak region, Himalayas): The Githri passage had been the most wonderful 
journey we had ever had. (E 204) 

Glen Affric: The river widened and opened out to the shores of Loch Beinn a Mheadhoin. Its 
wide flat banks bore well grown Caledonian pines all in bottle green clusters well spaced 
with plenty of room to walk between the trunks. Through the clearings the glow of sunstruck 
hills was reflected in calm water to rich colour glowing like an ancient stained-glass window.  
The scene was the finest of all the Scottish glens or indeed of any I have since seen in the 
Alps or Himalaya. (E 128) 

Glencoe: It does have majesty of the wildest kind. The eye lifts from the glen to rock-peaks 
packed in close array, trenched by ravines and towering bluntly. Of its kind, it is unrivalled. 
(HL 64) 

Glen Nevis Gorge: The slope from here to the summit of Ben Nevis is the longest and 
steepest in Britain, 4000 feet at an angle of 35 degrees.  Down this slope falls the Allt Coire 
Eoghainn, one of the most spectacular waterslides in Scotland. (HL 23) 

Glen Torridon: Its loch, and the mountains to either side, exhibit more of mountain beauty 
than any other district of Scotland, including Skye. (HL 39) 

Hebrides: In the Isles there is something for everyone, but before and above and surrounding 
all is the extraordinary quality of light. (H 4) 

Himalayas: Himalayan climbing did not seem to us to be better than Alpine, for the altitude 
is against full enjoyment. But the travel among the mountains – surely it can have no equal in 
the world! (Scottish Kumaon Expedition, Himalayan Journal, 1950-51) 

Inverpolly and Glencanisp Forests: The two forests comprise five well-known mountains: 
in the south or Inverpolly Forest, Stac Pollaidh (2009 feet), Cul Beag, 2523 feet, and Cul Mor 
2786 feet; in the north or Glencanisp Forest, Suilven, 2399 feet, and Canisp 2779 feet. In the 
wide area between two groups lie chains of lochs that take a serpentine form rare even in the 
Highlands, and which, within a framework of peaks that take most unusual shapes on the 
vertical plane, together make a mountain landscape unique in the whole Scottish scene. (HL 
45) 



Landhar Bheinn (pronounced Larven), Knoydart: the most westerly Munro in Scotland and 
offers one of the best viewpoints of the whole coast-line. (HL 28) 

Liathach and Beinn Eighe: Two of the finest mountain ranges of Scotland. Each has seven 
or eight tops linked by narrow ridges extending nearly 5 miles on Liathach and 7 miles on 
Beinn Eigh. (HL 38) 

Loch Alsh: Ranks among the three finest sea lochs in Scotland (with Nevis and Hourn). (HL 
32) 

Loch Avon: It has no match in Scotland, save only at Coruisk, for utter remoteness and the 
sense of loneliness imparted. (HL 51)  

Loch Goil: Is the most beautiful sea loch of Cowal or the Clyde coast (WHS 25) 

Loch Maree: One of the two most excellent of Scotland’s big inland waters. Its only possible 
rival is Loch Lomond. Maree exhibits the wilder and rougher form of mountain beauty, Loch 
Lomond the gentler. (HL 41) 

Loch Moidart: An excursion, excelling all others on the Scottish west coast, is the walk from 
Loch Moidart across the hill pass to Glenuig and thence to Kinlochailort. (HL 21) 

Panch Chuli, Kumaon, India:The basin surrounded by five peaks: Truly that was the Abode 
of the Gods and the Five Brothers, worth much sacrifice of the flesh. (SHE 254) 

Rannoch Moor: The one perfect specimen of a Highland moor. (HL 63) 

Shelf of Crowberry Ridge: In March 1937 it was Scotland’s biggest ice-climb – a ribbon of 
continuous ice five hundred and fifty feet long.  Mackenzie and I had seen nothing like it 
before, nor have we since. (US 97) 

Steall waterfall, Glen Nevis: Its immense surge of 350 feet down the lower cliffs of Sgurr a 
Mhaim makes it the best waterfall of its kind in the Highlands. (The falls of Glomach give a 
bigger single leap but are largely hidden from sight, and the much longer Eoghainn slide is 
not a true waterfall.) (HL 24) 

Thyanboche, Nepal: The most beautiful place we had ever seen. At the farthest fringes of 
the meadow a screen of silver fir, pine, and juniper-trees sloped down north-east into the 
valley of the Imja Khola, which ran straight to the South face of the Everest massif.(SE 150) 

Tower Ridge, Nevis: Then we came to the brink of the Gap. It made the most savage cleft I 
had seen on Scottish mountains. (MS 130) 
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Introduction 

 
This is a draft version of an annotated chronology commenced some years ago purely for the 

amusement of the writer. During the course of my research I was introduced to Robin Lloyd 

Jones who was working on a biography of W.H. Murray. A fruitful exchange of information 

followed and, although incomplete and very much a work in progress, it was suggested that 

Rocks and Realities: A Chronology of W.H. Murray's Climbs 1935 - 1945 be included as an 

on-line appendix to the biography. 

 

When I first started climbing, Murray's two books, Mountaineering in Scotland and 

Undiscovered Scotland, had just been republished in a single volume by Diadem. Like others 

before me, I found them both inspirational and enlightening. More than thirty years have 

passed since then and, despite having acquired a small library of mountaineering material in 

the meantime, they remain my favourite climbing books and the ones to which I return most 

often. They have also sparked a wider interest in the era in which they are set and the man 

behind the words. 

 

Regrettably I never met Bill Murray but a decade or so of casual enquiry eventually led to 

contact with some of Murray's climbing contemporaries and a more focused endeavour to 

document what I could of his pre-war climbing days. One interesting discovery was Murray's 

application for membership of the Scottish Mountaineering Club (SMC), a document which 

is unusually comprehensive and appears to contain a complete record of his mountain days 

prior to joining the club in 1945 (1). The ascents listed in the application provided a suitable 

framework on which to build a chronology and the accounts in Murray's books and articles a 

primary source for the commentary. The climbing diaries of Dr. J.H.B. (Jim) Bell, Ben 

Humble, Douglas Scott, Alex Small and Ted Zenthon (2) provided considerable additional 

information as did the log books from the CIC hut on Ben Nevis; the archival records of the 

SMC and the Glasgow Section of the Junior Mountaineering Club of Scotland (JMCS). 

Archie MacAlpine applied for SMC membership at the same time as Murray and his 

application confirms much of the information recorded by Murray and occasionally added to 

it. When selecting quotations, preference has been given to material that has not been 

previously published or is little known. 

 

My interest in compiling a chronology like this is the gradual piecing together of scattered 

bits of information to form a picture. It is not intended to be read straight through, that would 



be exceedingly dull, but to give a context to the adventures described in Mountaineering in 

Scotland and some of those in its sequel Undiscovered Scotland, and an insight into the 

formative years of one of Scotland's most prominent pre and post war mountaineers. I have 

endeavoured to ensure that the information included is accurate, but there will, inevitably, be 

errors and omissions and I would be pleased to hear from anyone with any comments, 

corrections or additional information. 

 

The Glasgow JMCS 

 

William Hutchison Murray joined the Glasgow section of the JMCS in the autumn of 1935. 

The JMCS was a national club established in 1925 for young men to meet and learn the skills 

of mountaineering and to act as a feeder into the SMC. It was divided into regional branches - 

Glasgow, Edinburgh and Perth in the mid 1930s - and held a regular programme of activities. 

Applicants had to be seventeen or over, but no previous experience was required and novices 

were welcome. The Glasgow section was the largest of these branches, with around 70 

members in 1935 rising to 115 by 1940. Once sufficient experience had been gained 

members were expected to join the SMC. 

 

Archie MacAlpine, Bill Mackenzie and Kenneth Dunn were all in the Glasgow JMCS and 

with Murray formed one of the strongest climbing teams operating in Scotland between 1936 

and 1940. Mackenzie in particular was a bold leader with an aptitude for matching route 

choice with conditions and Murray attributed much of their success in winter to this and to 

planning their campaigns in advance. Douglas Scott, 'Hamish' Hamilton, Alex Small, Ben 

Humble and Tom MacKinnon were also prominent members who climbed with their own 

groups. These groupings, however, were not exclusive and there were frequent interchanges 

as Murray's SMC application demonstrates. In addition to those mentioned above, Murray 

names another forty individuals that he climbed or walked with in the years prior to the 

Second World War. The majority of these were JMCS members, but, from 1938 onwards, he 

also climbed regularly with Jim Bell who was in the SMC. 

 

The JMCS was the social and organisational backdrop to Murray's pre-war climbing. He was 

elected a committee member in December 1936 and was the club secretary from January 

1938 until May 1940 when he was called up by the army and so handed this over to George 

Marskell. It is clear from the written records that a substantial portion of Murray's time, 

particularly after he became club secretary, was taken up with JMCS affairs. The club held 

monthly outdoor meets; monthly mid-week evening meets (usually involving a talk or slide 

show); and, for a while, weekly lunch time meets.  In addition there were committee 

meetings, which, when secretary, were often held at Murray's house; an Annual General 

Meeting (AGM); Annual Dinner and photography exhibition. A 'circular' was produced 

several times a year to keep members informed of club activities. The annual membership fee 

was 7s in 1936, rising to 10s in 1937, around £20 in todays money. As club secretary Murray 

was usually the first person to be approached by prospective members and his SMC 

application shows that he climbed or hill walked with a number of the new members, two of 

whom were Douglas Laidlaw and Gordon Donaldson who became close friends. 

 

Murray commented that little hard climbing was done at the outdoor meets as their purpose 

was primarily social. The indoor meets, he said: 

 
… were as valuable as the outdoor. Since the club was small, they were held in members 
houses, where a room was big enough to hold 20-40 men [...] The lectures given by eminent 



climbers were the least important part of the meetings. A lecturer was anti-social if he spoke 

over one hour, for the more valuable hour was the one that followed, when members had tea 
and talked. It was then one came to know members, to exchange ideas, to start to make 

friends, and to arrange climbs for the next weekend. When the club grew bigger after 1937, 

the indoor meetings had to be held in a hotel in Bath Street, but there again tea was laid on 

and members given time and chance to meet and talk and make up parties. I make this point 
because it was so important to the development of climbing at that time. (3)  

 

 

In the 1930s the Inverarnan Hotel at Glen Falloch was the unofficial headquarters of the 

Glasgow JMCS and is mentioned several times in Murray's books and in Ben Humble and 

Douglas Scott's diaries. They would often meet there on a Saturday evening and use it as a 

base for the weekend or call in for a meal on their way home on Sunday evening. It was a 

temperance establishment run by two sisters, Nancy and Hannah Girvan, who lived at a farm 

close by. Regular visitors would be invited into the back room where a fire was kept lit. The 

atmosphere was relaxed and genteel and it remained a popular venue with climbers and skiers 

until 1971 when the business changed hands and was re-named The Drovers Inn. The other 

well-known hostelry that held a similar position for the JMCS was the Kingshouse in Glen 

Coe, at the time run by Mrs Malloch. In 1935 both establishments charged 7s 6d for dinner, 

bed and breakfast, which, by the outbreak of the Second World War, had risen to 9s 6d. The 

cheaper alternatives were Danny MacKay's barn, at Altnafeadh (4) and wild camping. The 

only climbing hut in existence was the recently opened Charles Inglis Clark (CIC) hut on Ben 

Nevis, which, although little used initially, was a great bonus as it made weekend trips to the 

mountain possible, particularly in winter. A number of other premises were also frequented 

including the newly licensed Bridge of Orchy Hotel, Mrs Morrison's Bed & Breakfast, also at 

the Bridge of Orchy, and the Clachaig Inn, in Glen Coe. The latter, however, although it had 

long been known as a climbers base, doesn't seem to have been much used by Murray's 

crowd. 

 

The membership of the JMCS and the SMC was drawn almost entirely from the professional 

and middle classes. In the 1930s, as part of the widening interest in the outdoors and an 

escape from urban deprivation and unemployment, the working classes started to form their 

own mountaineering clubs. In Glasgow these were the Ptarmigan (1929), Tricouni (circa 

1930), Creagh Dhu (1930) and Lomond (1933). Limited transport and a lack of money meant 

that they tended to concentrate their activity in the relatively accessible Arrochar area. The 

Lomond was the largest of these clubs and used to hire a bus every fortnight to provide 

transport to Glen Coe and other areas. Unsold seats were available to non-members and for 

Glasgow based climbers these journeys were a feature of the pre-war years (5). Jock Nimlin, 

who founded the Ptarmigan Club, was outstanding among the working class climbers and 

made a number of impressive first ascents, the best of which were Recess Route (1935) on 

the Cobbler, and Raven's Gully (1937) on Buachaille Etive Mor. These, however, were 

exceptions and the pre-war revival was mainly the prerogative of the more affluent JMCS; 

the other clubs taking greater prominence after the war. 

 

Whilst Murray and Humble's writing mainly chronicles the activities of the JMCS, the 

atmosphere of this era for the more impecunious climbers is delightfully captured in Alastair 

Borthwick's book Always a Little Further. Sandy Wedderburn briefly described the new 

generation in an article in the SMC Journal: 

 
Typical of to-day is the youthful pair starting out late, after making breakfast, from their tent 

or Youth Hostel which they had reached late the previous night. Some are members of the 



J.M.C.S. or of the Lomond or Creagh Dhu Clubs. They probably wear ragged Grenfell 

breeches and a miscellaneous and historic array of sweaters, and are all beardless - though 
probably unshaven. They may be met wandering up with coils of Alpine line, a hatchet, a few 

spring-clips, and probably a ring spike or two, 'just in case', to have a look at some secret 

project of rock or ice which still awaits solution. Jimmy's exploits of last week-end or perhaps 

dialectical materialism are probable topics of discussion. These youthful climbers are, of 
course, not an entirely new phenomenon, nor are they the only ones on the hills, but some of 

them climb every week-end of the year. They appear to me to have the future of Scottish 

climbing in their hands. (6) 
 

 

The revival in Scottish climbing 1936 - 1940 

 

The development of Scottish Climbing had been abruptly halted by the First World War. The 

unprecedented loss of life, and the economic collapse that followed, caused the SMC, and 

climbing in general, to remain in a largely moribund state for over a decade, excepting the 

endeavours of a few individuals. During the 1920s visiting English climbers were responsible 

for the majority of new routes on Scottish rock and in winter the level of activity in the early 

1930s was arguably lower than that being practiced in the pre-war era. However, in the mid 

1930s there was a resurgence in Scottish climbing with Murray and around a dozen others in 

the JMCS, along with Jim Bell, Graham Macphee and Sandy Wedderburn from the SMC, the 

main protagonists. 

 

Several factors contributed to this revival.  On rock, the first ascent of Rannoch Wall (Route 

1) on Buachaille Etive Mor, in June 1934, by George Williams, Graham Macphee, G.F. Todd 

and I.G. Jack introduced the concept of shorter, steeper and more technical rock climbs on 

ground that had previously been overlooked or considered 'unjustifiable'. In winter, the first 

ascents of SC Gully on Stob Coire nan Lochan, in Glen Coe, by Pat Baird, E.J.A. Leslie and 

H. Fynes-Clinton, in March 1934 and Glover's Chimney on Ben Nevis, by Macphee, 

Williams and Drummond Henderson, in March 1935, stimulated renewed interest in snow 

and ice climbing. The publication of the SMC guides to the Central Highlands (1934) and 

Ben Nevis (1936) made information about these areas more readily available. 

 

Additionally, the weather was favourable for the second half of the 1930s was an unbroken 

run of hard winters and reasonable summers. Improvements in transport and equipment were 

also significant. The new road across Rannoch Moor, which opened in 1934, made access to 

Glen Coe and Fort William much easier, especially in the winter months. Second hand cars 

were relatively cheap to buy and to run, making day and weekend trips to Glen Coe, Ben 

Nevis and the Cairngorms more practical. The improvements in equipment consequent to the 

Everest and Arctic expeditions – light-weight tents, down sleeping bags, windproof anoraks, 

pitons, slings and snap-link karabiners – made mountaineering activities more comfortable 

and marginally safer. However, the heavy ten point crampons, used in the Alps, lacked 

precision on small holds and thin ice and were not considered to be worth their weight in 

Scotland. Boots nailed with clinker and tricouni remained the standard footwear for summer 

and winter climbing. 

 

Murray and his contemporaries also introduced several changes in practice.  Principally, the 

use of lighter, thinner Alpine ropes which enabled them to increase the length between the 

leader and second from 80 to 150 feet; short axes for cutting steps in steep ice; waist belays 

and head torches for climbing at night. Pitons were carried to safeguard retreat in the face of 

an emergency and very occasionally for protection or direct aid. These factors, combined 



with a change in attitude, allowed them to develop a new style of climbing which at times 

dismayed the older members of the SMC. 

 

The revival proper began on the 9th February 1936 when Bill Mackenzie, Kenneth Dunn, 

J.B. Russell and 'Hamish' Hamilton made the second winter ascent of Crowberry Gully. 

Unaware of Raeburn's earlier ascent in 1909, the party believed theirs to be the first and using 

long traditional axes they took twelve hours. These axes had a shaft 31 to 33 inches long and 

were very tiring and awkward to use on steep ice and in confined spaces. Douglas Scott, Bill 

Bennett and Rob Anderson made the third winter ascent of Crowberry Gully, on the 8th 

March 1936. Scott used a short axe, with a 14 inch shaft, made especially by a Glasgow 

blacksmith, which made step cutting on steep ice faster and far less tiring. Douglas told me in 

conversation that the idea was Bill Bennett's, but that he was the first to put it into practice. 

When Murray and Mackenzie saw this axe they realized that a slater's hammer had a similar 

weight and length and would function equally well if the side claw was cut off. They cost 10s 

and Murray later wrote it was the best money he ever laid down on a counter (7). 

 

Two differences from modern practice are evident in Murray's record. Firstly how often they 

were prepared to climb in wet weather or marginal conditions. With only one day a week 

available for climbing and limited annual leave they couldn't afford to be too particular about 

the conditions and a factor in their favour was that nailed boots, routinely worn on climbs up 

to Very Difficult or even Severe, were almost as effective on wet and icy rock as on dry. 

Gym shoes or 'Rubbers' were only used on more difficult routes. And secondly, in summer, 

the frequent use of climbs such as Tower Ridge on Ben Nevis, or North Buttress on 

Buachaille Etive Mor, as a means of descent. In the era of no running belays and the maxim 

that 'the leader never falls', the ability to down climb and retreat from a route was as 

important a skill as safety in ascent. This type of climbing would also have been considered 

good training for the Alps. For this generation it was the exploratory aspect of 

mountaineering that held the greatest appeal; technical difficulty, although interesting, was 

generally a secondary consideration. 

 

Murray was unequivocal in his preference for winter over summer mountaineering and 

completed over fifty snow and ice climbs in the years before the Second World War, with a 

similar number of days spent hill-walking on snow covered ground. His significant winter 

routes from this period include the first ascent of Shelf Route (grade IV/6) on Buachaille 

Etive Mor, with Bill Mackenzie, in March 1937; the second ascent of Observatory Ridge 

(grade IV/4) on Ben Nevis, in February 1938; the third recorded ascent of SC Gully (grade 

III) on Stob Coire nan Lochan, in March 1939; the first ascent of Deep Cut Chimney (grade 

III/IV) on Stob Coire nam Beith, in April 1939 and three early ascents of Crowberry Gully 

(grade III/IV) on Buachaille Etive Mor - the last of these, on 1
st
 February 1941 with Gordon 

Donaldson, being Murray's final climb before being posted abroad with the army. 

 

Despite his preference for winter climbing Murray was a keen rock climber and involved in 

several important ascents in the summer months; most notably, the third ascent of Rubicon 

Wall (Severe) on Ben Nevis, in August 1937; the first ascent of the Clachaig Gully (Severe) 

in Glen Coe, in May 1938, a route that had previously defeated several strong parties; the first 

ascent of Parallel Buttress (Severe) on Lochnagar, in May 1939; the second ascent of Raven's 

Gully (Hard Very Severe) on Buachaille Etive Mor, in June 1939, at the time the hardest 

route in the Central Highlands, and the third traverse of the Greater Cuillin Ridge, on Skye, in 

August 1939. All of these are described in Mountaineering in Scotland.  

 



W.H. Murray's SMC application 

 

Murray was twenty-two years old when he climbed his first mountain, the Cobbler, in April 

1935. Seven months later he joined the Glasgow section of the JMCS. As we have seen, 

during the five years that followed there was a resurgence of Scottish climbing in which 

Murray and the JMCS played a significant role, until the Second World War disrupted this. 

Murray became an officer in the Highland Light Infantry and saw action in the Middle East 

and North Africa before being captured in 1942. He spent the next three years in prison 

camps and during this time wrote the bulk of the twenty-three chapters comprising 

Mountaineering in Scotland. After he was released, in April 1945, he was given two months 

leave from the army and went to stay with his mother and sister who had been evacuated to a 

farmhouse in Wales. The address of the farmhouse is recorded on the first page of Murray's 

SMC application and so it is likely that he started compiling it there and that he probably took 

several weeks over the task for he didn't sign it until the 3
rd

 September, when he was back in 

Scotland attached to a unit of the Royal Engineers. He was proposed by Jim Bell and 

seconded by Bill Mackenzie. 

 
Prospective SMC candidates are asked to provide a 'Statement of Qualifications' - a list of 

their Scottish and other ascents, recording the month and the year in which each ascent was 

made, the names of companions, climbs led and any special remarks. At the time Murray 

applied, the official form consisted of two sides of foolscap with an option to add further 

pages. Murray filled nine additional pages. The original document is now yellowed with age 

but Murray's hand writing is clearly legible with asterisks in red ink used to identify the 

climbs he led. The list starts with his ascent of the Cobbler and concludes with the climbs he 

did with the Commando Mountain Training Unit based at Llanberis, in Snowdonia, in July 

and August 1945. All together he recorded over three hundred ascents that involved climbing, 

scrambling or hill walking, in all weathers and in every season, sometimes alone, and it is 

interesting to see the ones described in his books set amidst other quite ordinary days when 

the weather was poor or opportunities limited. 

 

In the 1930s most people, including Murray, who was a trainee with the Union Bank of 

Scotland, worked a five and half or six day week and were not free to head to the hills until 

Saturday afternoon or early Sunday morning. Consequently the bulk of Murray's climbing 

occurred on a Sunday, sometimes with a late return to Glasgow in the early hours of Monday 

morning. His application reflects this pattern of regular weekend climbing with the addition 

of statutory holidays and three weeks annual leave. His activities were mainly concentrated in 

the Southern and Central Highlands with occasional forays to the Cairngorms and longer 

holidays on Skye. His application records 25 days on the Cobbler, 63 on Buachaille Etive 

Mor, 29 on Ben Nevis, nine traverses of the Aonach Eagach Ridge (four in winter) and the 

ascent of 84 Munros. He only made one visit to the Northern Highlands (Torridon) before the 

war, one to the English Lake District and one to the Swiss Alps. Between 1937 and 1940, the 

period when he climbed most intensely, he averaged 65 days climbing and hill walking each 

year. 

 

For the record to be as detailed as it is Murray must have referred to the diaries he is known 

to have kept (8) and may have used the application as a way of revisiting his pre-war 

experiences whilst checking details for the manuscript Mountaineering in Scotland. Perhaps, 

also, as there had been some tension between the JMCS and the SMC before the war, he 

wanted to demonstrate that he was an all-round mountaineer, a quality appreciated by the 

SMC, and not just a specialist climber (9). The minimum requirement for SMC membership 



at the time that Murray applied was 40 ascents involving either a summit of 3,000 feet or 

some technical climbing – his application far exceeded this. 

 

One of the things that becomes apparent when reviewing Murray's application is that there 

are discrepancies between the information he submitted and the accounts in his published 

work. The application is almost certainly the true record. Some of these were probably simple 

oversights or changes made for literary effect, but for others, although apparently deliberate, 

there is no discernible reason and they remain something of a mystery. Examples of these are 

the year that he climbed his first mountain and the accounts of the Cairngorm blizzard, in 

Mountaineering in Scotland, and the North East Buttress and The Castle, on Ben Nevis, in 

Undiscovered Scotland. These and other anomalies are discussed in the commentary 

alongside the relevant entries. 

 

In an interview with Tom Weir, in the 1970s, Murray said that he had no doubt that the pre-

war climbing years were his best and that nothing that came after, in the Alps or in the 

Himalayas, ever brought the same intensity of experience as those of his youth when he was 

least distracted, his enthusiasm highest and the bonds of friendship strongest. 

 

 
Footnotes: 

 

1) Only two ascents are known to be missing from Murray's application: The Douglas Boulder (Ben 

Nevis) with Lister (no initials) on 17 May 1940, which is recorded in the CIC hut log and The Chasm 
with Douglas Laidlaw and W. Redman on 16 June 1940 which is mentioned in a letter to his sister 

quoted in the The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 327). 

 
2) J.H.B. Bell and Ben Humble's diaries are in the National Library of Scotland. Douglas Scott's 

diaries were lent to the writer by Audrey Scott. Alex Small's have recently been donated to the SMC 

archive. Ted Zenthon's were published privately as The Life and Work of Edward R Zenthon in 2011. 
 

3) SMC Journal, 1975, XXX, 116, p. 319. 

 

4) ) Danny Mackay's barn is the concrete and corrugated iron structure on the south side of the road at 
Alltnafeidh. The original wooden barn was demolished in 1930 because it stood in the line of the new 

road through Glen Coe and was replaced at the road makers expense. Mackay, who was a stalker on 

the Strathcona Estate, retired in the mid 1930s and was succeeded by Dodie Cameron after which the 
barn became known as Cameron's Barn (May the Fire Always be Lit, p. 38). The barn was the subject 

of an entertaining  chapter in Alastair Borthwick's book Always a Little Further. There was another 

barn at Allt-na-reigh, opposite the Lost Valley, that was also used by climbers. 
 

5) Other clubs occasionally hired transport for weekend trips. 

 

6) SMC Journal, 1939, XX11, 127, p. 98. 
 

7) SMC Journal,1975, XXX, 116, p. 320. 

 

8) Murray makes several references to his diaries in Mountaineering in Scotland and Undiscovered 

Scotland and occasionally quotes from them. 

  

9) After 1935 the JMCS saw a rapid expansion in its membership and became so vibrant that some of 

the more experienced members, who by then were expected to join the SMC, chose to remain with the 
younger club. When Murray informed the SMC committee of this he recalls being fixed with the 

steely eyed glare of a 'brass-hat' who barked, 'we don’t want climbing gorillas in this club' (SMC 



Journal 1975, XXX, 116, p. 322), an exchange that probably occurred at the SMC rooms, in 

Edinburgh, on 11th October 1938, when Donald Campbell (President of the Glasgow JMCS) and 
Murray attended a meeting with Alex Harrison, John Osborne and Logan Aikman to discuss the 

matter. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 























 
 

 



 

 
 



 

A Chronology of W.H. Murray's Climbs 1935 -1945 Based on his 

Application for Membership of the Scottish Mountaineering Club 

 

 
In the chronology that follows the text in bold is the information Murray recorded in his SMC 

application. Explanatory notes have been added to the majority of the entries.  Asterisks in 

red ink were used to indicate the routes he led. Occasional inconsistencies in the spelling of 

routes names or mountains may be noticed. Those used by Murray in his application remain 

unchanged; the ones in the commentary are taken from the current SMC guides or Ordnance 

Survey maps. Unless otherwise stated the heights of mountains and the length and grades of 

climbs are the ones used in modern guide books. Murray made multiple ascents of many hills 

and climbs and where this is the case and there is no additional information the general notes 

have only been attached to the earliest entry. The dates of ascents are included when known.  

In instances where the date is not certain but likely, these are included with a pre-fix of 

probably or possibly, the former being the more definite. 

 

 

APRIL 1935 
 

The Cobbler and Narnain.  Climbed alone. 

 

Probably  Friday 19
th
 April.  Murray's first mountain climbs.  

 

The yearning to explore hills was born in myself in 1934, when I, a confirmed pavement 

dweller, overheard a mountaineer describe a weekend visit to An Teallach […] At the first 

opportunity, then, I went to one of the few mountains I knew by name – the Cobbler at 

Arrochar. It was a fine April day with plenty of snow on the tops[…] Without an ice–axe 

or nailed boots, without map, compass, or warm or windproof clothing, and, what is 

worse, without companion, I kicked steps up hard snow […] until I breasted the ridge 

between the centre and south peaks. 

At that first success a wave of elation carried me up high walls of sun–washed rock to the 
south peak […] On the flat rocks on the top I sat down and for an hour digested all that had 

happened to me […] Meantime I looked out upon the mountains circling me in a white-

topped throng, and receding to the horizons [...] Not one of these hills did I know by name, 
and every one was probably as worth exploring as the Cobbler. The shortness of life was 

brought home to me with a sudden pang […] From that day I became a mountaineer.  

Undiscovered Scotland (p. 1)  

 
When nineteen and lodging at Maclay Hall (a Glasgow student's residence) I overheard the 

Warden talk at table of his traverse of An Teallach in Wester Ross […] and my attention was 
gripped […] I made no move. I knew no one who climbed mountains. A year later, in April 

1934, I at last bestirred myself and went to the nearest I knew by name, the Cobbler, at 

Arrochar. Approaching by train on the West Highland Line, I thought the cloudless day 

perfect for the job. The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 21) 
 

There is a discrepancy in the two accounts quoted above. In the first Murray writes 'the 

yearning to explore hills was born in myself in 1934 […] at the first opportunity, then, I went 

to one of the few mountains I knew by name – the Cobbler'. In the second he says that after 

hearing about the traverse of An Teallach he 'made no move' and that it was 'a year later, in 



April 1934' when he went to the Cobbler. In his published work Murray consistently suggests 

that this ascent of the Cobbler was made in 1934, only in his SMC application and in the 

obituary he wrote for Archie MacAlpine (SMC Journal, 1995, XXXV, 186, p.749), does he 

state that this occurred in April 1935. 

 

A substantial portion of MacAlpine's obituary (quoted in the entry Buachaille Etive Mor, 

September 1935) was transcribed verbatim into The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 23). The 

only significant alteration was to the sentence which refers to this initial ascent of the 

Cobbler. In the obituary it reads 'five months before', indicating April 1935, but in The 

Evidence of Things Not Seen it has been changed to 'the previous year', suggesting 1934. This 

alteration must have been done deliberately, presumably to maintain consistency with other 

passages in the book that suggest he starting climbing in 1934. It was probably changed by 

Murray but could have been amended by his editor (Anne Murray). 

 

Further material adding weight to the suggestion that 1935 was the year that Murray started 

hill walking is in Undiscovered Scotland (p. 110), where he says the 19
th

 April was the 

anniversary of his first ascent of a mountain.  He doesn't tell us which anniversary, but as the 

19
th

 April 1935 was Good Friday, a day when he would have been free to leave Glasgow, and 

a Thursday the previous year, when he would probably have been at work, 1935 is the more 

likely year. 

 

In wondering why there is this discrepancy in the dates, one might think Murray made a 

mistake when writing Mountaineering in Scotland, but this seems unlikely and even if he had 

made an error this could easily have been corrected later. After reading all the references to 

this event it appears that Murray first became inspired by the idea of mountain climbing when 

he overheard the warden’s description of An Teallach sometime in 1934, but didn’t actually 

make his first visit to the mountains until April 1935, and that when writing about this at 

different periods in his life he rather loosely interchanged the year that he started hill walking 

and climbing with the one when he first became interested in the idea of mountain climbing. 

 

It is worth noting that when compiling a formal record (his SMC application and 

MacAlpine's obituary) Murray is unequivocal about the date, but when producing narrative, 

as will be seen with some of his other accounts referred to later, he occasionally altered 

events.  

 

Ben Narnain (926m) was Murray's first Munro. The Cobbler (884m) is a Corbett. 

 



 
4. South Peak of the Cobbler.  Murray climbed the slope leading to the col 

                           right of the peak.  Photo Ben Humble. 

 

Ben Ledi and Ben Vane.  Climbed alone.  

 

Ben Ledi and Ben Vane are two adjacent hills in the Trossachs that are often ascended 

together. Ben Ledi (879m) is the highest peak in the area. The ascent was made either at the 

Easter weekend, a day or so after the Cobbler, or, more likely, on Sunday 27th April. 

 

 

MAY 1935 
 

Ben Laoigh.  Climbed alone. 

 

Ben Lui (1130m) is the alternative spelling of this popular Munro west of Tyndrum. Murray 

uses the anglicised Ben (as oppose to Beinn) and Gaelic Laoigh. 

 

 

The Cobbler, Ben Ime, Ben Vane.  Climbed alone. 

 

Beinn Ime (1011m) and Ben Vane (915m) are Munros in the Arrochar Alps and easily 

combined to make a circuit with The Cobbler. 

 

 

JUNE 1935 
 

Ben Avon, Lurcher's Crag, Macdhui, Cairngorm, Cairn Toul, Braeriach.  Climbed 

alone. 

 

For his summer holiday (probably three weeks) Murray went alone on a walking tour that 

started in the Cairngorms. 

 

It was my good fortune, when I ventured into the Cairngorms, to see them whole – in the 

sense that I walked from Tay to Spey [… ] The Cairngorms won my respect without 

giving me a beating, for I walked in June. The sun smiled across the expanse of Capel 



Mounth; rainstorms chased me off Lochnagar and north to the Dom. My first top was Ben 

Avon […] 

Next May, a friend and I were caught by a blizzard on Cairn Toul.  The Evidence of Things 

Not Seen (p. 22) 

 

Murray describes the blizzard he refers to on Cairn Toul in chapter 21, 'Cairngorm Blizzard', 

in Mountaineering in Scotland. The last line in the quote above suggests that this occurred in 

May 1936. However, his SMC application contains no record of this adventure. The only 

ascent of Cain Toul and Braeriach, noted in the pre–war years, is the one recorded above, and 

it seems likely that the account in Mountaineering in Scotland is essentially fiction. For 

further comment on this see the entry for May 1936. 

 

 

Liathach.  Climbed alone. 

 

After completing his tour in the Cairngorms, Murray spent the final part of his holiday in 

Torridon. Liathach is an impressive mountain on the north side of Glen Torridon with two 

main summits: Spidean a' Choire Leith (1054m) at the eastern end and Mullach an Rathain 

(1023m) to the west, both now Munros. The name Liathach applies to the whole massif. The 

traverse of the narrow ridge between the two summits is a classic and memorable 

undertaking. Murray usually lists all the summits he ascended, as he only recorded 'Liathach' 

he may have climbed the main peak, Spidean a' Choire Leith, and not completed the traverse. 

 

 

Ben Nevis, Carn Mor Dearg, Aonach Beag, Ben Nevis.  Climbed alone. 

 

Murray probably climbed Ben Nevis (1344m) by the Tourist Route from Glen Nevis and may 

have stayed at the recently opened Youth Hostel. From the summit he descended the arête to 

Carn Mor Dearg (1223m) continuing on to Aonach Beag (1234m). The entry suggests he 

returned by the same route. 

 

 

JULY 1935 

 
Ben More & Stob Binnein, Meall na Dige, Stob Garbh, Cruach Ardrain.  Climbed 

alone. 
 

Ben More (1174m), Stob Binnein (1165m) and Cruach Ardrain (1046m) are Munros south of 

Crianlarich and normally accessed from there. 

 

 

AUGUST 1935 
 

Beinn a' Bhuiridh (Cruachan), Stob Garbh, Stob Diamh, Sron an Isean.  Climbed alone. 

 

These summits form the Ben Cruachan massif and are recorded in an order indicating an east 

to west traverse. Ben Cruachan (1126m) and Stob Diamh (998m) are Munros. 

 

 



SEPTEMBER 1935 
 

Buachaille Etive Mor.  With A.M. MacAlpine. 

 
I found an unexpected companion in Archie MacAlpine […] I persuaded him to think of Glen 
Coe, to which I had not found my way. I owned no car but he did – and a new road had been 

opened that very year […] One September morning of 1935, we rounded the last bend of the 

Rannoch road and for the first time saw the huge rock cone of Buachaille Etive Mor lift out of 
the moor […] We found the easy way up from Glen Etive. Archie, not yet fit, dubbed the 

trudge laborious, but his attitude changed on reaching the summit screes, where we could 

walk in delight to the cairn. He needed just one look over that wild far scene to be hooked, 
just as I had been the previous year on the Cobbler. Spurred by curiosity, we climbed down to 

the top of the North Buttress and chanced to see three rock climbers starting up Crowberry 

Tower.  They were members of the Scottish Mountaineering Club, to which we could not 

aspire. Their ease of movement made our impossible cliff look feasible, even for us if led. 
Now doubly hooked, Archie filled in his application form for the JMCS. The Evidence of 

Things Not Seen (p. 23) 

 

The date was Sunday 8
th

 September – as recorded in Undiscovered Scotland (p. 9). In the 

passage quoted above Murray implies that he started hill walking the previous year (not 5 

months earlier, in April 1935). See the commentary for 19
th
 April 1935 for further discussion 

on this discrepancy. Murray and MacAlpine climbed the The Stob Dearg (1022m) summit of 

Buachaille Etive Mor which is a Munro. 
 

 

Ben Vorlich and Stuc a' Chroin.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Ben Vorlich (985m) and Stuc a' Chroin (975m) are Munros south of Loch Earn that are often 

combined to give a 5–6 hour day. 

 

 

Ben Nevis, Carn Mor Dearg, and Aonach Beag.  Alone. 

 

 

OCTOBER 1935 
 

Cobbler.  With MacAlpine. 
 

 

Bidean nam Bian.  With MacAlpine.  Heavy snow.  

 

Bidean nam Bian (1150m) is a Munro and the highest mountain in Argyll. This was Murray 

and MacAlpine's first encounter with winter conditions. 

 

 

Cruach Ardrain & Beinn Tulaichean.  With MacAlpine.  Heavy snow. 

 
Two Munros south of Crianlarich that are often linked to give a 5–7 hour day. 

 

Murray left one brief recollection from this period:  

  



'It may be the best snow–climb in Central Scotland' said my companion grudgingly, 'but man 

who sets foot on snow at that angle must be mad! You'll never get me there! Never!' 
Such were the words of no less a person than MacAlpine on Cruach Ardrain in October 1935, 

when he and I stared for the first time in our lives across the intervening miles of Strath Fillan 

to the Central Gully of Laoigh. From here it seemed perpendicular, as do all snow gullies seen 

en face an elementary fact which we learned a month later when the intrepid MacAlpine took 
me to the Central Gully of Beinn Laiogh. Undiscovered Scotland (p. 119) 

 

 

NOVEMBER 1935 
 

Ben Narnain & Cobbler.  Spearhead & Rt.–Angle Gully.  With J.A. Brown & A.D. 

Stewart.  JMCS meet. 

 

Sunday 3rd November. The first JMCS meet Murray attended and his first experience of rock 

climbing. The day was bitterly cold due to strong winds and the rock wet with small snow 

patches near the summits. Kenneth Dunn, Tom MacKinnon, Bill Mackenzie, Ben Humble, 

Douglas Scott, Rob Anderson, James Banford, Angus Smith and others were present. Murray 

refers to this day in a retrospective article on the JMCS. 

 
I discovered mountains in 1934 and had been hill-walking for nearly a year before I joined the 

Club.  I had heard of the J.M.C.S. from passers-by on the hills, and so, in 1935, I went to see 

Rob Stewart the secretary. I went with trepidation - mountaineers experienced enough to 
climb rock would have no time for a walker. To my great relief my wasted years were 

overlooked; welcomed though prodigal, I learned to my delight that the club met twice a 

month, indoors and outdoors. My first meet was at Arrochar, and a lift by car given. It was a 

grey, windy November day. In icy drizzle, John Brown led me up the Spearhead Arête, 
Jammed– Block Chimney, and Right–Angle Gully. My first rock climbs disclosed no talent, 

yet the bareness of the rock and its upper airiness exhilarated me; for years thereafter I missed 

no meets. SMC Journal (1975, XXX, 116, p. 318). 

 

Spearhead Arête (30m/98ft Difficult) and Jamblock Chimney (45m/148ft Very Difficult) are 

on Beinn Narnain.  Right Angle Gully (35m/115ft Very Difficult) is on The Cobbler. The 

meet report in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 121, p. 81) noted: 

 

Brown, W. Murray, and A.D. Stewart went up by the Spearhead Arête, came down the 

Jammed-Block Chimney, then up the crack on the east, and finished a good day by 

climbing right -angled gully of the Cobbler. 

 

 

Ben Laoigh.  With MacAlpine.  Snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 10
th

 November. The quote from Undiscovered Scotland included with the 

entry for Cruach Ardrain and Beinn Tulaichean at the end of October 1935, which refers to 

this day, could give the impression that Murray and MacAlpine climbed the Central Gully of 

Ben Laoigh. However, as both their SMC statements only record an ascent of the mountain 

and make no mention of the gully, it seems likely that during the course of the day they had a 

good view of the gully and obtained a better impression of its true angle but nothing more. 

There is no record of them climbing Central Gully together until April 1936.  

 



 

Bidean nam Bian.  With MacAlpine.  Snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 17
th
 November. 

 

 

Narnain & Cobbler.  With MacAlpine.  Snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 24
th
 November. 

 

 

DECEMBER 1935 
 

Ben Narnain.  With R.S. Higgins.  Hard snow. 

 

Murray made a number of ascents with Ross Higgins around this time and went to Skye with 

him the following summer. Douglas Scott told me that Higgins claimed to have a 'weak heart' 

which he thought he used as an excuse to avoid strenuous activity! 

 

 

Cobbler.  With R.S. Higgins.  Hard snow. 

 
  

FEBRUARY 1936 
 

Ben Ime.  With R.S. Higgins.  Hard snow. 

 

This was probably the JMCS informal meet at Arrochar on Sunday 24
th
 February. 

 
A magnificent day […] About 25 members present, and the iced conditions of the rocks and 

hard frozen snow slopes made usually easy places quite difficult.  Two parties traversed the 

South Peak of the Cobbler […]  Another party had a hard struggle in the Jammed–Block 
Chimney […] while others disported themselves on Ben Ime.  SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, 

p.159) 

 

The party that had a struggle in Jammed –Block Chimney was Douglas Scott and Rob 

Anderson.  
 

 

MARCH 1936 
 

Bidean nam Bian.  Central Gully.  With R.S. Higgins & MacAlpine.  Hard snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 1
st
 March.  Murray and MacAlpine's first winter climb. It is likely that they 

had practised cutting steps in snow and ice prior to this but they had not completed any 

recognized ascents. Higgins may have led the route as neither of the other two recorded 

having done so. Central Gully lies between the Diamond and Church Door Buttresses 

immediately below the summit of Bidean nam Bian. It is a classic grade I/II snow climb, 

probably first ascended by Norman Collie, Godfrey Solly and Joseph Collier, a few days 

before they made the first ascent of Tower Ridge, on Ben Nevis, in April 1894. Curiously the 



gully is not described as a winter climb in the 1934 SMC guide The Central Highlands, 

which was the only one available at the time. However, the line is obvious and was clearly 

well established.  

 

In the chapter 'Rocks and Realities' in Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 235) when giving 

advice to the novice winter climber Murray refers to this period: 

 
In almost any high corrie he will find a well-iced crag or boulder, on which he can first 

practise, as I did, cutting holds in ice. 

He will find the work fascinating and not so hard as he thought; he will speedily learn how to 

space his holds, and this must never be done impatiently outstripping his handhold, leaving 
him on foothold only - the frequent and fatal error of the novice. 

 

 

Aonach Eagach Ridge - A'Chailleach, Am Bodach, Meall Dearg.  With J.K.W. Dunn, 

A.M. MacAlpine & Higgins. 

 

Probably Sunday 8
th

 March when the JMCS held an informal meet in Glen Coe, based at the 

Kingshouse. This was the first time Murray and MacAlpine climbed with Kenneth Dunn. The 

report in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p.159) records:  

 
A party of eight had a long day on the Aonach Eagach Ridge.  They will not forget their 

supper (or was it breakfast?) in the Kingshouse Inn at 1 a.m. the next morning.  

 

On the same day Douglas Scott, Rob Anderson and Bill Bennett made the third winter ascent 

of Crowberry Gully, which they completed in eight hours. The Buachaille was plastered and 

the ice pitches delicate and masked by soft snow. Scott used a short axe that had been 

specially made by a blacksmith. It was the first of its kind although the idea was originally 

Bennett's. When Murray saw the new tool he realized that a slater's hammer would be a 

similar length and weight so went to an ironmonger and bought one for 10 shillings and had 

the side claw cut off. 

 

Mackenzie, Dunn and Hamish Hamilton had made the second winter ascent of Crowberry 

Gully the previous month. Scott wrote a lengthy account of their ascent in his diary. Dunn 

published an article, 'Twelve Hours Up', describing the second ascent in the SMC Journal 

(1936, XXI, 121, p. 24). Meall Dearg (953m) is a Munro. The classic traverse usually starts 

or finishes with Am Bodach. Murray records A'Chailleach, which is further west, suggesting 

they started up this. They may not have completed the traverse as Stob Coire Leith and Sgorr 

nam Fiannaidh are not listed. 

 



 
5. Buachaille Etive Mor, 8th March 1936. Angus Smith and others 

                                watch Douglas Scott's party on the third ascent of Crowberry  

                                Gully.  Photo Douglas Scott Collection. 

 

Cruach Ardrain.  * By Y Gully.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Murray doesn't mention snow but this would have been a winter ascent. Y Gully (Grade I) is 

on the north face of Cruach Ardrain and was a popular route in the 1930s.  The eastern 

branch leading up to a slight niche in the skyline immediately west of the summit was the one 

normally taken. The climb is asterisked indicating that Murray led - the first route he records 

doing so. The first recorded ascent of Y Gully was made by H.T. Munro and W. Douglas on 

2nd March 1895 (SMC Journal, 1895,111, 17, p. 306). The route is not described in the 

current winter climbing guide. 

 

 

APRIL 1936 
  

Stob Ghabhar, Sron nan Giubhas, Clachlet, Mam Coire Easain, Creise, Stob a' Ghlais 

Choire and Sron na Creise.  With MacAlpine.   

 

Probably Sunday 5
th

 April. The classic ridge traverse of the Blackmount that traditionally 

started at the Inveroran Hotel and finish at the Kingshouse. MacAlpine recorded 'snow'. Stob 

Ghabhar (1087m) and Creise (1100m) are Munros. 

 

 

Mamore Ridge. Stob Ban, Am Bodach, Stob Coire a' Chairn, Na Gruagaichean, 

Binnein Mor.  With Higgins.  JMCS meet. 

 

Sunday 12
th

 April. The JMCS Easter meet was based at Kinlochleven 11
th
 - 13

th
 April. The 

report in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p.157) records that Kenneth Dunn, Ben Humble, 

Bill Mackenzie, Tom Mackinnon, Archie MacAlpine and others were present. Murray and 

Higgins attended on the Sunday when they did the Mamore Ridge.
 
 Ben Humble took a 

photograph Murray (and presumably Higgins) on the snow-covered summit of Binnein Mor 



that appeared in his book On Scottish Hills (p. 79). Humble wrote that this was the first time 

he met Murray, although they had in fact both attended the JMCS training meet at the 

Cobbler the previous November, but may not have been introduced. When Murray and 

Higgins got back to the road they couldn't get their motorbike to start until some other JMCS 

members arrived and helped them push the machine. In The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 

27) Murray wrote: 

 
Having no money, I bought a motor bike for £8 - a 500cc Norton - which achieved 80mph 

across the new Rannoch road. One snowy winter cured me of that.  Second-hand cars were 

cheap. I paid £30 for an oil-eating Austin Seven, which otherwise ran like a Rolls Royce until 

the door handles fell off. 
 

Stob Ban (999m), Am Bodach (1032m), Stob Coire a' Chairn (981m), Nan Gruagaichean 

(1055m) and Binnein Mor (1128m) are all Munros. 

 

 
6. Ross Higgins and Bill Murray (right) on the summit of Binnein Mor, 

                             12 April 1936.  Photo Ben Humble. 

 

Cruach Ardrain.  * By Y Gully.  With MacAlpine.  Hard snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 19
th 

April. MacAlpine recorded this ascent in his SMC application, but not 

the one that Murray noted they did together in March.  

 

 

Beinn Laoigh.  By Central Gully.  With MacAlpine, Dunn and J.B. Russell.  

 

Probably Sunday 26
th 

April. Central Gully (180m/590ft Grade 1) is a classic snow–climb first 

ascended by A.E. Mayland, W. Brunskill, W. Douglas and J. Mackey on 31st December 1892 

while attending the SMC New Year meet at Tyndrum. MacAlpine noted that he 'led through'. 

Russell was a guest at the JMCS Easter meet at Kinlochleven and shortly after this joined the 

club. 

 

 

MAY 1936 



 

Buachaille Etive Mor.  * By Curved Ridge & Crowberry Tower.  With MacAlpine and 

R.S. Higgins. 

 

Probably Sunday 3
rd 

May. Murray's first recorded rock climb on the Buachaille and his 

second ascent of the mountain that in time would became his favourite. Curved Ridge (240 

m/787ft Moderate) finishes at the foot of Crowberry Tower. By the easiest line Crowberry 

Tower is a straight forward scramble of about 15 metres. 

 

 

Ben More.  With Higgins. 

 

Possibly Sunday 10
th
 May.  

 

 

Ben Narnain.  * Spearhead Arête.  MacAlpine. 

  

MacAlpine noted that they also climbed Jammed–Block Chimney and Right–Angled Gully.  

 

Cairngorm Blizzard – Fact or Fiction? 

One of the anomalies in Murray's writing concerns the crossing of Cain Toul and Braeriach in 

a storm one May, accompanied by a chance companion Mortimer, as described in chapter 21, 

'Cairngorm Blizzard', in Mountaineering in Scotland. This adventure is mentioned in The 

Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 31) when Murray writes that in May 1936 MacAlpine 

attended a JMCS meet in Glen Coe whilst he was in the Cairngorms. The SMC Journal 

(1936, XXI, 122, p.160) records the Glen Coe meet was 16
th

 - 18
th

 May and described it as a 

wash out due to bad weather. When referring to his first visit to the Cairngorms in June 1935 

(The Evidence of Things Not Seen, p. 22) Murray tells us that the following May he was 

caught by a blizzard on Cairn Toul, and, in MacAlpine's obituary, he says that on the 

weekend of the JMCS meet in Glen Coe he was 'absent fighting a blizzard in the Cairngorms'. 

All three references suggest that Murray was in the Cairngorms in May 1936; two of them 

point specifically to the weekend 16
th

 - 17
th
 and mention a blizzard. What is curious is that 

there is no record of this in Murray's SMC application and the identity of his companion, 

Mortimer, is also unknown. However, as Murray was not at the JMCS meet in Glen Coe, it 

remains possible that he was in the Cairngorms, and the appalling weather in Glen Coe would 

be consistent with there being a blizzard. 

 

The absence of any reference to this excursion in Murray's SMC application has to make one 

wonder if the account in Mountaineering in Scotland is essentially fiction or a composite 

event based on a number of experiences. The only other explanation is that he accidentally 

missed this out when completing the application, but with the detailed chronicling of many 

other quite ordinary days this seems unlikely. 

 

It is worth noting that Murray's account in Mountaineering in Scotland bears some similarity 

to an incident on Ben Macdui that occurred in May 1934, when three hill-walkers were 

caught in a whiteout near the summit and lost their way with tragic consequences. This 

received considerable attention in the press at the time and Murray would almost certainly 

have been aware of it. This misadventure was reviewed by I.D.S. Thompson in his book The 

Black Cloud. Could Murray's account have had an educational motive warning of the 

possibility of being caught unprepared in unseasonal and unexpected winter conditions? Two 



chapters in Undiscovered Scotland also appear to be semi fictional: 'Castle Buttress' and 'Ben 

Nevis by the North East Buttress' (see entries for The Castle and NE Buttress May 1940).  

 

 

Buachaille Etive Mor.  * North Buttress.  MacAlpine. 

 

Possibly Sunday 24
th 

May. North Buttress (300m/984ft Moderate). 

 

 

Buachaille Etive Mor.  Crowberry Direct.  MacAlpine & Mackenzie. 

 

Probably Sunday 31
st
 May. Bill Mackenzie had invited MacAlpine to climb with him when 

they met two weeks earlier at the JMCS meet in Glen Coe. MacAlpine initially declined 

saying he always climbed with Bill Murray, so Mackenzie replied 'Bring him along'. 

Mackenzie was one of the strongest climbers in the JMCS and the chance to climb with him 

was a great opportunity and a turning point for the two near novices. Crowberry Direct 

(225m/738ft Severe) was first ascended by a party led by the Abraham brothers in 1900 and, 

in the 1930s, was still considered to be a difficult and serious undertaking. Murray and 

MacAlpine had done little rock climbing prior to this and technically nothing harder than 

Very Difficult. They clearly showed potential because from this point on Mackenzie, Dunn, 

Murray and MacAlpine formed a team that, for the next four years, climbed together on a 

regular basis. Murray recalls this meeting with Mackenzie in The Evidence of Things Not 

Seen (p. 31). 

 

 
7. The 1934 SMC guide, The Central Highlands, by H. Macrobert. 

 

JUNE 1936 
 

Ben Cruachan, Drochaid Glas, Stob Diamh, Stob Garbh.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Possibly Sunday 7th June. A west to east traverse of the Cruachan summits. MacAlpine 

records R. Cameron was also present. 

 



 

Ben Nevis.  * Tower Ridge.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 14th June. Douglas Scott's diary records that he met Murray and Higgins on the 3.43 

p.m. train from Glasgow on the Saturday and that Murray and Higgins got out at Fort 

William. They recognised each other from the JMCS meets, but at this stage weren't familiar. 

Murray and Higgins went up to the CIC hut, Murray's first visit, where they met up with 

Archie MacAlpine, Bill Mackenzie, Kenneth Dunn, Tom Mackinnon, J.A. Brown and J.G. 

Wilson. Murray and MacAlpine climbed Tower Ridge (600m/1968ft Difficult) on the Sunday 

recording in the hut book: 'thick mist, heavy rain, rocks streaming; the high water mark of 

discomfort and misery'.  Mackenzie and others climbed Observatory Ridge. No activity is 

recorded for Higgins. Murray and Higgins continued their journey to Skye on the Monday. 

There was an informal JMCS meet on Sunday 14th at Arrochar, which the meet report said 

was poorly attended because 'a large party preferred the CIC hut'.  SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 

122, p.160). 

 

 

Cioch Pinnacle, Skye. 

Sgurr Alasdair, Thearlaich, Mhic Choinnich, Dearg, Banachdich, Cioch, Alasdair, 

Thearlaich, Mhic Choinnich, Dearg, Banachdich,  Thormaid, Ghreadaidh,  Mhadaidh, 

Dubh Beag, Dubh Mor, Dubh na da Bheinn, Dearg, Cioch, Nan Eag, Sgumain, Alasdair, 

Thearlaich, Mhic Choinnich, Dearg, Druim nan Ramh, Bruach na Frithe, Am Basteir, 

Nan Gillean. - With Douglas Scott, with varied parties which included Ben Humble, 

MacAlpine, Scott, on Window Buttress, Inaccessible Pinnacle & innumerable rock 

climbs of never more than 'very difficult' standard, save for one 'severe' on stone–shoot 

face of north buttress of Alasdair. 

 

This was Murray's first visit to Skye. The summits listed appear to be in chronological order, 

but there is no clear separation of events. He stayed for three weeks which coincided with an 

unusually fine spell of weather. 
 

Douglas Scott was also making an early visit to Skye with his friend Rob Anderson. They 

stayed for one week and Scott wrote an account of the holiday in his diary. They both worked 

in the design department at the carpet manufacturers Templetons. Anderson was a talented 

artist and in later years drew the maps and diagrams in several of Murray’s books. On 

Monday 15
th
 June they met Murray and Higgins again at Mallaig and travelled to Skye 

together in the same boat.  Scott and Anderson got off at Armadale and took a bus to 

Sligachan where they walked, in rain, over Bealach a' Mhaim to Glen Brittle. Murray and 

Higgins stayed on the boat to Portree. Scott takes up the story: 

 
We went to Sutherlands as arranged. Not a bad place really, they try to run it like a hostel, 

with dozens of little rules stuck up all over the place. 1/6 per night, one cooks meals in a 
draughty little shed. Higgins and Murray blew in while we were at supper. They were also 

soaked as they had walked over the pass too. Rob and I got a fire in our room, but the other 

occupant, a solitary English walker, must have cursed the disturbance. 

 
Tuesday 16

th
. Still grey and hopeless looking outside so we got up late. When we did 

eventually get up we met Higgins and friend [Murray] just climbing down from the loft where 

they had been sleeping with a crowd of cyclists - we decided to join forces […] We were last 
for breakfast in the shed and spent a long time over it. 



Mrs Sutherland put another fire in our room and the four of us lay around while our clothes 

dried and Rob and Ross provided discussion and argument. 
The mist rose slowly up from the Cuillin about 5.00, while we were having a meal. It was my 

first sight of them at close quarters, proper rock peaks with no grass on them; they were very 

dark under the lowering sky and the slabs glistened with water. 

We finished our meal. The peaks were still clear, why not go up to the Cuillin for a climb? 
After all it was only 6.00 pm. We shoved all our dirty dishes to one end of the table and 

departed for the hill. Ross came with us to the foot of the rocks in spite of his weak heart. 

I had imagined that the rocks were almost at one's back door in Skye, but there is as much 
tramping to be done here as anywhere else. 

[The rest of the day’s entry and the beginning of the next are incomplete because the outer 

edge of the page is torn and the last couple of words of each line are missing.]  
We started on the ordinary route up to the Cioch. It’s a really grand climb […] It certainly 

wasn't difficult but the rock scenery and situations are magnificent […] The arête to the Cioch 

[was] much finer than I expected it to be, the usual photos [don’t do] it justice. We lay about 

on it for a long time enjoying the views. 
Ross was pottering about among the lower rocks […] We got down then all dashed [across] 

the corrie with Ross well in the lead. It was nearly [dark] when we got back, pleased at having 

snatched a [climb] from a wet day. 
 

Wednesday 17
th
. Bill said old Suthy was [word missing] as blazes at us for leaving the dishes 

lying about […] All considered we thought it advisable to clear out. 
Ross got all the tents and shifted the kit down to a decent site near [the] river, while the rest of 

us climbed. It was a perfect day right from the start. 

We went up to Coire Lagan and after a dreadful half hour on the Alasdair screes, started on 

Abraham's route up the North Buttress. There was some doubt about the route on the first 
section until we came to the ridge overlooking the Great Stone Shoot, then it became definite 

enough. 

It gave a fine climb throughout and on one section was distinctly sticky, the bit below the 
'saddle'. The angle here is pretty stiff, one look right down on the Stone Shoot and the rock is 

quite as loose as anything on Nevis […] The saddle is a grand belay, then the route went 

along to the right and up a steep face into the sun and the crest of the ridge. There was no 

more difficulty after this but it was interesting right to the cairn. This was my first Cuillin top 
and the conditions were perfect. The east wind was a trifle cold but we stayed a long time 

watching the changing colours on the sea and hills. It was charming the way the sea was there 

wherever you looked. The air was very clear too, we saw the snow on Nevis and range 
beyond range on the mainland, and the Isles lying out across the Minch […] 

We descended at last to the top of the Stone Shoot and went up Tearlach [sic]. Some parts of 

the descent to the Mhic Coinnich col needed care, we used the rope. Then Rob led King’s 
Chimney on Mhic Coinnich, a good route with an exposed traverse at the top. I like the way 

all these peaks have to be climbed. 

We went up to the left on An Stac over some pretty awful screes and landed at the foot of the 

Inaccessible Pinnacle, ascending the long side which was quite easy, like a long edition of the 
top blocks of the Cobbler. The short side was difficult to descend […] making it advisable to 

hitch the rope over a bollard. 

It was after 10.00 p.m. by this time and the view from the top of Sgur Dearg was magnificent. 
We had meant to go down the Window Buttress but there wasn’t time, so we took the ridge 

leading down to Lochan Fhir–Bhallaich […] 

We came down pretty quickly, there was a great scree–run to the lochan then a walk over the 
moor in the dusk, and got back about midnight to find Ross waiting on us for supper with the 

new camp ready. 

 



 
8. Rob Anderson and Bill Murray (right) on the summit of Sgurr Alasdair, 17th June 1936.                       

Photo Douglas Scott. 

 
9. Bill Murray (with pipe) and Rob Anderson on Sgurr Thearlaich, 17th June 1936. 

             Photo Douglas Scott. 

 

 
10. The Glen Brittle campsite, June1936.  Photo by Ben Humble 

 

Scott took a photograph of Murray and Anderson on the summit of Sgurr Alasdair that was 

published in Mountaineering in Scotland. When talking to Douglas he said the positions of 

Anderson and Murray in this picture revealed something of their personalities – Anderson 

reclining and laid back, Murray upright and wanting to be away and on with the next route.  

Their 'new camp' was established amongst the gorse bushes close to the stream about 100 



yards west of where the BMC Memorial Hut in Glen Brittle is now situated. The photographs 

of the camp in Humble's book The Cuillin of Skye identify the location. Scott continues: 

 
Thursday 18

th
. 

It was another perfect morning, warmer than yesterday so we all went down to Loch Brittle 

for a bathe before breakfast. There are fine sands there but the sea was desperately cold. 

Breakfast was as usual a huge untidy meal. We did ourselves pretty well in the way of food. 
Then simply lay about all day and sunbathed and looked at the hills shimmering in the heat. 

Bill got up at last unable to stay inactive any longer and betook himself to Sgurr na 

Banachdich. 
Some hours later the rest of us summoned enough energy to get to our feet and go to the Post 

Office then along the shore again for another bathe. Afterwards Ross and I ambled the Rhu 

Duran slopes and along the top, while Rob went to lie in a hayfield [...] 

The midges were out when we got back to camp, it was our first taste of them but we got 
supper made nevertheless and were finishing when Bill returned, scorched and thirsty after 

his climb. 

 

Murray refers to this ascent of Sgurr na Banachdich in Mountaineering In Scotland (p. 148). 

At 10.00 p.m. that evening Scott and Anderson set off for an attempt on the Cuillin Ridge. 

They spent the night on the summit of Gars–Bheinn and the following day continued to Sgurr 

na Banachdich where they were forced to descend due to the unusually high temperature and 

lack of water. Scott left his sweater on Sgurr Thearlaich, which was found three days later by 

Ben Humble. They walked round to Sligachan and the following day set off home. Despite 

numerous further visits to Skye and a climbing career that spanned more that sixty years 

Scott never did complete the traverse of the ridge. 

 

 
11. The 1923 SMC guide, Island of Skye, by E.W. Steeple, G. Barlow and H. Macrobert. 

 

Archie and Margaret MacAlpine left Glasgow around 4.00 p.m. on Friday 19
th

 June and 

arrived in Glen Brittle just after midnight. They had come for the weekend and Murray 

describes the day he spent climbing with MacAlpine in chapter 8, 'Coire Lagain', in 

Mountaineering in Scotland. They left their camp at 3.00 a.m. and ascended the Cioch in the 

early hours of the morning, then returned to Glen Brittle for breakfast. After this they went 

back to Coire Lagan and climbed Collie’s Route (270m/886ft Difficult) on Sgurr Alasdair 

and the King's Chimney (30m/98ft Difficult) on Sgurr Mhic Choinnich before descending the 

An Stac scree to swim in the Loch Lagan. The following morning the weather was perfect 



and they left camp before 7.30 a.m. so that MacAlpine could get a climb in before driving 

back to Glasgow.  There is no record of what route they did. 

 

Ben Humble and Ian Maitland left Glasgow about the same time as MacAlpine but didn't 

arrive in Glen Brittle until late Saturday afternoon. Humble kept a diary of the holiday, some 

of which was later incorporated into his book The Cuillin of Skye: 

 
In Glen Brittle we found Bill Murray's party camping at a fine site by the river and soon had 

our tents up nearby. Our warm welcome was mainly because we carried a goodly supply of 

citronella with which to fight the midges […] Midges were everywhere. We ate boiled 

midges, fried midges, stewed midges and even drowned midges. 
We thought we had done well by leaving [Glasgow] at 4 p.m. and reaching Glenelg at 10.30 

p.m., but MacAlpine, a rock–climbing novice on his first visit to Skye, had left town about the 

same time […] and reached Glen Brittle by midnight […] 
Next day [Sunday 21

st
 June] the heat wave turned on and remained with us for the rest of our 

stay. Almost every journey up to Coire Lagan meant a bathe in Lochan Fhirbhallaich and 

another in Lochan Coire Lagan. 

The usual programme was a long substantial breakfast and seldom were we off before 11 
a.m., returning eight or twelve hours later according to the state of our appetite […] 

The photographs [of a party abseiling down the Inaccessible Pinnacle] were taken after Bill 

Murray and I had climbed the Inaccessible by the steep western side, descended by the east 
ridge and returned to the foot of the steep side to retrieve our packs. The Cuillin of Skye (p. 

114) 

 
 

Monday 22nd. Humble's diary records that he climbed Window Buttress and the Inaccessible 

Pinnacle with Murray and another climber called Houston.  Several photographs from this 

day are included in the diary. 

 

 
12. 'The Humble Kipper'. Ben Humble at Glen Brittle, June 1936.  Photo Margaret MacAlpine. 

 

Tuesday 23rd. Murray and Humble spent the next day relaxing at their camp while Maitland 

and Higgins went to Portree for supplies. At 10.30 p.m., Murray and Humble left Glen Brittle 

and casually began an excursion that was to last 24 hours.  They climbed to the summit of 

Sgurr na Banachdich, then moved north along the ridge to Sgurr a’ Ghreadaidh, where they 

witnessed a spectacular dawn with the peaks of the Cuillin going through a kaleidoscope of 

colours above a shifting sea of cloud. They slept for a while and Humble awoke to find 

Murray sound asleep inches away from the edge. He took a photograph, which is pasted into 

his diary, and wrote: 'one good roll my lad, and you will be well on your way to Coruisk!'. At 



7.00 a.m. they set off to traverse the tops of Sgurr a' Mhadaidh to Bealach na' Glaic Moire 

and descended to Loch Coruisk. They wandered leisurely down the valley, with frequent 

stops for bathing and photography, and were hungry and dehydrated when they reached the 

coast, around noon, just as a tourist steamer was pulling into the bay. Humble managed to 

negotiate a meal with deferred payment and, seated in the first class dining room, they 

polished off two helpings of every course. Back on shore, tourists were scattered everywhere, 

amongst them 'a JMCS man with a harem'. Humble took a photograph of Murray with this 

group which is preserved in his diary. At 5.00 p.m. they departed and completed the day with 

an ascent of the Dubh's Ridge (920m/3018ft Moderate) reaching their camp in Glen Brittle at 

10.30 p.m.   

 

Murray recalls this adventure in chapter 1, 'Twenty– Four Hours on the Cuillin', in 

Mountaineering in Scotland.  Humble wrote an account in his diary and published two 

versions of this. The first, 'High Coolin Dawn', in the SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 123, p.197) 

and the second in The Cuillin of Skye. 

 

 
13. Bill Murray on the summit of Sgurr a' Ghreadaidh shortly after dawn, 24th June 1936. 

 Photo Ben Humble. 

 

 

 
14. Bill Murray at Loch Scavaig with the JMCS man and three ladies, 24th June 1936. 

             Photo Ben Humble 
 

 



 
15. Bill Murray relaxing at the Glen Brittle camp, 25th June 1936, the day after their 24 hour adventure on the 

Cuillin.  Photo Ben Humble. 

 

They slept most of Thursday morning 25th June. At one point Humble took a photograph of 

Murray asleep on the ground with his head covered and surrounded by bottles, tins and 

climbing equipment that was reproduced in The Cuillin of Skye.  Humble had a complete rest 

day. Murray and Maitland climbed Window Buttress together in the afternoon. 

 

Fifty four years later, in his obituary for Maitland, Murray wrote: 

 
Ian was a positively bad rock climber [...] [but] the memory of those idyllic days is still with 

me, for Ian was good company. His keen sense of humour came with a dry wit.  He was there 

to enjoy the rocks, hills and friends all at once. He communicated happiness. SMC Journal 
(1990, XXXIV, 181, p. 534) 

 

Friday 26th:  

 
Another hot and lazy day probably because of such a big breakfast. This consisted of 
generous helpings of porridge, fruit pudding, tinned kippers, bacon and egg, tea, bread, ryvita, 

jam, honey etc.etc. After recovering Bill and I had a bathe while Ian and Ross went to Carbost 

for supplies.  (Humble's Diary)  
 

It was after six o'clock at night before we left camp for a farewell to the Cioch. Mist was low 

down in Coire Lagan and things did not promise well […] As we climbed up we found 
ourselves emerging from dense, dirty mist on to the top of lovely white clouds with a normal 

sky–scape above and the sun sinking in the west. The tip of the Cioch rose in sunshine above 

the cloud level, which stretched out for miles […]  If I could capture the effect it would be the 

photograph of a lifetime. I posed Bill on the summit. The Cuillin of Skye (p. 119). 

 

The photograph was indeed impressive with Murray and the Cioch silhouetted against a sea 

of cloud.  Humble used this image in the text and on the dust jacket of The Cuillin of Skye. It 

remained his favourite picture and a framed print used to hang on the wall of the living room 

at the house in Aviemore where he spent his final years. 

 



 
16. Bill Murray on the Cioch at sunset overlooking a sea of cloud, 26th June 1936. Photo Ben Humble. 

 

On Humble's photography Murray commented: 

 
I found his photography a sore trial of my patience. He was so keen, constantly given to the 

endless search for dramatic stances, unusual lighting, right composition, revealing effects, that 

hours would seem to go by while we dilly-dallied. I learned more patience when I viewed the 
results. The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 297) 

 

 

Saturday 27th. Humble records they had another leisurely breakfast and that around 4.00 p.m. 

he went to Sconser to see the cobbler, Neil Shaw, to get his boots repaired.  On the way home 

he caught a brief glimpse of Norman Collie (one of the great pioneers of the Cuillin) going 

into the Sligachan Hotel. There is no record of Murray's activities. 

 

Sunday 28th. Humble, Murray and Maitland climbed the Cioch again and continued up East 

Gully to Sgumain and Alasdair, reaching the latter at 5 p.m. One of Humble's photographs 

shows Murray climbing East Gully with an unusual view of the Cioch in the background. 

They continued onto Sgurr Mhic Choinnich, which they ascended via King's Chimney 

(30m/98ft Difficult), and the Inaccessible Pinnacle by the east ridge (45m/148ft Moderate), 

returning to camp at 11.15 p.m. Humble recalls: 

 
We must have made a record for slowness that day, for I remember as I neared the top of the 

long side of the Inaccessible an orb of bronze suddenly came into view; the sun was sinking 

in the west.  The Cuillin of Skye (p. 115) 

 



 
17. Bill Murray and Ian Maitland climbing Collie's Route on the Cioch Slab, 28th June 1936.  Photo 

Ben Humble. 

 

 
18. Bill Murray near the top of East Gully, Sron na Ciche, 28th June 1936. 

                            Photo Ben Humble. 

 

The Monday was still fine. Humble wanted to traverse the north Cuillin ridge but no one 

would join him. Murray and Maitland slept most of the day while Higgins and Humble 

walked round the south side of Loch Brittle. Humble returned to Glasgow the next day, 

recording in his diary that it was 'the finest holiday weather I have ever known in Scotland'. 

In addition to the climbs referred to above Murray also noted ascents of Bruach na Frithe, 

Am Basteir, Nan Gillean and a 'severe' on the stone–shoot face of the north buttress of 



Alasdair. These, presumably, where accomplished in the last few days of his holiday. He 

probably left Skye on Saturday 4
th
 July.  

 

 

JULY 1936 
 

Bidean nam Bian.  Church Door Buttress.  With Mackenzie, Dunn, Mackinnon & 

MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 5
th 

July on the way back from Skye. Church Door Buttress is known today 

as Flake Route (130m/425ft Very Difficult). The first ascent was made by Harold Raeburn 

and party in July 1898.  The only other route on the crag in 1936 was Crypt Route.  

 

 

Buachaille.  Rannoch Wall Climb.  With Mackenzie & MacAlpine.  

 

Probably Sunday 12
th 

July. The first ascent of Rannoch Wall Climb by G.C. Williams, G.G. 

MacPhee, G.F. Todd and I.G. Jack, in June 1934, was an inspiration to the young Glasgow 

based climbers, pioneering the concept of shorter, steeper climbs on terrain that had 

previously been overlooked or considered 'unjustifiable'. Climbs of this nature had been made 

in the Lake District and Snowdonia for a decade or more, but the dearth of activity in 

Scotland following the First World War meant that the mountaineering tradition persisted 

longer here than was the case south of the border.  Rannoch Wall Climb, now referred to as 

Route 1 (70m/230ft Very Difficult), was the first climb made on this side of Crowberry Ridge 

and subsequently gave its name to the whole wall. 

 

 

Ben Nevis.  * Tower Ridge.  With A. Laidlaw. 

 

Sunday 19
th

 July. This was scheduled as the JMCS Glasgow Fair Meet at the CIC hut. 

Murray and Alex Laidlaw were the only ones present. Laidlaw arrived on the Friday 17th and 

climbed Carn Mor Dearg in fine weather on the Saturday. Murray travelled up on the 

Saturday but didn't arrive at the hut until after midnight. The following day he led Tower 

Ridge and later wrote the meet report in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p.159). 

 
Under the most adverse conditions of rain, mist and utter darkness, Murray succeeded in 

forcing a new route from the Distillery to the hut. Although no beckoning light shone from its 
windows the snores of its occupant provided a sure and sufficient guide for the last few feet 

[…] It was resolved that the best traditions of the Club should be rigidly upheld, and no move 

was therefore made until noon. By this time thick mist had reinforced the notorious Nevis 
drizzle; yet, somehow or other, the Meet awoke to find itself struggling in the initial chimney 

on the north–west face of the Douglas Boulder. The subsequent march up Tower Ridge was 

devoid of incident, and sometime later the Meet consumed a sodden lunch in the observatory. 

W.H.M. 

 

Murray returned to Glasgow on the Monday while Laidlaw made another ascent of Tower 

Ridge with Wood from the Tricouni Club. Alex Laidlaw was the elder brother of Douglas 

Laidlaw, who was one of Murray's regular climbing partners in the late 1930s. 
 

 

Ben Narnain.  * Sugach Buttress, Spearhead.  With Ian Maitland. 



 

Murray and Maitland climbed the Original Route (75m/ 246ft Difficult) on Sugach Buttress 

and continued up Spearhead Arête (30m/98ft Difficult) to the top of Beinn Narnain. Maitland 

recorded this ascent in his SMC application. 

 

Ben Humble wrote: 

 
Narnain, until the newer Cobbler routes were discovered, had the best climbs in the district. 

Though the approach by Coire Sugach is steeper, this is compensated by the fact that there are 

finer bathing pools. Hence summer days on Narnain often meant long halts by the burn and 

late arrivals at the summit. Making for the Sugach Buttress first, the climb goes by steep rock 
and a long sloping slab to finish with a perfect 'knife–edge' ridge before moving on to the 

summit rock. There one has a choice of the sound, clean rock of the Spearhead Arête or the 

deep recesses of the Jamblock Chimney.  On Scottish Hills (p. 40) 
 

 

AUGUST 1936 
 

Garbh Bheinn of Ardgour.  * Great Ridge.  With MacAlpine. 

 

The Great Ridge (300m/984ft Difficult) is on the south face of Garbh Bheinn and leads 

directly to the summit. Murray would have used the rather vegetated original start climbed by 

J.H. Bell and W. Brown when they made the first ascent in April 1897. A direct start (105m/ 

344ft Severe), climbed in 1952, has improved this section of the route. 

 

 

Buachaille.  Crowberry Direct.  With Scott & Humble. 

 

Sunday 16
th

 August. Prior to their ascent of Crowberry Direct (225m/738ft Severe), from a 

prime position on Curved Ridge, Murray, Scott, Humble and others, watch J.F. Hamilton, A. 

Anderson and A.C.D. Small make the first ascent of Agag's Groove (105m/344ft Very 

Difficult). Murray took a photograph, which was used to illustrate Small's article, 'Agag's 

Groove', in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p. 112) and was later reproduced in 

Mountaineering in Scotland. Mackenzie led the second ascent, with MacAlpine and Dunn, 

immediately after the first – they had arrived an hour later with the same objective. Small 

commented that between their first inspection of the wall in early May and the first ascent 

poor weather had prevented any other attempts. 

 

Douglas Scott wrote a detailed account of the day, which gives an insight into the social side 

of the JMCS and an indication of the awe in which Crowberry Direct was still held. 

 
Well, that's the Crowberry bogey laid at last. I did it in rubbers and never felt so solid in my 
life. After all the tales of difficulty and danger that we’ve always heard it turns out, in cold 

truth, to be little if any more difficult than the easy side of the Narnain boulder. There is one 

catch though, the 200 ft. drop below, and the difficulty depends (in dry weather) on how 
much this fact affects one. 

Bill Murray, Ben, Jimmy, MacDonald and I were the first to arrive at Coupal Bridge (about 

11.00). Then Hamish and Alec Anderson appeared with most of the Tricouni crowd. We all 
set out across the moor except Jimmy who went off on his own to sketch. 

The Tricouni tigers were bound for a new climb on Rannoch Wall. Bill Mackenzie and co 

were also after the same climb but they arrived an hour too late. Hamish, Alec A and Alec 



Small started from the lowest point of the Crowberry – Rannoch Wall and all the rest of us sat 

on Crowberry Ridge opposite and watched the fun.  Cries, comments and advice, a baboon 
kaloof. 

They were lucky in the weather, it was a beautiful day but there hadn’t been a long enough 

spell to dry all the rocks. Hamish led in rubbers and Alec followed in newly nailed boots. It 

was a very fine bit of work. The climb is about 100ft. higher than the original R.W. climb and 
much more direct, the difficulty appears to be about the same, but much less grass on the new 

climb. 

Bill, Ben and I waited till Hamish got over what appeared to be the crux then we started on 
the Crowberry Ridge. Bill wore rubbers, and Ben lent me his and started in his boots. 

Meanwhile Mackenzie, Dunn and Archie MacAlpine had arrived and were waiting their turn 

below. 
We reached Abraham's Ledge unexpectedly, it had seemed more impressive the last time. 

Then moments of suspense till it was time to start, Ben chanting a passage from the 'guide', he 

was in great form. 

About three minutes later I was over the first bit, and looking down on the others. It was a 
grand delicate pitch but not difficult in rubbers. Another little steep bit lands one at a broad 

ledge; it would be possible to get fine photos from the lower S end of someone above the 

traverse. 
Bill came up without any trouble, but Ben couldn’t manage it in boots so I sent him down the 

rubbers then descended in stocking soles with Bill holding my rope. He did it then alright and 

I followed with the pack and wearing his boots, they made all the difference as the footholds 
are worn smooth; it reminded me of the nasty descent off the 'Inaccessible'. 

There were two fine pitches above then we came to the new cairn that had just been made by 

Hamish marking the top of the climb. Mackenzie was about 15 ft. below just above the worst 

bit; we waited to congratulate him, he must have been terribly disappointed at missing the 
first ascent, both parties had been watching it for a long time but Hamish had really seen it 

first. 

The rest of the ridge is just a scramble so we went round under the tower looking for a good 
way up. We made what was probably a new route up the face, there were no nail marks 

anywhere. It was very steep and exposed. Bill thought it was about the same standard as 

Rannoch Wall. We took it in about 4 pitches, myself in boots, the others in rubbers, there are 

plenty of good belays and the rock is pretty sound on the whole. A big flake makes a grand 
belay about 12 ft. below the top. Only one pitch is rather difficult for the leader. 

Two climbers with shorts and bleeding knees came up from the direction of the Curved 

Ridge; we forgathered at the cairn. One of them, middle aged and thick set. Turned out to be 
C.M. Allen, he had just led something new and 'pretty bloody difficult' on the Central 

Buttress. 

A splendid view all round. We should have taken Jimmy half way up the Curved Ridge to get 
better opportunities for sketching. 

We went down the Curved Ridge and pelted across the moor just as Archie's car was leaving 

the bridge. There was a solid wall of midges round our car.  Jimmy was inside and no wonder. 

We escaped them for about two minutes by having a quick bathe in the Coupal then 
scrambled into the car and beat a retreat and didn’t stop till we got to Loch Tulla where we 

dressed and had some food. 

The other car stopped at Inverarnan for tea so we joined them there.  It was rather late when 
we left and I didn’t get home till about midnight.  

 

The 4–pitch route they climbed on Crowberry Tower, probably on the longer southeast side, 

has never been recorded. Neither has the one referred to by Colin Allen and partner on the 

Central Buttress. Allen was a regular climbing partner of J.H.B. Bell and Humble, who also 

wrote a lengthy account of this day in his diary, noted that he had 'a shock of almost white 

hair' and that 'someone asked afterwards if his hair went white through climbing with Bell'.  

 



 
                             19. J.F. Hamilton (leading), A. Anderson and A.C.D. Small on the first ascent of Agag's 

Groove, 16th August 1936. Photo W.H. Murray. 

 

 
20. Douglas Scott on the traverse from Abraham's Ledge, Crowberry 

      Ridge Direct, 16th August 1936. Photo Douglas Scott Collection. 

 

Ben Nevis.  Observatory Buttress.  New route on upper slabs of Direct Route.  With 

Mackenzie, Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 30th August. This is the first occasion that Murray, MacAlpine, Dunn and Mackenzie 

climb together as a foursome (aside from Church Door Buttress which they did with Tom 

Mackinnon at the beginning of July). On Saturday evening they walked up to the CIC hut. It 

was wet next morning so they stayed in the hut until 11.00 a.m. and then climbed the route in 

mist and rain. The new route, Slab Variation (45m/148ft Very Difficult), was unintentional. 

Murray and Mackenzie descended by the NE Buttress, Dunn and MacAlpine by the CMD 

arête. Murray describes this day in chapter 13, 'The Six Days' Challenge', in Undiscovered 

Scotland and refers to it briefly in the chapter 'Ben Nevis' in Portrait of Mountains. 

 



Douglas Scott was on Tower Ridge with 'J' (probably Joan Tebbut) and in his diary noted: 

'Shouts and crashing rocks echoed across from Observatory Buttress where Mackenzie and 

co. were attacking something near Rubicon Wall'. 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 1936 
 

Vorlich  (Arrochar).  Alone. 

 

Ben Vorlich is a Munro (943m) in the Arrochar hills that is occasionally confused with the 

Ben Vorlich east of Loch Earn, which Murray climbed the previous September. 

 

 

Bidean nam Bian.  * New Route on the West Face of Church Door.  With Dunn & 

MacAlpine. 
 

There is no record of the 'new route' in any guidebook. This was probably an incomplete 

ascent of the climb that would become West Face Route, for MacAlpine's application records 

that they 'prospected a new climb on Church Door W. Wall'.  Murray, Dunn and W.G. 

Marskell made the first ascent of West Face Route (135m/443ft Severe) in July 1937. 

 

 

Buachaille.  Central Buttress - Bell & Harrison's Route with new variation then 

Crowberry Ridge Direct.  Gale.  With Scott and MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 27
th

 September. Bell and Harrison's Route is now called North Face Route 

(220m/722ft Severe). Murray's party added a two pitch variation finish (the left traverse and 

slabs above the 20 metre chimney), which is included in the modern route description. The 

current Glen Coe guide only records Scott and J.C. Henderson as having made the variation 

finish but the earlier ones also listed Murray and MacAlpine.  There was a JMCS meet based 

at the Kingshouse this weekend. The report in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p. 161) 

noted that the weather was wet with a strong biting wind until late afternoon. Scott left no 

record of this day in his diary. 

 

This may have been the day when MacAlpine took the photograph of Murray belaying Scott 

leading the traverse from Heather Ledge on Central Buttress that appears in The Evidence of 

Things Not Seen. It is the only occasion recorded when Murray, Scott and MacAlpine 

climbed this route together before the war. Murray did the route several times, and on other 

occasions with MacAlpine, so the picture of Murray on the same traverse that appears on the 

dust jacket of the first edition of Mountaineering in Scotland (and within the text in later 

editions) could have been taken on this day or on another occasion.  

 



 
21. Bill Murray on the traverse from Heather Ledge, North Face Route, 

                                Buachaille Etive Mor. Photo Archie MacAlpine. 

 

Buachaille.  Agag's Groove.  With T.D. Mackinnon. 

 

Monday 28
th

 September. The JMCS report in the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p.160) 

records: 'Hard frost was the cause of a comparatively early start […] Mackinnon, W. Murray 

and Henderson, had a marvellous climb on Agag's Groove, which they heartily agreed was 

the best on the Buachaille'. This may have been the third ascent of Agag's Groove. 

 

 

OCTOBER 1936 
 

Garbh Bheinn of Ardgour.  New route on N.E. Buttress.  With Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 4
th

 October. This was Route 1 (330m/1082ft Difficult), the first climb made on the 

North East Buttress of Garbh Bheinn. Murray recorded this in the SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 

123, p.208) and described 10 pitches followed by 200 feet (60m) of easier climbing leading 

to the slabs at the north–west edge. Approaching darkness forced them to avoid the upper 

buttress and escape by a traverse onto the North Face, leaving the route unfinished. 

 

 

Ben Narnain.  * Sugach Buttress and Spearhead.  With Dunn and MacAlpine. 

 

MacAlpine recorded: 'Sugach Buttress & Jamblock Chimney'. 

 

 

The Cobbler.  * Traverse of Jean and the Cobbler Pinnacle in snow.  With MacAlpine. 

 

The official name for The Cobbler is Ben Arthur, but because the North Peak, from certain 

angles, has the appearance of a man clasping a shoe to his chest the mountain is more 

commonly known as The Cobbler. According the Ben Humble (On Scottish Hills, p. 29) 

'Jean' is an old name for the South Peak, the Central Peak was the 'wife' and North Peak the 

'old man'.  The 'Cobbler Pinnacle' refers to the summit of the Central Peak. The traverse of 

the South and Central peaks is a classic grade III winter climb. It ascends the South East 



Ridge of the South Peak, reverses the original route then follows the Arête to the summit of 

the Central Peak. MacAlpine noted: 'traverse of peaks in hail'. 

 

 

NOVEMBER 1936 
 

Beinn Chabhair & An Caisteal.  Snow.  With MacAlpine, Dunn & Oxley. 

 

Beinn Chabhair (933m) and An Caisteal (995m) are Munros above Inverarnan and Glen 

Falloch. J.A. Oxley was a JMCS member. 

 

 

Aonach Eagach Ridge – Am Bodach, Meall Dearg, Stob Coire Leith & Sgorr nam 
Fiannaidh.  Snow.  With Mackenzie and MacAlpine. 

 

The classic east to west traverse of the ridge. In winter grade II/III and 4 km long. 

 

The first Glasgow JMCS dinner was held on Monday 9th November.   

 

 
22. Menu drawn by Rob Anderson for the first Glasgow JMCS Annual Dinner, 

                         9th November 1936. 

 

Stob Coire nan Lochan & Bidean nam Bian.  SC Gully.  Snow and ice.  With Mackenzie 

and MacAlpine. 

 

November is normally too early for an ascent of SC Gully (150m/492ft Grade III) and in 

Rock Climbs Glencoe and Ardgour Murray himself writes that the route doesn't normally 

come into condition before the middle of January. But, this being an early attempt at a repeat 

ascent they wouldn't yet have been aware of this. Murray's entry suggests they successfully 

ascended the gully, but MacAlpine recorded 'Soft snow.  Attempted SC Gully'. The first 

recorded winter ascent was made by Cambridge University students P. Baird, E.J.A. Leslie 

and H.A. Fynes-Clinton on 23rd March 1934. This was repeated two days later by E.A.M. 

Wedderburn, Greenwood and J.F. Bell (SMC Journal, 1934, XX, 118, p. 284).  In A Progress 

in Mountaineering (p. 131) J.H.B. Bell refers to an ascent of SC Gully he made on 15th 

March 1936 with J. Dow and R.L. Bainbridge that may have been the third ascent.  However, 



a miscellaneous note in the SMC Journal (2006, XXXX, 197, p. 402) by Robin Campbell 

suggests SC Gully may have been climbed by Glover and Worsdell in April 1906. 

 

 
                  23. Stob Coire nan Lochan, Glen Coe.  SC Gully is the left of the two main gullies. 

  

 

DECEMBER 1936 
 

Cobbler.  * Traverse of Jean.  Heavy Snow.  With Dunn & MacAlpine.   

 

Probably Sunday 6
th
 December. MacAlpine noted 'blizzard' and includes J.A. Oxley.   

 

 

Buachaille.  * An attempt on Garrick's Shelf.  With Mackenzie, Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

On Saturday evening, 12th December, the party gathered at the Inverarnan Hotel, in Glen 

Falloch, and early the following morning drove to Coupal Bridge, in Glen Etive. They arrived 

to find that Dunn had forgotten his boots, apparently not for the first time, and drove the 70 

mile round trip to the hotel and back at high speed before eventually setting out at 10.30 a.m. 

The morning was cloudy with a south-westerly wind and new snow had fallen overnight. At 

the foot of Crowberry Gully they roped up and climbed a short chimney to access the Shelf. 

The rock was plastered in snow but there was little ice and blasts of wind swept down the 

gully carrying clouds of powder which covered the holds almost as soon as they had been 

cleared. Mackenzie took the lead and climbed four pitches to reach the point where the Shelf 

began to narrow and steepen. Murray then went to the front and climbed a further fifty feet 

towards a recess below a rectangular tower before being stopped by a balance move on a 

verglased foothold. The sun had already set and in a gloomy twilight they considered their 

position and agreed to retreat. At 4.45 p.m. they started the descent with Mackenzie going 

first, followed by MacAlpine, Dunn and Murray the last man. The weather was deteriorating 

rapidly and they were soon engulfed in a full scale blizzard. The descent became a desperate 

fourteen hour struggle  with the party losing their way, head torches failing and ropes having 

to be abandoned. They eventually got back to their car at around 7.00 a.m. Dawn was 

breaking and while they were waiting for the ropes to thaw out a rescue party arrived. The 

JMCS records indicate that the alarm had been raised by the Inverarnan Hotel. The rescue 

team probably consisted of fellow JMCS members. It is not known when any of them made it 

into work that day but, according to Douglas Scott, Mackenzie had a reputation for being late. 



That evening, Monday 14
th

, was the Glasgow JMCS Annual Section Meeting and 

Photographic Exhibition at Burlington House. Murray was elected a committee member. 

 

 

The party learned valuable lessons from this epic and, although not discouraged from making 

another attempt in better conditions, in future they always carried pitons, slings and 

karabiners to secure a retreat. Sometime later they each received a written rebuke from the 

JMCS committee who considered their attempt to have been foolhardy and irresponsible. 

Murray and the others made a donation to the club funds to make amends for the expense and 

inconvenience that had been incurred by the rescuers. The committee subsequently gave the 

donation to the Inverarnan Hotel. It may have been this incident that, shortly after, prompted 

the SMC to ask the Glasgow JMCS to gather the names and contact details of individuals 

prepared to form a rescue team in an emergency. 

 

The Garrick Shelf epic was a bold and advanced attempt on a mixed route that was years 

ahead of its time in both concept and technical difficulty. Shelf Route, as it is known today, is 

currently graded IV/6, a standard of difficulty that wasn't regularly being matched on mixed 

routes until the 1950s. Interestingly, they were not the first party to venture onto this climb in 

winter conditions for H. MacRobert and R.A. Brown attempted it in April 1910 when it was 

'plastered with snow and ice'. MacRobert and Brown experienced great difficulty but 

managed to reach the rectangular tower before being forced to retreat. Their attempt was 

mentioned in the 1934 SMC guide The Central Highlands, which Mackenzie and the others 

would have been familiar with, so it may have been this reference that inspired them to 

attempt the route.  For Murray and MacAlpine the experience must have been a baptism of 

fire for they had done no serious winter climbing prior to this. Murray graphically describes 

their adventure in, 'Defeat: A December Night on the Crowberry Ridge', the first article he 

published in the SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 124, p. 237) which was later included in 

Mountaineering in Scotland. Murray and Mackenzie returned to Shelf Route, in March 1937, 

when it was thickly coated in ice and completed the first winter ascent. 

 

The route was known as Garrick's Shelf, after J. A. Garrick, whose ascent in May 1923 was 

thought to be the first (SMC Journal, 1924, XVII, 97, p.1). It was only later, after Garrick's 

name had become firmly linked with the route, that it was discovered to have been previously 

ascended by A.S. Pigott and J. Wilding in 1920. In summer it is a loose and vegetated climb 

graded Difficult. 

 

 



24. Buachaille Etive Mor.  

 

Beinn Doireann.  Hurricane.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 20
th

 December. Murray uses the alternative spelling for Beinn Dorain 

(1076m) a Munro east of the Bridge of Orchy. 

 

 

Beinn an Dothaidh.  * North Gully.  Snow.  With F.R.B. Stewart, Dunn, Marskell etc. 

 

Probably Saturday 26th December. MacAlpine was also present and recorded this day in his 

SMC application. There is no North Gully listed in the modern winter climbing guide or the 

1949 SMC Southern Highlands Guide. Only three winter climbs were recorded prior to 1936 

- Zigzag Gully, Central Gully and West Gully - all climbed in 1894. The 1949 guide includes 

East Gully but no details of the first ascent. In the 1930s there was no guidebook covering 

this area so information about routes would have been gleaned from old SMC journals or by 

word of mouth. Murray's party probably climbed West Gully (300m/984ft, Grade I). The 

corrie faces north east so this would be the most northerly of the obvious lines. A note in the 

SMC Journal (2009, XL, 200, p. 490) suggests that Taxus and Stairway to Heaven, which the 

current guidebook records were first climbed in 1969 and 1982, respectively, may have been 

climbed in 1909. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Curved Ridge.  
 

Probably Sunday 27th December. As no other names are recorded Murray may have climbed 

this solo. 

 
 

JANUARY 1937 
 

Ben Eunaich & Beinn a' Chochuill.  JMCS meet. 
 

Friday 1
st
 January. 

 
Mackenzie, MacAlpine, W.H. and J.J. Murray [C.K.] Lewis and [R.D.] Walton were on 

Beinn Eunaich and Beinn a Chochuill. They were fortunate enough to be near the centre of an 
electrical storm, and the charged condition of the falling snow gave a good exhibition of 

'singing axes'. SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 123, p. 231). 

 

The JMCS New Year meet was held at Crianlarich from Thursday evening 31
st
 December to 

Sunday 3
rd

 January. The weather throughout the meet was 'very poor, a cold west wind 

accompanied by almost continuous rain swept the hills each day. Soft snow lay above 2000 

feet, but it was of no climbing value'. The AGM and Dinner were held the Friday evening.  

Forty five members and guests attended. 

 
 



 
 

 
25. Glasgow JMCS 1937 programme. 

 

 

Beinn Laoigh.  With MacAlpine. 
 

Probably a hill walking ascent. This is not recorded in MacAlpine's SMC application. 

 

 

Stob Ghabhar.  Hard Snow.  With MacAlpine and Humble. 

 

Sunday 31st January. Ben Humble's diary records: 

 
Conditions grand when we motored up to Inverarnan on Saturday night. Six inches of snow 

on the road and hard frost. 



Sunday morning disappointed us. Overnight thaw - low mist and no views. Off by 9.00 with 

Archie and Bill. Much snow on the roads at Crianlarich but track well marked by previous 
cars. These had all taken the Oban route so we made a track of our own from Tyndrum. Very 

little snow on the road from here to Bridge of Orchy. 

Left car at Victoria Bridge and took usual route up by the Alt Toaig. Visibility bad and much 

snow. I had gone up that way twice before yet this time could not find the route to Upper 
Couloir. We turned westwards too soon and got to the ridge and the top instead of the bottom 

of the couloir! 

Spent quite a time having turns at cutting steps down towards the ice pitch. Good practice! 
Descended by south ridge and spent more than an hour step cutting up two frozen waterfalls - 

more good practice! 

It was nearly 7.00 p.m. before we got back to Inveroran and 9.00 p.m. at Inverarnan. 
The following Sunday Dugald [Douglas Scott] and Archie [MacAlpine] located the couloir 

and found the ice pitch to consist of 30 feet almost vertical ice with an overhang at the top. 

This overhang defeated them after a struggle of an hour and they had to retreat. A fortnight 

later Mackenzie and Murray managed to cut their way up after a very strenuous struggle. 

 
 

FEBRUARY 1937 
 

Buachaille.  Crowberry Gully.  Snow – Rock – Ice.  With Mackenzie and Dunn. 

 

Sunday 7
th

 February. Murray, Mackenzie and Dunn were part of the JMCS meet based at 

Inverarnan. They left no account of their ascent of Crowberry Gully (300m/984ft Grade 

III/IV), which is slightly surprising as this was an early winter ascent of one of the most 

difficult climbs in the country. The meet report in the  SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 123, p.235) 

included the following: 

 
The few members who arrived were rewarded by the finest weather conditions of the season, 

a brilliant sunny day with the snow in excellent condition. J.K.W. Dunn, W.M. Mackenzie 

and W.H. Murray climbed Buachaille Etive Mor by the Crowberry Gully. A.M. MacAlpine 
and D. Scott were turned back by the condition of the Upper Couloir on Stob Ghabhar. W.G. 

Marskell and D.L. Campbell found the centre gully of Beinn Laoigh in perfect condition and, 

basking in sunshine on the top , got a splendid view to N. and E. F.R.B. Stewart, W.C. 

Watson and Laidlaw [no initials] climbed Cruach Ardrain by the Y Gully. They were 
followed up by a party of axe-less hikers who, far from being satisfied with having good steps 

ready cut for them, loudly criticised the party’s rate of progress. A.C. Borthwick, W. Bennet, 

A. Thomson and R. M'Leod left officially for Beinn Laoigh but, changing their minds, 
climbed elsewhere. 

 

Alistair Borthwick was the author of Always a Little Further, a classic book on climbing in 

Scotland in the 1930s. 

 

Douglas Scott's diary entry for 7th February records: 

 
Left at 5.30 a.m. with Dunn and B. Murray. Changed plans when met Archie and went to 

Stob Ghabhar, from Lochan na Achlaise. Crossed Coire Ba to Couloir.  Warm sun. Very clear 

ice pitch 40 ft high. Retreated from 30 ft up at overhang, very steep hard ice. Retrace route. 
Meal at Inverarnan. Home at 12.00. 

 



At 8.00 p.m. that evening there was a 'Special General Meeting' of the Glasgow JMCS at the 

Inverarnan Hotel. The president, A.M. Smith, had to stand down because work had moved 

him to London. D.L. Campbell was elected president and D. Scott a committee member. 

 

Stob Ghabhar.  Upper Couloir.  30 foot icefall with overhang.  Mackenzie & self. 
 

Sunday 14th February. Murray's first ascent of the Upper Couloir (90m/295ft Grade II). He 

made another four ascents of this classic before going off to the war in 1941. Their successful 

ascent of Crowberry Gully the previous weekend no doubt encouraged them to attempt the 

climb when it was known to be in hard condition. 

 

 

Laoigh.  * Central Gully.  With R. Cameron. 

 

Cameron wasn't in the JMCS at this time and didn't become a member until February 1938. 

 

 

MARCH 1937 
 

Bidean nam Bian & Stob Coire nan Lochan.  * By NC Gully after defeat half way up SC 

Gully.  With Dunn, MacAlpine and Humble. 

 

 

Sunday 7th March. There was an informal JMCS meet based at Inverarnan. This was 

Murray's second attempt on SC Gully (150m/492ft Grade III). Ben Humble's diary contains a 

record of the day: 

 
Did not intend to climb this weekend but there was hard frost on the Saturday morning [...] So 

I caught the afternoon bus and joined the crowd at Inverarnan. Got off about 8.00 a.m. with 
Dunn, MacAlpine and Murray. Still much snow on the roads but no drifts. A wonderful 

morning - and drove through cuttings of snow on the Black Mount road, stopping to take 

photographs where we [were] stuck a week ago. 
The objective was one of the gullies on the Aonach Dubh face of Stob Coire nan Lochan and 

we found it a long trek up the corrie. This was in shadow most of the way and I found myself 

wishing I was over on the Aonach Eagach Ridge which glittered in sunshine. But soon, we 

too, reached the sun and the effects beyond with a big snow field and all the cliffs frosted with 
snow or covered with ice, were quite Alpine. 

At last we got to the foot of the gully between the south and central buttresses and roped up. 

The leader had plenty of work as he had to cut steps in solid ice. Bill got up to the foot of a 
heavily iced rock pitch with no decent belay below it. He took about 40 minutes for this 100 

feet then decided that it would not go. Retreated and Dunn went off for Glencoe while other 

three climbed (unroped) gully to the west [NC Gully]. 

It was worthwhile for the conditions on the summit were wonderful - views all around - the 
best visibility I have ever had in Glencoe - and, in the west, the Coolins of Skye had a heavy 

coating of snow, the first time I have seen them with such a mantle. We wandered round to 

the summit of Bidean nam Bian and saw the sunset from there. The sun's rays just caught on 
the top of the ridges where the snow was quite white while the rest of it had a bluish green 

colour. Then a grand glissade and a quick walk down the corrie. The whole upper half of the 

Aonach Eagach Ridge was glowing in sunset. What opportunities for colour camera. A 
satisfying day whose story can better be told in photographs than in words. 

 

Two of the photographs Humble took this day were reproduced in his book On Scottish Hills.  



 

 
26. Kenneth Dunn (in front), Archie MacAlpine and Bill Murray on the way to 

                        Stob Coire nan Lochan, 7th March 1937. Photo Ben Humble. 

 

Ben Oss and Dubhchraig.  Heavy snow.  Alone. 
 

Probably Sunday 14
th

 March. Ben Oss (1029m) and Beinn Dubhchraig (978m) are Munros 

west of Tyndrum that are often climbed together.  

 

 

Beinn Chaluim.  Heavy snow.  Alone.  

 

Probably Sunday 21
st
 March. Beinn Chaluim (1025m) is an isolated Munro east of Tyndrum 

that is spelt Ben Challum on modern maps. 

 

 

Buachaille Etive.  Crowberry Ridge by Garrick’s Shelf.  Thick ice and some snow.  First 

winter ascent.  With Mackenzie.   
 

Sunday 28th March. When they attempted Shelf Route (210m/ 690ft Grade IV/6) the 

previous December it was essentially a rock climb covered in loose snow. Three heavy 

snowfalls in January, February and March, each followed by a thaw and sudden frost had 

turned this into 'a ribbon of continuous ice'. Murray and Mackenzie spent the Saturday night 

at the Inverarnan Hotel. They rose at 4.30 a.m. the following morning and arrived in Glen 

Coe at dawn. At the foot of the route they found the rope that had been abandoned in 

December frozen into the ice. Four pitches of sustained step cutting brought them to the point 

where the shelf steepens and merges into the north face of Crowberry Ridge. Mackenzie was 

in the lead and facing the crux move: 

 
He had no handhold of any kind. It was a pure balance-move above crusted slabs down-

plunging several hundred feet to Crowberry Gully. By something like a miracle there was no 
ice on the foothold. There he was, then, balanced by friction-grip on his right foot, with 



urgent need of speeding rightwards round the corner, but with a further move impossible 

unless he could change feet. When I saw that he was determined to try, without handhold, I 
felt almost sick with apprehension. It was better to lead a movement of that kind than to 

watch another. 

Mackenzie lent slightly forward so that his solar plexus rested against the walls sloping top, 

and so gave him a slight friction hold, enough to hold him for that fraction of a second in 
which the lightening change must be made. It was impossible for him to see the foothold, and 

if he should miss it nothing could then save him. He balanced, arms outstretched and finger 

tips just touching the rock - then - one quick hop and the deed was done. Undiscovered 
Scotland (p. 103) 

 

Murray led the final difficult pitch and after five hours in the shade they emerged into the 

sunshine on Crowberry Ridge. This seems to be the only day that Murray and Mackenzie 

were on the hills over the Easter weekend. MacAlpine was attending the JMCS meet at 

Aviemore. Dunn's whereabouts are unknown. Murray described their ascent in chapter 12, 

'Tournament on Ice', in Undiscovered Scotland. 

 

Shelf Route was the prototype of the modern ice–climb and remained Scotland's most 

demanding winter route until after the war. For Murray it probably represented the high point 

of his winter climbing for, in a letter to Ken Wilson (1979), he said this was 'the best winter 

climb I ever did' and in an article in Mountain 98 (1984) that it was 'much better than the 

Glencoe routes given in Cold Climbs', which included one of his own impressive first 

ascents, Deep Cut Chimney. 

 

 

APRIL 1937 
 

Ben Nevis, Carn Mor Dearg.  Gardyloo Gully.  With Mackenzie and MacAlpine.   

 

On Saturday evening 3
rd

 April Murray, Mackenzie and MacAlpine walked up to the CIC hut 

where they met Dr J.H.B. Bell for the first time. Murray recalls: 

 
I arrived with Mackenzie and MacAlpine late one April night to find him there with three 
Englishmen - Jack Henson, Dick Morsley and Percy Small. They were up to make the first 

ascent of Green Gully (not knowing of Raeburn's climb thirty years earlier). The bitter cold of 

that night was banished by the welcome he gave us - mugs of hot soup before a blazing fire. I 
had my first lesson on the follies of 'volunteering' when I went out to fetch a bucket of water 

for the rum punch. After digging through feet of interminable snow I found the burn frozen 

solid. My principal lesson came in the morning, when I watched Bell make breakfast for his 
own party. Porridge, sausage and kippers were all stirred into one pot. As a practical chemist, 

he was imbued with the truth that a meal was a fuel-intake, therefore its separation into 

'courses' was an auld wife's nicety, and not for climbers. He later persuaded me to share his 

burnt toast, on the grounds that charcoal was a bodily need. He expounded equations of 
chemical change, and showed how charcoal absorbed the troublesome gases of stomach and 

gut, to our mutual benefit. Bell when cook could talk one into eating almost anything. But not 

even that toughest of characters, Dick Morsley, had a palate tough enough for Bell's porridge. 
After one spoonful, he strode to the door and flung his plateful out on the snow. (SMC 

Journal 1979, XXXI, 170 , p. 334). 

 

The entry in the CIC log for Sunday 4th April reads: 

 



Gardyloo Gully + arête to Carn mor Dearg. The gully was found to be ridiculously easy and is 

not at present recommended to other than complete novices in snow climbing. 
(This party should try the climb again when there is less or, better still, no snow in the gully. 

GGM). 

 (The above party has every intention of climbing the gully again under better conditions.  

They are not unaware that gully climbs vary enormously in winter. On 4/4/37 Gardyloo Gully 
was easy. WHM) 

 

GGM was Graham Macphee, author of the 1936 Ben Nevis guide. The exchange of 

comments is, perhaps, indicative of a tension between the young and thrusting JMCS and the 

old school SMC. Murray and Bell began corresponding after this initial meeting and the 

following year started climbing together. In the summer of 1945, after his release from prison 

camp, Murray stayed a month at Dick Morsley's guest house in Capel Curig when he was 

climbing with the mountain training unit based in Llanberis. 

 

 
27. The CIC hut, Ben Nevis. 

 

 
      28. The interior of the CIC hut, as Murray would have known it in the 1930s.   
      Photo A.E. Robertson. 

 



 
29. The interior of the CIC hut.  Photo A.E. Robertson. 

 

Bein Narnain.  * Sugach Buttress & Spearhead. 

 

The asterisk indicates that Murray led the climb, but he lists no companions. The date may 

have been Sunday 25
th

 April when the JMCS held an informal meet at Arrochar. The SMC 

Journal (1937, XXI, 124, p. 304) records the weather was 'good' and that several members 

did Sugach Buttress and Spearhead. 

 

 

MAY 1937 
 

Ben Nevis.  Raeburn's Buttress & Tower Ridge.  With Mackenzie & Dunn. 

 

Sunday 2nd May. J.J. Murray, a fellow JMCS member, was also with the party. Their entry in 

the CIC hut book reads: 

 
Final section of Raeburn's Buttress, owing to a mistake first section missed out.  Proceeded to 

the summit of Nevis. Descent made by Tower Ridge. 

 

Murray refers to this ascent of Raeburn's Buttress (250m/820ft Very Difficult) in the chapter 

'Ben Nevis' in Portraits of Mountains (p. 89) edited by E. Molony. The text is mainly 

concerned with an ascent of the North East Buttress but towards the end, when contrasting 

the days, he writes: 

 
I once went up in May to the west end of the cliffs, which had shed off all snow […] We 
climbed Raeburn’s Buttress, which tapers to a long thin pinnacle. Towards the end we felt 

like seamen clambering up the mast of a tall clipper. Near the very top we came to a tiny 

platform. Beneath, was a sheer drop of several hundred feet; above a knife edged overhang. 
Bright sunshine washed over its crystalline edge, giving it a peculiarly clean beauty, the same 

beauty that glows in a pure well. And the sun was on us too, so that when I straightened 

against the overhang I felt alive in every nerve and muscle. My searching fingers closed upon 
square, tough notches, grasped and pulled up. I felt the sure, quick response of the whole 

body, rising to a glorious out of balance movement […] 

When we came out on the summit, we sat at ease on a bed of dry powder–snow. We basked in 

a hot sun […] The air was still yet cool and heady. Not a sound reached us, save once, a croak 
from a ptarmigan. Once or twice the remote murmur of a waterfall, far down in the valley, 

was borne up to us on an eddy of wind. 



 

Raeburn’s Buttress was described as 'magnificent' and graded Severe in Macphee’s 1936 Ben 

Nevis guide. The upper section of Tower Ridge would probably still have been in winter 

condition. 

 

 
30. Bill MacKenzie at the CIC Hut, Ben Nevis, mid 1930s. 

                                                   Photo Douglas Scott 

 

Ben Nevis.  Observatory Ridge & No 3 Gully. 

 

Monday 3rd May. The CIC hut book records that Murray, Mackenzie and J.J. Murray 

ascended Observatory Ridge (420m/1378ft Very Difficult / Grade IV) and descended 

Number 3 Gully in three and a half hours. The upper part of Observatory Ridge would 

normally be in winter condition at this time of year. An entry in the hut book by another party 

noted there was snow above the lochan in Coire na Ciste and that Number 3 Gully was 

corniced and 'very steep with ice at the top'. 

 

 
31. The SMC 1936 guide, Ben Nevis, by Graham Macphee. 

 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Direct.  With Dunn and Marskell. 



 

Possibly Sunday 9th May. This was the first time Murray led Crowberry Direct (225m/ 738ft 

Severe); he had seconded it twice the previous year.   

 

 

Clachlet & Meall a' Bhuiridh .  * Summit Buttress of Clachlet.  With Dunn. 

 

Possibly Sunday 16th May. The summit buttress of Clachlet presumably refers to a scramble 

or easy rock climb. However, there is no description of this in either the 1934 SMC Central 

Highlands guide or the modern guidebooks. Monday 17th May was the Whit Bank Holiday. 

 

 

Buachaille .  * Central Buttress, by Bell and Harrison's Route.  With D.L. Campbell. 
 

The JMCS held a meet at Coupal Bridge 22
nd

 – 24
th

 May. The report in the SMC Journal 

(1937, XXI, 124, p. 304) recorded 'wet weather' and that Mackenzie, Dunn and Ewart made a 

new route on Central Buttress, Slanting Ledge (60m/197ft Very Difficult), remarking that this 

'would be severe under dry conditions; in wind and rain it proved commensurately more 

interesting'. It also noted that Murray, Campbell and A.M. Smith climbed Bell and Harrison's 

Route. The date of this ascent was probably Sunday 23
rd 

May. Central Buttress was first 

climbed by J.H.B. Bell and A. Harrison in 1929, it is known today as North Face Route 

(220m/722ft Severe). 

 

 
32. Coupal Bridge, Glen Etive.  A popular camping spot and the usual starting point for Buachaille Etive Mor in 

the 1930s. 

 

Buachaille.  Crowberry Gully.  With Mackenzie etc. 

 

MacAlpine also recorded this ascent, noting that the gully was 'very wet'. A post card 

Murray's sister Margaret sent to him in Egypt in 1941 refers to this climb: 

 
Four years ago yesterday you were in the Crowberry Gully with A [MacAlpine] and 

Mackenzie.  It was pouring with rain – I stayed in the tent at Coupal Bridge and you returned 

wet and slimy and covered in mud. 

 



The post card was dated 2
nd

 June and is quoted in The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 332). 

Taken as read this would make the date of the climb Tuesday 1st of June, but it is more likely 

to have been Sunday 30
th

 May. 

 

 

JUNE 1937 
 

Cioch Pinnacle, Skye.  * Up and down several routes. 

Dearg & An Stac. Window Buttress & In. Pin.  

 

The entry suggests the ascents were made on the same day, but may refer to two days 

activity. Angus Smith's SMC application records that at the start of the holiday he climbed 

the Cioch with Tom Mackinnon then Window Buttress and the Inaccessible Pinnacle with 

Murray. Murray went to Skye for three weeks, probably Saturday 12
th
 June to Saturday 4

th
 

July, and camped at Glen Brittle. The weather was unsettled with good and bad days 

alternating at the beginning of the holiday and squally rain and high wind later. 

(Undiscovered Scotland, p. 125). 

 

 

Sgurrs Alasdair, Thearlaich, Mhic Choinnich, An Stac & Dearg.  Collie’s Route on 

North Buttress Alasdair.  King’s Chimney and In. Pin. west & east. 

 

Collie's Route (270m/885ft Difficult) is on the North Buttress of Sgurr Alasdair.  Murray 

climbed this route twice the previous summer, first with Douglas Scott and Rob Anderson 

and then with Archie MacAlpine. The King's Chimney (30m/98ft Difficult), named after 

Wickham King who made the first ascent in 1898, leads directly to the summit of Sgurr Mhic 

Choinnich. On the Inaccessible Pinnacle the short but steep west ridge (18m/59ft Very 

Difficult) and longer, easier angled east ridge (45m/148ft Moderate) are both popular routes 

for ascent and descent. Angus Smith's SMC application records this day and noted that 

Banford and Marskell were also present. 

 

 

Traverse of Cuillin Main Ridge (Murray lists the main summits).  * 12 hours with J. 

Banford.  
 

James Banford was a member of the JMCS. The following note signed J.B. appeared in the 

SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 124, p. 306) 

 
A very informal meet of the J.M.C.S. was held in Glen Brittle in June, and at midnight, on 

17
th
, W.H. Murray and J. Banford set off for the Cuillin Ridge. In almost total darkness the 

Garsbheinn corrie was missed and the screes above Soay climbed, Garsbheinn being reached 

at 3.30 am. The times from here on were as follows: 
Garsbheinn                            left 4.00 am 

Sgurr nan Eag                              4.30 

Sgurr Dubh na Da Bheinn           5.23 
                                              left 5.53 

Sgurr Alasdair                             6.40 

Sgurr Mhic Coinnich                   7.25 
Sgurr Dearg                                 8.30 

                                               left 9 

Sgurr Banachdich                        9.50 



Sgurr Thormaid                             10.00 

Sgurr Ghreadaidh                         10.31 
Sgurr a Mhadaidh (south top)      11.00 

Bidein Druim nam Ramh             12.07 pm 

                                               left  12.40 

Bruach na Frithe                            2.05 
Sgurr a' Fionn Choire                     2.30 

                                               left 3.00 

Am Basteir                                     3.40 
Sgurr nan Gillean                           4.20 

Total Ridge time , 12 hours 20 minutes. 

The weather was clear till Alasdair, then mist covered the tops for the rest of the journey and 
slowed up the party, fifteen minutes being lost on Dearg, route finding. 

The journey is of note because the party is the first purely J.M.C.S. party to do the ridge, and 

also because there were no caches – all food and water were carried, not always done by ridge 

parties. Eighty feet of line was used, and Murray led the climbs well. 
 

In Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 13) Murray refers to an incident that occurred on Sgurr 

Dearg during their traverse of the main ridge: 

 
When traversing the main ridge with J. Banford, I had left Sgurr Dearg in dense mist. After 

descending steep rock, we had embarked on a hand–traverse on the upper ledge of an 

overhang, at which the mist cleared, revealing not the main ridge a few feet below, but a 

chasm eight hundred feet deep. Aided by the sketchiest foothold, we were gaily swinging by 
our hands over the north–eastern precipice. We hastily retired and were no sooner clear of the 

ledge than the overhang, ledge and all, silently heeled over into the void in blocks like 

cottages. 
 

 

Sgurr a' Mhadaidh, Ghreadaidh, Thormaid, Banachdich.  * Slanting Gully.  With 

Dunn. 

 

Slanting Gully (210m/689ft Severe) is on the Tairneilear face of Sgurr a' Mhadaidh.  Ashley 

Abraham, G. Bartrum, A.H. Binns and H. Harland made the first ascent in June 1907. The 

1923 SMC guide, Island of Skye, the main source of reference in 1937, described this as a 

'noted climb' and graded it Difficult. In the intervening years the route has been altered by 

rockfall and, although still possible, it is harder and no longer a recommended climb. Murray 

and Dunn climbed the gully and then traversed the ridge over Ghreadaidh and Thormaid to 

Banachdich. They probably returned to Glen Brittle via Bealach Coire na Banachdich. A 

photograph in Ben Humble's book The Cuillin of Skye, taken by Angus Smith, shows Murray, 

Dunn and W.G. Marskell on the summit of Sgurr a' Ghreadaidh. It was probably taken on this 

day for it is the only visit to this section of the ridge recorded by Murray. Smith's SMC 

application noted that he and Marskell had traversed the ridge from Bruach na Frithe to Sgurr 

a' Ghreadaidh and continued on to Sgurr na Banachdich. 

 



 
33. George Marskell, Bill Murray and Kenneth Dunn on the summit of Sgurr a' Ghreadaidh, 

               June 1937. Photo A.M. Smith. 

 

Sron na Ciche, Sgumain, Alasdair.  * Eastern Buttress Direct.  With Dunn & Marskell.  

 

Eastern Buttress Direct (180m/590ft Mild Severe) on Sron Na Ciche follows the edge of the 

buttress overlooking Eastern Gully. It was first climbed by E.W. Steeple, G. Barlow and A.H. 

Doughty in early September 1912, and is still a popular classic, but now rather polished. 

Murray briefly describes this ascent in chapter 13 'The Six Days' Challenge' in Undiscovered 

Scotland. Rain showers kept them in their tents in the morning but the weather improved in 

the afternoon and they headed up to Coire Lagan. None of them had climbed the Direct Route 

before. Although not listed by Murray, Angus Smith was also with the party and took a 

photograph of Murray in nailed boots leading a short exposed traverse overlooking Eastern 

Gully that was published in Undiscovered Scotland. Murray thought this 'the most charming 

route in Skye' and 'couldn't remember enjoying a Cuillin climb more than this one'. Dunn 

descended the Sgumain Stone Shoot while the other three went to the summit of Sgurr 

Alasdair and descended the Great Stone Shoot 'in six minutes, without hurrying'. 

 

 
34. Bill Murray leading the Direct Route on the Eastern Buttress of Sron na Ciche, 

                      June 1937. Photo A.M. Smith. 

 

Am Bhasteir & Tooth.  * North Chimney & Dunn’s variation of Naismith's Route. 



 

Murray and Dunn had so far spent the holiday climbing in the south Cuillin. The weather was 

becoming more unsettled with high winds. 

 
On 25

th
 June […] we went to the Bhasteir Tooth and tried a face climb, of which Dunn had 

made the first ascent some years before. The feature of the route is a 'stomach traverse' of 
sixty feet, where a long, narrow ledge slants up and leftwards across the south face […]  After 

sixty feet the ledge thins out […] That was where the wind caught me. We had to abandon the 

continuation by the exposed upper rocks of Naismith’s Route. We then withdrew and took 
refuge in the North Chimney of the north face – a corkscrew tunnel twisting and turning this 

way and that through total darkness […] from which we popped out on the Tooth’s crown 

like rabbits out of a burrow […] It was raining by the time we got back to Glen Brittle. Only 

one week remained of our holidays.  Undiscovered Scotland (p. 126) 

 

Dunn made the first ascent of the face climb referred to above with J.G. Wilson, in August 

1934.  It is now known as Naismith's Route Direct (85m/279ft Severe). Murray and Dunn 

made the second ascent. The Chimney on the north face of the Tooth is Shadbolt's Chimney 

(50m/164ft Very Difficult), first climbed by L.G. Shadbolt and A.C. MacLaren, in July 1906. 

 

 

Sgurr na h' Uamha.  * First ascent of S.W. Buttress.  Gale.  With Dunn. 

 
One midwinter's night I opened the Scottish Mountaineering Club’s Guide to Skye […] 
Almost at once I came upon a challenging passage […] 'Sgurr na h' Uamha is the beautifully 

shaped peak situated a mile south of Sgurr nan Gillean [….] There is no record of an ascent of 

the steep south–westerly buttress facing Sgurr Dearg.' 

Six months later I arrived in Skye with Dunn. We camped in Glen Brittle and climbed for a 
fortnight on the South Cuillin. I regarded all our time thus spent as so much training for der 

Tag. Undiscovered Scotland (p. 124). 

 

In the evening, after their return from the Bhasteir Tooth, a strange unnatural light led Murray 

to believe that a major deterioration in the weather was on its way and that they must head for 

Sgurr na h' Uamha as soon as possible. Early next morning, Saturday 26
th

 June, they drove to 

Sligachan and walked under layers of steely grey cloud into Harta Corrie and climbed several 

hundred feet of scree to reach the foot of the buttress. No line of weakness was visible and 

the rock bristled with vertical and overhanging walls divided by narrow horizontal trap–

ledges. Murray took the lead and climbed a twenty–foot wall to an overhang, which he turned 

on the right and belayed on a ledge above. They continued like this for five pitches, 

traversing right and left until a corner, crack or face provided a way to the next tier. The angle 

then eased before a final steepening at the top of the buttress. Higher up the wind became 

ferocious and Murray, who had forgotten his balaclava, started to loose heat rapidly. He also 

expended a lot of energy just clinging onto the rock for fear of being blown off. They took 

two and a half hours from the start of the climb to the summit.  Technically this proved to be 

much easier than they had expected and the major difficulty was dealing with the wind. 

Today the SW buttress route is called Murray's Climb (240m/787ft Difficult). It was the only 

new route that Murray created in Skye. When my wife and I repeated this climb on a warm 

sunny day in May 2008, the remote setting, vague line, lack of protection and secure belays 

made it feel harder and more serious than the grade suggests. There were no signs of previous 

passage and I suspect the route is hardly ever climbed, and that, on the rare occasions when it 



is, parties end up making their own 'first ascent'. Murray submitted 

 
35. Sgurr na h' Uamha from Bealach na Lice. Murray's Route follows the right skyline. 

 

Dearg.  * Window Buttress.  With Dunn. 

 

In Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 10), Murray says they spent the three days following their 

ascent of the SW Buttress of Sgurr na h' Uamha confined to their tent by bad weather, but this 

entry indicates they made an ascent of Window Buttress (90m/295ft Difficult), probably in 

poor conditions. 

 

 

Sgumain.  * Cioch Direct & Crack of Doom, with Dunn. 

 

On the fourth day they decided, regardless of conditions, that they would attempt what 

Murray considered the best combination of climbs in the Cuillin - Cioch Direct (150m/492ft 

Severe) and the Crack of Doom (80m /262 ft Hard Severe) - one lying above the other. A 

rain-squall kept them in their sleeping bags until late morning and they didn’t set out until 

after they had finished a 'midday breakfast'. The rock was still wet when they arrived at the 

crag but the weather improving. Murray described their ascent in chapter 2 'The Cioch and 

Crack of Doom', in Mountaineering in Scotland. The date of the climb was probably 

Wednesday 30
th

 June. The next day they struck camp and left for Glasgow.  

 

   

JULY 1937 
 

Bidean nam Bian.  * West Face of Church Door.  With Dunn & Marskell. 

 

Sunday 11th July. The first ascent of West Face Route (135m/443ft Severe). In his 

application Murray doesn’t record this as a new climb, listing instead his earlier incomplete 

ascent with MacAlpine and Dunn, the previous September. However, the Glen Coe 

guidebooks (including Murray's) use this date and it was described (by Murray) as the first 

ascent in the SMC Journal (1938, XXI, 125, p. 341). Marskell took a picture of Murray 

leading the second pitch which was published with the route description in the journal. 

 



 
36. Bill Murray on the first ascent of West Face Route, Church Door Buttress, 

                      Glen Coe, 11th July 1937. Photo W.G. Marskell. 

 

Ben Nevis.  * Staircase, Douglas Boulder & Tower Ridge, with Humble. 

 

Murray and Humble were part of the JMCS Fair Meet at the CIC hut 17
th
 – 19

th
 July. The 

report in the SMC Journal (1937, XXI, 124, p. 305), written by Murray, recorded the 

following: 

 
Members, – Jas Banford, W.G. Marskell, D. Macphee, W.H. Murray, D.T. Waddell. 

Guest, – Ian B. Brown. 

Mr Benjamin H. Humble represented the Scottish Mountaineering Club. 
Saturday 17

th
 – Banford, Brown and Macphee: Douglas Boulder Direct and Tower Ridge. 

Fine weather. 

Sunday 18
th

 – Murray, Humble, Waddell, Brown: Staircase up. Tower Ridge and Douglas 
Boulder Down. Wet. 

Monday 19
th
 – Humble, Marskell, Waddell: Tower Ridge up. No.3 down. Wet. 

                                                                 W.H.M. 

 

Murray walked up to the CIC hut on the Saturday evening and returned to Glasgow on 

Sunday evening. Staircase Climb (215m/705ft Very Difficult) is on the Carn Dearg buttress 

and starts to the right of Waterfall Gully. The normal route on the Douglas Boulder is the 

Direct Route (215m/ 705 ft Very Difficult) which provides a fine start to Tower Ridge 

(600m/ 1968ft Difficult).  

 

 

Traverse of Aonach Eagach, from Am Bodach to Sgorr nam Fiannaidh.  With Marskell 

 

The date was almost certainly Sunday 25
th

 July, the weekend fitting neatly between others 

with known dates. 

 

 

AUGUST 1937 



 

Ben Nevis.  Rubicon Wall.  With Scott, Mackenzie & MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 1
st
 August. 

 
In late July 1937 there came a west highland heat–wave. The right weather had at last arrived, 

and after an exchange of telegrams the right party assembled one evening in the Nevis hut. 

Mackenzie and MacAlpine came straight from the Cuillin [...] In place of Dunn I was able to 

bring with me from Glasgow Douglas Scott [...] It seemed too much to expect that the 
weather would hold. Yet the night came warm but not sultry, and the 1st August dawned with 

a tropical brilliance. 

At Sunrise I climbed Carn Mor Dearg to get photographs of the cliffs while the sun was on 
them.  I returned to the hut for breakfast […] We turned out at ten o’clock. Mountaineering in 

Scotland (page 47) 

 

A.T. Hargreaves, F.G. Heap and Ruth Heap made the first ascent of Rubicon Wall 

(310m/1016ft Severe) on 13
th
 September 1933 and graded it Very Severe; at the time the 

hardest rock climb on Ben Nevis. Murray says his party made the second ascent, but in fact 

Jim Bell, Colin Allen and 'Sandy' Wedderburn made the second ascent, by a separate line 

(Left Edge Route, 300m/984ft Severe),  in September 1936 (A Progress in Mountaineering, 

p. 146) and Murray's party the third ascent. The 1954 Climbers' Guide to Ben Nevis suggests 

that all three parties took different lines and none of the detailed accounts show good 

agreement with each other. The climb ascends the wall to the right of Point Five Gully, a 

section of the mountain that receives little direct sunlight, even in the height of summer, and 

consequently takes a few days to dry and is only rarely in good rock climbing condition. 

 

The first obstacle Murray's party encountered was a sheet of bone hard snow with a 

bergschrund (randkluft) forty foot deep and six foot wide circling the width of the buttress. 

They had no ice-axe so crept up the snow on their edge nails to the lip of the bergschrund, 

where they rope up. Mackenzie took the lead, jumped across the bergschrund and climbed 

fifty foot up to a small stance. Murray, MacAlpine and Scott followed and remained in that 

order for the rest of the climb. They continued up a rib to the edge of Point Five Gully (then 

unnamed) where they removed their shirts and changed into rubbers. The climb then moved 

rightwards to enter an 'insipient gully or groove', which they ascended to reach a ledge and 

block belay. Mackenzie traversed right and attempted a direct variation but was stopped after 

twenty feet and had to use a peg to safeguard his retreat. He traversed further right to a 

second groove and climbed this for fifty foot to belay at a small spike. Another 100 foot of 

delicate slabs led to the top. Murray wrote: 

 
The typical move, which stays in my mind […] was that of hoisting up to a mantel by the 

down–press of my right palm, of lodging the left foot on the same mantel at hip level, and 

then, without further handhold, straightening the left leg, my sense of balance preserved by 

hands fluttering up the wall above and the right toe lifting against the wall below. 
Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 53) 

 

While Scott was climbing the final pitch Murray took 'a unique photograph' that made it 

appear as if Scott was climbing 'out of the very jaws of the randkluft'. This image has never 

been published and it is not known if it still exists. After coiling the ropes they spent an hour 

talking and smoking before donning their boots and climbing up to the summit, where Scott 

took a photograph of the other three. In his diary Scott recorded that they descended Tower 



Ridge to join Margaret who 'watched and had a meal ready'. This would have been Murray's 

sister Margaret who was married to MacAlpine. 

 

 
37. Bill Murray, Archie MacAlpine and Bill MacKenzie on the summit of Ben Nevis 

                     after the third ascent of Rubicon Wall, 1st August 1937. Photo Douglas Scott. 

 

Ben Nevis.  Route 1, Carn Dearg.  With Mackenzie. 

 

The following day, Monday 2nd August, Murray and Mackenzie climbed Route 1 

(215m/705ft Severe), noting in the CIC hut log that it took them 2 hours. Mackenzie led. 

 

 

Cobbler . Maclay’s Crack, Great Gully 'Hundred –feet Drop'.  Right–angled Gully, 

Recess Route.  Central Peak Buttress, McGregor’s Ledge, Direct, South Ledge, Central 

Peak Arete, Sloping Ledge, Ardgartan Wall, Jug Handle etc.  With Humble. 

 

Sunday 8th August.  Humble wrote this up in his diary and included an account in On 

Scottish Hills (p. 35). He also published an article, 'Cobbler Calling', in the SMC Journal 

(1938, XXI, 126, p. 392), from which the following is an extract: 

 
Once, while returning on the train, someone talked of a new climb with the fearsome name of 

'Hundred Foot Drop'. There were rumours of others, but I paid little attention till the summer 
of 1937. Then, one afternoon in June when I was very busy, my thoughts far from the hills, a 

message was handed in, 'Mr Murray wants to know where is the Recess Route of the 

Cobbler? How difficult is it? How many pitches has it?' How I laughed!  Bill Murray's 
thoughts were on the hills night and day; he had only missed one weekend of climbing since 

the beginning of that year!  

 

I didn't know anything about the Recess Route, so made prompt inquiries. An August 
Saturday found Murray and myself trekking up to the Narnain Stone. Murray achieved the 

remarkable feat of carrying a carton of milk and a bottle of paraffin oil in the same Bergan. 

We erected the tent and I spilt the milk. It was wet and very windy; there did not seem to be a 
dry spot within miles. The pegs would not hold. If we had not piled the stones on the top of 

them and kept the walls down in a similar way the tent would surely have been blown away 

during the night, but we slept well. 
 

Our plan was to start at 7.00 a.m. and do all the Cobbler Climbs. Actually it was 1 p.m. before 

we roped up. Then followed seven delightful hours of rock climbing, Murray leading 

splendidly throughout; up M'Lay's Crack, down the Great Gully, up the 100–foot chimney, 
down the Right Angle Gully, up the direct finish of the same gully, round to the foot again 



and up the new Recess Route – all these on the North Peak. Then we climbed the Centre Peak 

Buttress, did the usual variations of the Centre Peak, descended the Centre Peak Arête, 
climbed the South Peak by the Sloping Ledge Route, descended and climbed up by the Direct 

Route on the North Face, down and up once more by Jug–Handle Route. We thought we had 

done well when we unroped at 8.00 p.m., but we missed out many climbs, and some new ones 

have been done since then. 
 

 
38. The Cobbler. Photo Ben Humble. 

 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress.  With MacAlpine, Dunn & Marskell. 

 

Probably Sunday 15
th
 August. The photograph on the dust wrapper of first edition of 

Mountaineering in Scotland, which was taken by MacAlpine, shows Murray leading the 

traverse from Heather Ledge on Central Buttress. Murray is seen climbing in nails with thick 

socks, warm clothing and carrying a small sack. This picture may have been taken on this 

occasion. The only other time it could have been taken was 27
th

 September 1936. Central 

Buttress is now referred to as North Face Route (220m/722ft Severe). 

 

 

Buachaille.  * The Chasm.  With Mackenzie, MacAlpine & Dunn. 

 

Probably Sunday 22
nd

 August. The Chasm (450m/1476ft Very Severe) is one of the best 

gully climbs in Scotland, with the crux, the Devil's Cauldron, right at the top. It is mainly 

Difficult climbing with two Very Severe sections - the Converging Walls and the Devil's 

Cauldron. It was named and first explored by J.H. Bell and J. Maclay in 1898 but not 

ascended in its entirety until April 1920 when R.F. Stobart and Mr and Mrs N. Odell climbed 

the Devil's Cauldron by the South Wall. This was Murray's first ascent of the Chasm and the 

record indicates that he led throughout. 

 

 

Stob Coire nam Beith, Bidean nam Bian.  * Arch Gully.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 29
th

 August.  George Abraham, the Keswick based photographer, and his 

wife made the first ascent of Arch Gully (240m/787ft Difficult), in 1900, by an indirect line. 

C.M Allen and J.H.B. Bell made the first direct ascent in winter conditions (Grade II/III) in 

December 1933. A description for the summer ascent was included in the 1934 SMC guide 



The Central Highlands and in Murray's Rock Climbs Glencoe and Ardgour (1949). Being an 

easy gully climb, this may have been a poor weather option for Murray and MacAlpine. 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 1937 
 

Galloway Hills.  Ben Yellary, The Merrick, Byne Hill, Haggis Hill, Cairn Hill, 

Polmaddie Hill, Rowantree Hill.  Alone. 

 

Although relatively close to Glasgow this was the only time Murray visited these hills before 

the Second World War. The walk included two areas, first Ben Yellary and The Merrick and, 

second, the last four summits, which form a group around Polmaddie Hill. The only summit 

not identified on the Ordnance Survey map is Byne Hill which probably links the two areas. 

 

 

Cir Mhor.  * BC Rib, N.E Face.  With D.L. Campbell. 

 

Sunday 26
th

 September. Murray and Campbell were attending the JMCS Autumn meet based 

at Corrie, on Arran, that ran from 25th to 27th September. BC Rib (70m/230ft Very Difficult) 

lies between B2 Gully and C Gully on the North East Face of Cir Mhor. There is no report for 

this meet in the SMC Journal. 

 

Douglas Scott's diary contains the following note: 

 
Saturday 25

th
 

Archie and I camped at Glen Sannox.  8 camping, 4 at hotel. Good day […] Basking sharks, 

one jumped. 

Sunday 26
th
 

Fine then wet. Bill M. did B.C. Rib, Cir Mhor. I tried it with the others but came back from 

the top of the first pitch. Back early dried clothes on fire. 

 

'Archie' was Archie MacAlpine. 

 

Cir Mhor and North Goat Fell.  * Pinnacle Ridge.  With Scott, MacAlpine and 

Marskell. 

 

Monday 27
th 

September. Pinnacle Ridge (140m/459ft Difficult) starts at the Western Stone 

Shoot on the NE face of Cir Mhor. Murray's party, presumably, descended from Cir Mhor to 

The Saddle then continued onto North Goat Fell. 

 

Douglas Scott's diary records: 

 
Monday 27

th
 

Fine day, haze. Up devious, uneasy route, unroped to Cir Mhor, then along ridge to N. 
Goatfell. Back over Am Binnein with Bill Bennett. Bus 5.30. Boat packed. 

 

 

OCTOBER 1937 
 

Cobbler.  * Recess Route & E gully of Jean.  With Dunn, MacAlpine & Mackenzie. 

 



Probably Sunday 3
rd

 October. Recess Route (85m/279ft Severe) on the North Peak of the 

Cobbler was first climbed by J. B. Nimlin, J. Fox and R. Ewing in May 1935. It remains one 

of the most popular routes on the mountain. The E gully of Jean (the South Peak) is not 

recorded in any guidebook. 

 

 

Buachaille Etive Mor. * Curved Ridge.  With R. Cameron. 

 

Probably Sunday 10th October when the Glasgow JMCS held an informal meet at 

Inverarnan. 

 

 

Nevis.  Slav Route.  With Mackenzie. 

 

Sunday 17
th

 October. Murray, Mackenzie, Dunn and MacAlpine were staying at the CIC hut 

and woke to a morning of mist and rain. When Murray enquired what they might climb 

Mackenzie allegedly replied: 'When the weather is foul, the only thing to do is climb the 

hardest route on the mountain'. Murray concluded that the hardest route was Rubicon Wall, 

which could not be climbed in the wet, so Mackenzie must have been referring to Slav Route. 

E.A.M. Wedderburn and two Czechoslovakian mountaineers had made the first ascent of 

Slav Route (420m/1378ft Severe) in 1934. As far as Murray and Mackenzie were aware all 

the ascents so far had been made wearing 'rubbers' or rope soled shoes but, because of the wet 

conditions, they climbed in boots. Mackenzie led. The first five pitches gave difficult 

sustained climbing on smooth rounded rock, but above this they eased: 

 
For a thousand feet the climb continued up a series of vertical walls, which progressively 

became shorter [...] Throughout this upper part of the route we moved together, which 

provided me, as second man, with much brisk work in managing a rope stiff and heavy with 
water [...] When the cloud locally thickened we appeared at times like the most insubstantial 

of wraiths, drifting through the shifting mists like the wolves in a Russian melodrama. 

Climbing thus through cloud we could not see what height we were gaining, and the route 

gradually took to itself a sort of epic quality. It rolled on and on, magnificently and 
unendingly, until one thought that since it had continued so long it must go on for ever. 

Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 26) 

 

Dunn and MacAlpine spent the day on Observatory Ridge. Murray described this ascent in 

chapter 3, 'Slav Route – Ben Nevis', in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

In an article celebrating the 50th anniversary of the CIC hut Murray describes the atmosphere 

in the 1930s: 

 
The eight bunks were the best sprung and most comfortable in which I ever slept.  One could 

lie there on a winter's night and watch the iron stove glow red-hot in the dark.  These comforts 

of hut-life made a lasting impression on me.  Still more could be made of them with 
forethought.  Since my early visits were usually made with Mackenzie, MacAlpine and Dunn, 

I rapidly learned the finer tactical points: such as, to carry the keys on the way up, and so 

without loss of decorum be the first through the door to get a bunk by the fire; or be prompt in 
putting one's blankets into the oven, while it was warming; yet not be forward in the morning, 

but rather watch over the edge of the bunk to note if the first riser's breath smoked in icy air, 

and if so, wait till the primus was purring, porridge on the boil, and the raw edge taken off the 

new day. Fast as I learned, I could not expect to compete with masters, and had to reserve my 



lore for latter deployment in more innocent company. SMC Journal (1979, XXXI, 170, p. 

334) 
 

 

Cobbler.  Jug Handle, Ardgartan Wall, Centre Peak Arete.  New route on North 

Buttress.  With Humble. 

 

Probably Sunday 24
th
 October. Jug Handle (103m/344ft Very Difficult), Ardgartan Wall 

(65m/213ft Very Severe), Central Arete (60m/197ft Difficult). The new route on the North 

Buttress isn't recorded. 

 

This is the last time Murray and Humble climbed together before the war. Shorty after this 

Humble fell out with Murray over a picture in the JMCS photographic exhibition. See the 

commentary for 13th December 1937 in the list of JMCS meets. 

 

 

Beinn an Lochain, Arrochar.  Elephant Gully.  With Dunn, MacAlpine & Mackenzie. 

 

Probably Sunday 31
st
 October. Beinn an Lochain (901m) is a peak west of the 'Rest and Be 

Thankful', the pass between Glen Kinglas and Glen Croe. Elephant Gully (90m/295ft  

Difficult) is a deep rift at the western end of the north face of The Brack (787m). Murray and 

MacAlpine both record Beinn an Lochain and Elephant Gully so presumably did both ascents 

on the same day. 

 

 

NOVEMBER 1937 
 

Aonach Dubh.  * Ossian's Cave.   With Dunn etc. 

 

Probably Sunday 7
th 

November when there was a Glasgow JMCS informal meet at the Bridge 

of Orchy. MacAlpine's SMC application records Mackenzie and Bennett were also present. 

The normal route into the cave is by Ossian's Ladder (60m/197ft Difficult). 

 

 

Buachaille Etive Beag: Stob nan Cabar, Stob Corie Raineach, Stob Dubh.  Snow.  With 

Marskell & MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 14
th

 November. A north to south traverse of Buachaille Etive Beag (958m), 

a Munro in Glen Coe. 

 

Wednesday 17th November. Glasgow JMCS second Annual Dinner at the Scottish 

Consitiutional Club. Thirty nine members and guests attended. 
 



 
 

 
39. Glasgow JMCS 1937 Annual Dinner menu. 

 

 

In a reflective article (SMC Journal,1975, XXX, 116, p. 318) on the JMCS Murray refers to 

these dinners: 

 
A feature of club life from 1936-39 was the annual dinner at the Constitutional Club in 

Glasgow. These were the best dinners I have ever attended, and carefully organized in 

advance. The club had several good singers, who met before the dinner, decided what would 

be sung and rehearsed. This preparation paid off in memorable nights. 
 

And in his obituary for MacAlpine (SMC Journal,1995, XXXV, 186, p. 749): 

 
One sometimes hears of a story-teller having his listeners 'rolling in the aisles', but only once 

in my life have I literally seen this happen - when Archie spoke at a JMCS dinner in the old 
Constitutional Club of Glasgow. He gave a simple recitation of Longfellow's Wreck of the 

Hesperus, delivered as if by an upper crust English gentleman, just slightly sozzeled. The 

result was so hilarious that members could hardly keep upright in their seats, and some did, in 



fact, have to throw themselves on to the floor. I have never seen the like again - for Archie 

would never give a repeat performance despite all urgings. 

 
 

Aonach Eagach Ridge – Traverse.  * Thick snow.  With Marskell etc. 

 

Probably Sunday 21
st
 November. 

 

 

Buachaille.  Agag’s Groove & Crowberry Ridge.  Thick frost.  With Mackenzie & 

Dunn. 

 

Murray recalls this ascent in chapter 4, 'On The Rannoch Wall in Winter', in Mountaineering 

in Scotland. The date was probably Sunday 28
th
 November although in Mountaineering in 

Scotland Murray says this occurred in December. This was a semi winter ascent with the rock 

covered in thick hoar frost but little snow or ice. The first ascent of Agag's Groove in full 

winter conditions (Grade VII/6) was made by Hamish MacInnes, Chris Bonington and two 

others in February 1953. 

 

Douglas Scott's diary records: 'The best November I can remember. Beautiful weather almost 

all month but hardly any snow on the hills.' 

 

 

DECEMBER 1937 
 

Cobbler.  * Traverse of Jean.  Heavy snow.  JMCS meet. 

 

Sunday 5
th

 December. The Glasgow JMCS held an informal meet at Arrochar that around 

twenty eight members and guests attended - the largest informal meet held so far by the club. 

The meeting time was 10.30 a.m. which the club minutes record was, afterwards, considered 

too late for this time of year when sunset was around 4 p.m. Most spent the day on the 

Cobbler. Douglas Scott's diary records: 

 
Snowing slightly all day. Mist cleared in afternoon. Mob about 30. Most traversed South 
Peak. Bill M, Ian and I did arête to centre top. Loose snow over everything.  Up at dusk. 

 

'Ian' was Ian Maitland who recorded this ascent in his SMC application. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * North Buttress.   Snow and ice.  With MacAlpine. 
 

In early December 1937 a great blizzard swept the central highlands.  The roads were 

blocked, the mountains burdened, moor and river buried in deep snow. Then came the frost. 
On the 12th it broke all records for severity in Argyll. The conditions seemed not yet ripe for 

climbing in the confined space of rocky-ridge or gully, but for MacAlpine and me, attentively 

hearkening, the hour had struck for a visit to the North buttress of Buachaille Etive Mor. 
Mountaineering in Scotland (p.72) 

 

Sunday 12
th

 December. They left Glasgow two hours before dawn and had to use chains on 

the car wheels to cross Rannoch Moor. They spent some time taking photographs and, despite 

the early start, it was 1.00 p.m. when they roped up at the start of the North Buttress 



(300m/984ft Grade IV). They had expected this to be snow covered rock and were surprised 

to find it 'paved with a thick layer of sea-green ice'. All the cracks and ledges that make it a 

straight forward ascent in summer had disappeared and the buttress 'had everywhere an even 

coat'. They had difficulty finding a practical line and the climbing proved to be extremely 

delicate. It was almost dark by the time they reached easier ground and 8.00 p.m. when they 

got back to their car. Murray describes their ascent in chapter 9, 'The North Buttress of 

Buachaille. Winter' in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

Monday13th December. Glasgow JMCS Annual Section Meeting and Photography 

Competition at Burlington House. Around fifty members and guests attended. Murray 

organised the photography exhibition and Ben Humble, who was now an SMC member, was 

one of the judges. One of the exhibits was a picture titled 'The Humble Kipper' which had 

been taken by Margaret MacAlpine at Glen Brittle in June 1936.  It showed a dishevelled 

Humble, looking like a tramp,  eating a kipper. When Humble saw this he was outraged and 

took the picture off the wall. He later wrote to the committee demanding an official apology 

and, allegedly, didn't speak to Murray again until after the war. The correspondence between 

Humble and the committee on this subject continued for several months. This episode is 

recorded in the JMCS minutes and referred to in, The Voice of the Hills (p. 34) and The 

Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 298). 

 
 

Meall Ghaordie.  Soft snow.  With Dunn & MacAlpine 
 

Probably Sunday 19
th 

December. Meall Ghaordie (1039m) is an isolated Munro north west of 

Killin. The mention of soft snow suggests there had been a significant thaw since the 

previous weekend.  

 

 

Ben Narnain.  With D.L. Campbell. 

 

Probably over the Christmas holiday. Angus Smith was also present. 

 

 

Beinn a' Chleibh (Dallmally).  With Mackenzie & MacAlpine. 

 

The JMCS New Year meet was held at the Dalmally Hotel from Thursday evening 30th 

December to Monday 3rd January. The report in the SMC Journal (1938, XXI, 125, p. 374) 

recorded: 

 
The weather throughout the Meet was excellent for climbing, although disappointing as 
regards snow conditions, practically every hill climbed being free from snow except for 

patches here and there. 

 

Friday 31st December. Beinn a' Chleibh (916m) is a Munro in the Tyndrum hills adjacent to 

Ben Lui. W. Cranston, J.G. Suggett and G.S. Roger were also with the party. Sugget and 

Roger carried on over Ben Lui. Archie Hendry and the Stallybrass brothers, who were 

Hendry's guests, spent the day on Ben Cruachan. 

 
 

JANUARY 1938 



 
Beinn Eunaich.  * Beaver Buttress.  With Marskell. 

 

Saturday 1st January. The meet report continues: 'being a rather wild Hogmanay […] it was 

surprising the number of sporting climbs which were carried out on New Year's Day.' Beinn 

Eunaich (986m) is a Munro in the group of hills north east of Ben Cruachan. Beaver Buttress 

(120m/394ft Grade III) was first climbed by J.H.B. Bell and others in December 1927. 

MacAlpine and Mackenzie also climbed the route, probably on a separate rope to Murray and 

Marskell. The AGM and Annual Dinner were held that evening. Forty two members and 

guests attended the dinner. 

 

 
40. Glasgow JMCS 1938 programme. 

 

 

Cruach Ardrain.  * Y Gully.  With Weir Cranston   

 

Sunday 2nd January.  Cranston had applied to become a member of the Glasgow JMCS. 

 

 

Beinn a' Bheithir, Sgorr Dhearg. 

 

Beinn a' Bheithir (1024m) is the horseshoe shaped Munro at the western end of Glencoe, 

overlooking Ballachulish Bridge. MacAlpine's application records that he and Marskell were 

also present and noted 'snow' conditions. The fact that they both only listed Sgorr Dhearg, the 

highest peak at the eastern end and not the other summits suggests they may have climbed 

this and returned to their starting point, rather than complete the horseshoe. 

 

Douglas Scott's dairy records this January was generally mild with intermittent gales. 

 

 

FEBRUARY 1938 
 

Stob Ghabhar (Blackmount).  * Upper Couloir.  With Dunn.  Large ice pitch. 



 

Probably Sunday 6
th

 February. Murray's second ascent of this classic ice climb (90m/295ft 

Grade II). MacAlpine also recorded an ascent of the Upper Couloir at the begining of 

February with Mackenzie and Campbell.  

 

 

Buachaille.  * Unsuccessful attempt on Crowberry Gully. 

 

Probably Sunday 13
th

 February. MacAlpine records that he and Dunn accompanied Murray 

on this attempt. 

 

Nevis.  Observatory Ridge & Zero Gully.  With MacAlpine and Mackenzie. 

 

Sunday 20th February. The party walked up to the CIC hut in foul weather on the Saturday 

evening and, assuming the next day to be lost, stayed up till 2.00 a.m.  They rose at 7.00 a.m. 

to find a blue cloudless sky, blazing sunshine and no wind. After a hasty breakfast they left 

the hut at 9.00 a.m. and made a brief inspection of Point Five and Zero Gullies before  

starting Observatory Ridge. Great quantities of powder snow had fallen in January 

accompanied by cold dry winds which, in Glen Coe, had swept the rocks clear and filled the 

gullies with drift. They had anticipated similar conditions, but soon encountered wind-crusted 

powder snow overlaying ice glazed rock. Progress was extremely slow on the lower half of 

the ridge, which is normally the most difficult section, and it was 5.00 p.m. and almost dark 

when they traversed into Zero Gully. Here they found a foot or more of powder snow 

overlaying ice. The only way they could continue with a degree of safety was to excavate the 

powder and cut steps in the ice below - a painstakingly slow and laborious process. They 

eventually gained the summit at 11.30 p.m. and descended, via Coire Leis, to the CIC hut. 

Murray says that he and MacAlpine carried lightweight torches between their teeth and that 

Mackenzie, who was leading, had a bulb and reflector secured to his head by an elastic band 

wired to a battery inside his pocket. This may have been a dentist's headlamp belonging to 

MacAlpine, for tradition has it that it was MacAlpine who realised that a dental lamp, which 

is strapped to the head, would be ideal for climbing at night - the prototype of the modern 

head torch. However, the concept was already partially established for Graham Macphee, in 

the SMC Journal (1936, XXI, 122, p. 88), describes the use of a bulb and reflector fastened to 

the coat with a wire connected to a battery in the pocket or rucksack. 

 

The first winter ascent of Observatory Ridge (420m/1378ft Grade IV/4) was made by Harold 

Raeburn, F.S. Goggs and W.A. Mounsey in early April 1920. This had not been repeated and 

Murray's party made the second ascent.  Mackenzie contributed an article, 'Fourteen Hours on 

The Observatory Ridge', to the SMC Journal (1938, XXI, 125, p. 337) and Murray described 

it in chapter 11, 'Observatory Ridge in Winter', in Mountaineering in Scotland. Neither of 

them record what time they got back to Glasgow or if they were late for work on the Monday. 
 

At the beginning of chapter 11 Murray writes: 

 
Thereupon I sprained an ankle by slipping in a friend's drawing room. After seven days I was 

hobbling with a stick, feeling desperate and vowing like Bill Bones that 'Doctors is all swabs' 
- while my companions enjoyed a very severe climb, which they described to me in high, 

astounding terms. This was too much. Sprain or no sprain, my stick went out of the window 

and I to Nevis with MacAlpine and Mackenzie. Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 95) 

 



This is a curious statement because both Murray and MacAlpine's applications record that 

they attempted Crowberry Gully together the previous weekend. There is no entry in 

MacAlpine's application indicating that he did a climb without Murray immediately prior to 

their ascent of Observatory Ridge. However, what MacAlpine does record are ascents of the 

Aonach Eagach Ridge (with Mackenzie , Dunn and Marskell) and Arch Gully on Bidean nam 

Beith (with Mackenzie, Campbell and Marskell), at the end of January, that lie between his 

ascents of Beinn a' Bhiethir and Stob Ghabhar with Murray. So this may be the period that 

Murray is referring to moving his injury forward a couple of weeks to add drama to the story 

or, perhaps, he simply forgot the exact order of events when writing about this in prison 

camps. 

 

 
41. Zero Gully (centre) and Observatory Ridge, Ben Nevis. 

                                           

 

Laoigh.  * Central  Gully.   With MacAlpine 

 

Probably Sunday 27
th
 February. Murray's third ascent of this easy classic (180m/590ft 

Grade1). 

 

 

MARCH 1938 
 

Stob Coire Odhair (Inveroran).  Alone.  JMCS meet. 

 

Probably Sunday 6
th
 March. Stob a' Choire Odhair (945m) is a Munro in the Black Mount 

that is conveniently approached from Inveroran. There is no record of this meet in the JMCS 

records or SMC Journal. 

 

 

Cobbler.  * Traverse of Jean & Central Pk Arete.   With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 13
th
 March. A classic traverse of Moderate difficulty. 

 

 



Meall Glas (Glen Dochart).  With Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 20
th

 March. Meall Glas (960m) is a Munro east of Killin often approached 

from Glen Dochart. MacAlpine records that Marskell was also present. 

 

 

Narnain, Ime, Cobbler.  With R. Cameron. 

 

Probably Sunday 27
th
 March. 

 

 

APRIL 1938 
 

Ben Starav & Glas Bheinn Mor.  With Marskell & MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 3
rd

 April. MacAlpine notes they climbed these Munros from Glen Etive 

 

 
42. George Marskell.  Photo Douglas Scott. 

 

Buachaille Etive.  * Collie's Route.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 10
th

 April. Collie's Route (300m/984ft) was first climbed by Norman Collie, 

Godfrey Solly and Joseph Collier in March 1894. It takes an indefinite line up the South East 

Face and is a Moderate rock climb in summer and grade II/III in snow. It was the second 

climb made on the Buachaille, the only earlier one being Norman Collie's ascent of Great 

Gully 'some years prior to 1894'. 

 

 

Braeriach & Sron na Lairig.  By snow gully from Coire Brochain.  With John Brown.  

JMCS meet. 



 

Sunday 17th April. The JMCS Easter meet was held at Aviemore.The report in the SMC 

Journal (1938, XXI, 126, p. 446) records that Murray and Brown climbed West Gully 

(150m/492ft Grade 1) and Braeriach from the Lairig Ghru on Easter Sunday, which was the 

17th April. The dates for the meet recorded in the SMC Journal (21st - 23rd March) are 

incorrect. The weather over the weekend was fine but 'very cold' with 'strong winds and 

driving snow'.  

 

 

An Caisteal & Beinn a Chroin (Glen Falloch).  Alone. 

 

An Caisteal ((995m) and Beinn a Chroin (940m) are Munros in the Crianlarich Hills that are 

easily combined and usually approached from Glen Falloch. 

 

 

Sgoran Dubh Mhor & Sgor Gaoith.  With J.A. Brown. 

 

Two peaks west of Breariach, easily accessed from Glen Feshie or Loch Einich. Sgor Gaoith 

(1118m) is a Munro. J. A. Brown is the same companion Murray climbed Braeriach with on 

Easter Sunday. This excursion probably occurred on Easter Monday and the entry above is 

listed out of order. The meet report for the Easter weekend says a large party climbed Sgoran 

Dubh on the Monday.  

 

 

Sgorr nam Fiannaidh, Glencoe.  * Unsuccessful attempt on the unclimbed gully at 

Clachaig.   With Marskell & MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 24th April. Murray's first attempt on the gully that splits the steep south face of Sgor 

nam Fiannaidh immediately above the Clachaig Inn. In Mountaineering in Scotland (pg. 80) 

he says: 'From my first climbing days, when I explored the easiest hills with a thrill of 

adventure, the unclimbed gully at Clachaig, Glencoe, made a most powerful appeal to my 

imagination'. But on being told by more experienced climbers, some of whom had actually 

attempted the gully, that the Great Cave pitch was 'impossible' he gave up any serious ideas 

of climbing it. 

 

By the 1930s this feature had acquired a considerable reputation in mountaineering circles. 

The first attempt was made by Norman Collie, Godfrey Solly and Joseph Collier in March 

1894. There had been around a dozen further attempts since then, including ones by  George 

Abraham, in October 1900, while on his honeymoon, and another by William Spiers in 

September 1931. All these had failed at the Great Cave. In September1937 Jock Nimlin and 

four members of the Lomond Mountaineering Club  managed to climb the Great Cave by the 

right wall. Conditions, however, were less than ideal and having insufficient time to continue 

they escaped by a severe ascent of the east wall. (May the Fire Always be Lit, pg. 144). When 

Murray's  party approached the gully eight months later, they didn't know that the Great Cave 

had already been ascended. They climbed as far as the now infamous pitch but 'despite 

careful study and desperate effort' failed to get up it and returned to Clachaig in a rain-

shower. Although he could see no trace of a route Murray 'sensed' there was one and was 

eager to return. 

 



 
43. The Clachaig Gully splits the south face of Sgor nam Fiannaidh immediately above the Clachaig Inn. 

 

MAY 1938 
 

Sgorr nam Fiannaidh.  * First ascent of Clachaig Gully.  With Dunn, MacAlpine & 

Marskell. 

 

Sunday 1st May. No rain had fallen in Argyle for seven days and Murray was anxious to 

make a further attempt on the unclimbed gully while the conditions remained favourable, the 

problem being getting a suitable party together. Marskell and MacAlpine were enthusiastic, 

but the normally easy-going Kenneth Dunn would only join them if they agreed to camp and 

climb on Garbh Bheinn, in Ardgour. Murray's sister, Margaret MacAlpine, was with the party 

when they left Glasgow on the Saturday afternoon,  ostensibly heading for Ardgour. They 

stopped at the Kingshouse, where they had a beer and Murray and MacAlpine set about 

trying to persuade Dunn to change his mind. Dunn was not to be swayed and it was only by 

plying him with more beer and  delaying to the point when it was too late to reach Ardgour in 

daylight that they managed to bring him round. That night they camped by the river in Glen 

Etive and just after ten o'clock the following morning arrived at the start of the gully. 

 

When practical, they climbed as two ropes to save time; Murray and Marskell on one and 

MacAlpine and Dunn on the other. At the Great Cave they caught up with Alistair Cram and 

two English climbers. It was Murray's first encounter with Cram who was a member of the 

SMC. They ate their sandwiches and watched while Cram's party attempted a direct ascent of 

the cave and then retreated. Murray changed into 'rubbers' and, having seen that a direct 

ascent was impossible, turned his attention to the boiler-plate slab on the right wall of the 

gully. He ascended this until it was possible to make a delicate traverse left into a grassy 

corner and from there reach the level top of the Great Cave. The way was open. After seeing 

this Cram's party abandoned the climb and escaped up the western wall. Above the Great 

Cave there are numerous short pitches and three further crux sections. Murray led all the 

difficult pitches but the gully went on and on and they had been climbing for over nine hours 

when they finally reached the top. In fading light they descended the western flank and, after 

a quick drink at the Clachaig, returned to their camp in Glen Etive, where Margaret cooked a 

meal while they relaxed by the fire. Murray wrote: 'The evening we spent there stands out 



clear in my memory as one of lifetime's milestones of sheer happiness, when we were 

absolutely content and had not a care in the world'. The Monday was a Bank Holiday so 

Murray had the day off, but they may have driven back to Glasgow late that evening if any of 

the others had to be at work the next day. 

 

The Clachaig Gully  (520m/1706ft, Severe) is the longest gully climb in Britain and the first 

ascent was a notable event in Scottish climbing. It was originally graded Mild Severe but has 

since been upgraded to Severe. Murray published a detailed route description in the SMC 

Journal (1938, XXI, 126, p. 414) along with a photograph of the Jericho Wall Pitch taken by 

MacAlpine. A more personal account was included in Mountaineering in Scotland, in which 

Murray says that, in the three years prior to the ascent, he had only missed two weekends 

climbing. 

 

 
44. Bill Murray leading the Jericho Wall pitch on the first ascent of 

                                 Clachaig Gully, 1st May 1938.  Photo Archie MacAlpine. 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress, Curved Ridge.  With J. Alan Garrick, MacAlpine & 

Marskell. 

 

Probably Sunday 8th May. 

 

 

Cairnwell (Cairngorms).  With J.H.B. Bell, E.A.M. Wedderburn and E.H.L. Wigram. 

 

Sunday 15th May. Cairnwell (933m) is a Munro close to the Glenshee Ski Centre. This was 

Murray's first day on the hills with Jim Bell. 'Sandy' Wedderburn was a friend of Bell's and a 

member of the SMC. For a period during the war Murray and Wedderburn's younger brother 



Tommy were in the same POW camp. Edward Wigram and Wedderburn had known each 

other since they were students together at Cambridge. 

 

Bell's Diary records: 

 
Sat 14th May I join Wedderburn (Wigram and Balance C.U.M.C.) Murray & Myles & we go 

to Inver Inn, Deeside. Camp, rainy night [...] Delay long on Sunday on a/c [account] of 

weather. We finally go back and stop at Cairnwell. Ascend Cairnwell (rainstorm) and I alone 

ascend Glas Maol. 
 

The JMCS committee meeting minutes record that Murray proposed an evening meet be held 

at Loudan Hill on Thursday 19th May. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry by Naismith's Route.  With J.T. Dunlop - JMCS meet. 

 

Sunday 22nd May. The meet report says that Murray and Dunlop climbed Hyphen Rib 

(90m/295ft Difficult) on Crowberry Ridge, and that MacAlpine and Dunn climbed the same 

route. 

 

 

Beinn Maol Chaluim (Glen Etive).   With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 29th May. Beinn Maol Chaluim (907m) is a Corbett south west of Bidean 

nam Bian that is usually accessed from Glen Etive.   

 

 

JUNE 1938  
 

Bidean nam Bian.  * Church Door Buttress by Crypt Route.  With Marskell & 

MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 5th June. Crypt Route (135m/443ft Very Difficult) is an unusual and atmospheric 

route for which a head torch is recommended. This ascent is described in chapter 20, 'Raven's 

Gully and Crypt Route', in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

 

Ben Nevis.  New Route on West Face of Observatory Buttress.  With J.H.B. Bell & 

E.A.M. Wedderburn. 

 

Sunday 12th June. The first ascent of North West Face Route (75m/246ft Difficult). 

Bell published a route description in the SMC Journal (1939, XXII, 127, p.68) and noted that 

E.J.A. Leslie was also with the party. The current guide book refers to this climb as 'poor and 

messy in summer'. 

 

The previous day Murray had lunch with Ted Zenthon, who was seventeen and had come up 

from London that morning by train. Murray was the JMCS secretary and Zenthon had 

contacted him enquiring about membership and potential climbing partners. Murray gave him 

a lift to Arrochar on his way to Fort William to meet Bell. Zenthon camped and the following 

day climbed Sugach Buttress and Spearhead with MacAlpine, Dunn and others. A year later 



he founded the London Branch of the JMCS and after the war produced the maps and 

diagrams for the first edition of Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

Bell's diary records: 

 
I am picked up by Leslie & Wedderburn [...] and joined by W.H. Murray at Fort William. We 

have a drink & go into 'Hell's Kitchen' for fish, chips and black puddings. An excellent meal 

for 1/2 each. At 9 p.m. we leave Achintee for the hut & have reasonable weather though it 

rains a bit. In the hut are Kilgow and Peat [JMCS]. After rum toddies have an excellent nights 
rest. Sunday morning was bad so we rise at 10.15 a.m., feed leisurely and leave at noon for 

Observatory Gully. There is heavy mist and cloud and the rocks are very wet. 

 

Bell goes on to describe the route in some detail. As they were scrambling up the easier 

ground approaching the summit: 
 

Murray and I looked down the next impressive gully on our right. This would be a feasible 

snow and ice climb we think [Good Friday Climb]. The exit above should go.  The middle 

section to near the foot would be straightforward. The actual foot we did not see [...] We all 
descended via Tower Ridge & Intro Gully in 50 mins to the hut. In addition to the time 

Murray and I took to ascend Tower Direct from below by my route (of 1929 or 30 with E. 

Roberts). This was enjoyable for holds adequate. 
We got ready to leave Achintee 8.45 p.m. Stopped at Kinlochleven, the chip shop there, 

Glencoe Hotel and Kingshouse & so home at 2 a.m.  

 

Bell introduced Murray to 'Hell's Kitchen', an underground vault in Fort William that 'had 

sawdust on the floor and bare wooden tables. It was frequented by fisherman off the boats 

and by the Lochaber underworld. Fish and chips and black puddings, if too fastidiously 

cooked apart in two pans, were sensibly served on one plate. After an evening there we could 

better face dirty nights in the Allt a' Mhuilinn.' 

(SMC Journal, 1979, XXXI, 170, p. 334). 

 

Murray didn't record any climbing activity for the following two weekends. 

 

 

JULY 1938 
 

Buachaille.  Curved Ridge.  With MacAlpine. 

 

The modest nature of this excursion (240m/787ft Moderate) suggests the weather may have 

been poor. 

 

 

Col de Riedmatten, Arolla, Switzerland. 

Mont Rouge 

Cassorte 

Petite Dent Veisivi - traverse from Col de Tzarmine.  With J. Alan Garrick & Mrs 

Garrick. 

 

Murray's first visit to the Alps. His application for membership of the Alpine Club lists these 

excursions noting they were made guideless and that they had 'foul weather'. The Col De 

Reidmatten lies to the west of Arolla below the ridge of Monts Rouges and La Cassorte 



(3301m). The traverse of the Petite Dent de Veisivi is a classic route of PD standard. Ben 

Humble and other members of the JMCS were in Zermatt in July 1938. In letter to Bob 

Aitken dated 20th August 1966 Murray refers to this week: 'my first season [in the Alps] was 

at Arolla, also in bad weather, when we got only 3 peaks in two weeks, and I was so 

frustrated that I came home & went to Skye, where the weather was perfect'. 

 

 

Sron na Ciche, Skye.  * Cioch Pinnacle & Upper Buttress with Dunn, Marskell & 

MacAlpine. 

 

After returning from the Alps Murray spent the last few days of his holiday on Skye. 

MacAlpine and Marskell had spent a week or more climbing together before Murray arrived. 

 

 

Meall Dearg and Sgorr nam Fiannaidh (Aonach Eagach).  With K.M. Urquhart. 

 

Probably Sunday 31st July. 

 

 

AUGUST 1938 
 

Gearr Aonach, Beinn Fhada, Stob Coire nan Lochan & Bidean nam Bian.  With K.M. 

Urquhart.  

 

Probably Monday 1st August, which was a Bank Holiday. A hill walking day around the Lost 

Valley. 

 

 

Buachaille.  Exploration of unclimbed rocks.  With Dunn and MacAlpine. 

 

There is no record of where on the Buachaille this exploration took place. 

 

 

Cobbler.  With MacAlpine 

 

MacAlpine recorded: 'North Peak by Great Gully. Descent by Centre Peak and Jean.  Ascent 

by Jug Handle'. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * New route up gully south of Chasm.  With Dunn, MacAlpine and 

Marskell. 

 

Sunday 28th August. The report by Murray in the SMC Journal (1938, XXI, 126, p. 432) has 

J.B. Russell as the fourth member of the party and not Marskell.  

 
Made what may be, for all that is known to the contrary, the first ascent of a gully lying 

several hundred feet south of the Chasm. No rope was used. This gully is some 500 feet long, 
contains about eight pitches, and is moderately difficult. The two final pitches might almost 

be called difficult. All the lower ones are easy and separated by long stretches of walking; 



some might readily be varied to severe standard. The gully lies about ten minutes walk from 

the road, and is recommended as an interesting off-day's scrambling on clean rock. 
 

In Rock Climbs Glencoe and Ardgour Murray refers to this as South Gully (150m/492ft 

Moderate). The modern guide lists A.S. Piggot and J. Wilding as having made the first ascent 

in 1920. 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 1938 
 

Ben Nevis & Carn Dearg.  * Raeburn's Buttress.  Down N.E.B.  With Bell and 

MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 4th September. Bell met Murray and MacAlpine at Crianlarich on the Saturday 

afternoon and they travelled to Fort William together. Bell's diary continues: 

 
Feed in Hell's Kitchen and go up to the hut from the distillery. This takes 2 hours full & is a 

bad route in my opinion. Other 3 at the hut. Sunday morning is dry with mist low. We 

breakfast well and after due delay set out at noon for Raeburn's Buttress on Carn Dearg. This 
is easy [?] but the gully section is very wet. There is an excellent traverse above it and finally 

a delightful pitch to the top of the climb. The upper gully between this and Cousin's Buttress 

would be a suitable winter ascent [Boomer's Requiem?]. At the top of Carn Dearg we split 
and MacAlpine descends No. 4 Gully to the hut whilst Murray and I go on to the top of Ben 

Nevis (4.30 p.m.). There is still thickish mist, but we descend the N.E.B. on wet rocks and 

then by Slingsby's Chimney to the hut (6.30 p.m. or so). We feed well but not so well as a 
Manchester trio who had finished a roast duck and green peas. We reach distillery at 8.30 and 

leave at 8.45 reaching Crianlarich at 10.40 where we have a drink. 

 

Raeburn's Buttress (250m/820ft) and The North East Buttress (300m/984ft) are both Very 

Difficult in summer. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Agag's Groove & Crowberry.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 11
th
 September. According to MacAlpine J.A. Oxley was also present. 

 

 

Beinn a Chuirn & Beinn Mhanach (Glen Lyon).  With Dunn. 

 

Probably Sunday 18
th

 September. Beinn Mhanach (953m) is a Munro at the head of Loch 

Lyon, east of the Bridge of Orchy. Beinn a' Chuirn (920m) is a top on the same massif. In the 

past it was possible to approach these hills from Glen Lyon, as Murray probably did, but 

since the extension of Loch Lyon by a hydroelectric dam this is no longer recommended and 

they are now normally reached from the west. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress & Crowberry Direct.  JMCS meet. 

 

Sunday 25
th

 September.  Douglas Scott's diary records there were about 8 tents at the 

Kingshouse on the Saturday but that he and MacAlpine chose to camp near Daleness, in Glen 



Etive.  Scott climbed on Crowberry Ridge on the Sunday and noted weather was 'fine but 

little view'. 

 

 

OCTOBER 1938 
 

The Brach (Arrochar).  Elephant Gully.   With J.H.B. Bell, J. Alan Garrick, Dunn & 

MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 2nd October.  Bell met the other four at Crianlarich at 9.45 a.m. 

 
A foul and miserable day [...] A gully three hundred feet high with vegetation enough to feed 

all the elephants that ever were [...] I myself climbed unroped. The others roped - I cannot 
imagine why, when anyone of them could have led it. A poor climb. Standard Difficult. After 

I reached the summit I was so wet and the wind was so numbing that I persuaded Bell to 

climb with me down the gully again, where at least we had some shelter. 

We finally left Bell in Glen Croe in torrential rain, and the last we saw of him he was dancing 

about on the main road naked, preparatory to a bath in the river. Undiscovered Scotland (p. 

109) 

 

 

Buachaille Etive.  * D Gully Buttress.  JMCS Meet. 

 

Probably Sunday 9th October when the JMCS held an informal meet at Inveroran. Seventeen 

members and one guest were present, 'Various parties climbed in the Glencoe region in wet 

weather', SMC Journal (1939, XXII, 127, p. 950).  D Gully Buttress (150m/492ft Difficult / 

Severe). 

 

In Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 195) Murray describes an incident that occurred in Glen 

Falloch one October day after he had been climbing on Buachaille Etive Mor with Tom 

Mackinnon and Bill Mackenzie. The river was in full spate and at the point where the gorge 

was at its narrowest they all jumped across, but on the return jump Murray slipped, fell into 

the torrent and nearly drowned. None of the entries in his application quite fit with this - i.e. 

an autumn day when, Mackenzie, Mackinnon and Murray all climbed together on the 

Buachaille - so it may have been a day when they climbed separately but travelled home 

together or on a JMCS meet such as this when Murray omits to list his climbing partners. 

 

 

Great Gable, Lakes.  * Abbey Buttress & Kern Knotts Chimney.  With Mrs Garrick. 

 

This was the only visit Murray made to the Lake District before the war. His climbing partner 

was Isabelle Garrick, Alan Garrick's wife. The list of climbs suggests they were based in 

Wasdale. Abbey Buttress (58m/190ft Very Difficult) is on The Napes and Kern Knotts 

Chimney (60m/196ft Hard Severe) on the adjacent Kern Knotts.   

 

 

Pillar.  * New West Climb.  With Mrs Garrick 

 

New West Climb (87m/613ft Very Difficult) is one of the best climbs of its grade on Pillar 

Rock. 



 

 

Great Gable.  * Arrowhead Ridge & Needle Ridge.  With Mrs Garrick 

 

Arrowhead Ridge (80m/264ft Very Difficult) and Needle Ridge (99m/325ft Very Difficult) 

are two classic routes on The Napes. 

 

 

Great Gable.  * Eagles Nest Arete & Needle Ridge.  With Mrs Garrick 

 

Eagles Nest Arete is probably Eagles Nest Ridge Direct (37m/121ft Mild Very Severe), first 

climbed by Godfrey Solly in 1892 and at the time the hardest route ever made in Britain. 

 

 

Bowfell, Broad Crags, Scafell Pike, Scafell by * Moss Ghyll.  With Mrs Garrick 

 

The order in which the peaks are listed suggests that they walked from Bowfell to Scafell 

Pike prior to climbing Moss Gill and Scafell. Moss Gill (120m/394ft Severe), on Scafell 

Crag, is the best gully climb in the Lake District. Norman Collie, Cecil Slingsby and John 

Robinson made the first ascent in December 1892. Collie used an ice-axe to hack a crucial 

foothold in the rock, known ever since as The Collie Step. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress with A. Laidlaw. 

 

Alex Laidlaw was the elder brother of Douglas Laidlaw. 

 

 

NOVEMBER 1938 
 

Ben Lawers, Creag an Fhithich, An Stuc, Meall Garbh, Meall Greigh.  With I.B. Kay. 

Thick mist, driving rain, latterly a hurricane. 

 

The JMCS held an informal meet at Killin on Sunday 6th November: 'various parties climbed 

on Ben Lawers and Tarmachans in wet weather', SMC Journal (1939, XXII, 127, p. 95). The 

peaks Murray recorded are a classic hill walk that includes three Munros  - Ben Lawers 

(1214m), Meall Garbh (1118m) and Meall Greigh (1001m). 

 

 

Cobbler.  Maclay's Crack, Central Peak Arete etc.  With Marskell & G.S. Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 13th November. Maclay's Crack (70m/230ft Difficult) is on the North Peak. 

The Arete (60m/197ft Difficult) leads to the impressive pinnacle forming the summit of the 

Central Peak. George Roger was a JMCS member. Douglas Scott noted the day was 'fine and 

mild'. In 1952 Scott and Roger explored the Rolwaling valley, in Nepal, with Tom Weir and 

Tom Mackinnon. Weir's book East of Kathmandu tells the story of this expedition. 

 

Friday 18th November. Glasgow JMCS third Annual Dinner, at the Scottish Constitutional 

Club. Fifty four members and guests attended. 

 



 
45. Glasgow JMCS 1938 Annual Dinner menu. 

 

Cobbler.  * Traverse of Jean.  Heavy snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 20th November. Douglas Scott recorded a 'fine day' and the 'first cold 

weather'. 

 

 

Am Bodach, Aonach Eagach.  Blizzard.  With Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 27th November. 

 

 

DECEMBER 1938 
 

Troisgeach (Glen Falloch).  Blizzard. 

 

Sunday 4th December. The JMCS held an informal meet at Arrochar - 'various parties 

climbed on Troisgeach, Beinn Chabhair, and the Cobbler under adverse conditions'.  

Troisgeach (733m) is a small summit west of Glen Falloch. 

 

 

Cruach Ardrain.  Y Gully.   With Dunn & MacAlpine etc.  Wet snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 11th December. George Roger recorded this climb on his SMC application 

and noted that Murray led. 

 

Monday 12
th 

December. Glasgow JMCS Annual Section Meeting and Photography 

Exhibition at Burlington House. Sixty six members and guests attended. 

 



 

Achaladair, Beinn an Dothaidh.  By gullies in north corries.  Hard snow & cornices.  

With Bell. 

 

Bell and Murray met at Crianlarich at 4 p.m. on Saturday 17th December. Bell's diary 

records: 

 
We went to Bridge of Orchy and it was snowing. Mrs Morrison not being at home and I 

having a puncture on my wonderful car (which had just that day at Doune completed its 

50,000 miles with me), we returned to the newly licensed Bridge of Orchy Hotel. Drank, fed 

well and drank leisurely in front of an excellent fire all evening. 
Sunday we rose 8 a.m. breakfasted and were off at 9 a.m. on foot up the road to Achalladair 

farm. Then it was up the railway to short of Crannach Wood, then up to Ben Achalladair 

North Corrie. The day was very cold indeed with a biting East wind. We chose the most 
interesting way up the mountain, up hard frozen avalanched snow and ultimately up a rocky 

couloir. Murray completed the ascent by leading a vertical cornice and we were on top about 

2 p.m. The wind was fierce and cold. We soon descended the South slopes of the second top 

and made for the floor of Dothaidh Coire getting excellent glissading. 
At 2.30 p.m. we commenced the ascent of Dothaidh from the 1750 ft. level and made straight 

for the narrow steep couloir right of the main top. This gave some excellent step cutting in its 

upper part.  At 3.45 p.m. we were up. It was inhumanly [?] fierce and cold. We rapidly 
descended to Bridge of Orchy and got there at 5 p.m.  After an excellent meal we left at 7 

p.m. 

 

 

A note at the side of the entry has 'total 4320ft & 11 miles'. The gully on Ben Achaladair was 

probably one of the ones that are mentioned but not described in the modern guide. The gully 

on Beinn an Dothaidh was probably West Gully (300m/984ft Grade 1). 

 

 
46. The northern corries of Beinn Achaladair and Beinn an Dothaidh. 

 

Stob Ghabhar - * Upper Couloir with R.G. Donaldson. 

 

Probably Saturday 31st December. Gordon Donaldson had recently joined the JMCS. He was 

seventeen years old at the time and still at school. Two years later he went to Cambridge to 

study medicine. 

 



[In] December 1938 […] I met R.G. Donaldson. He was very quiet and reserved. My first 

impression was that I had met a man in whose company no unwholesome thought could exist. 
Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 150) 

 

 

JANUARY 1939 
 

Traverse of Aonach Eagach Ridge.  With Donaldson.  Heavy snow. 

 

The JMCS held the New Year meet, AGM and Annual Dinner at the Bridge of Orchy Hotel. 

Forty eight members and guests attended the dinner. None of Murray's regular climbing 

partners were present which may be why he teamed up with Donaldson. Murray wrote the 

report in the SMC Journal (1939, XXII, 127, p. 93):  

 
The weather [...] was better than climbers have a right to expect at New Year and the only bad 

day was on 1st January. The snow was generally hard on the tops and in the gullies, and soft 

everywhere else, but conditions varied markedly from one day to another. As usual no really 
difficult climbing was done; most members at this Annual Meet prefer late hours and the 

grosser sort of entertainment to an early start and a hard day. 

 

 
47. Glasgow JMCS 1939 Programme. 

 

Buachaille.  * Curved Ridge.  With Donaldson.  Heavy snow. 

 

Probably Monday 2nd January. In the meet report Murray said Curved Ridge (240m/787ft 

Grade II/III) was a route they would recommend 'under winter conditions to those who know 

the ridge only as a rapid descent in summer.' 

 

 

Meall nan Tarmachan.  Foul weather.   With Dunn & MacAlpine 

 

Probably Sunday 8th January. Meall nan Tarmachan is a popular Munro (1043m) north of 

Killin.  

 



 

Ben Vorlich (Glen Falloch).  With Dunn & Mackenzie. 

 

Probably Sunday 15th January. Murray recalls this day in Undiscovered Scotland (p. 111).  

The party left Glasgow around 4.00 a.m. with the intention of climbing in Glen Coe but as 

they approached Inverarnan, in Glen Falloch, there was a terrific rainstorm and, thinking 

there would be a blizzard in Glen Coe, they stopped at the Inverarnan Hotel. Using an ice-axe 

to prise open a window they found a bed and slept till noon. Perturbed by the thought that 

they might 'miss a weekend's climbing for the first time in eighteen months' Murray roused 

his companions and they walked up Ben Vorlich (943m) in improving weather. Whilst it was 

probably not strictly true to say this would have been the first weekends climbing missed in 

eighteen months, Murray did climb virtually every weekend in the years before the Second 

World War. 

 

 
48. Inverarnan Hotel, Glen Falloch, in the 1930s. Photo Ben Humble. 

 

Cobbler, Narnain, Ime.  Thick mist, high wind.  With MacAlpine. 

 

Probably Sunday 22nd January. 

 

 

Stob Coire nam Beith, Glencoe.  Attempt on Deep Cut Chimney.  Failed. 

 
Once every week, Dunn, Mackenzie and I used to forgather for supper at MacAlpine's house 

in Glasgow. There we met on Thursdays to exchange yarns and hatch mountaineering plots 

[...] Many a new route was first made in MacAlpine's sitting-room, where we never failed to 
find the cheering stimuli of a blazing fire, deep arm-chairs, and tankards of beer. If these 

schemes could afterwards pass the severe test of a dawn-hour on the day of action, one could 

safely say they were practicable. These nights of merriment and discussion were something 

we looked forward to only less than the climb itself, and this was the only climbing-
combination I knew that over a period of years consistently planned in advance [...] One of 

our hardest campaigns was the struggle with Deep-cut chimney. Mountaineering in 

Scotland (p. 36)  



 

Probably Sunday 29th January. J.A. Brown and Tom Mackinnon had made the first ascent of 

Deep-Cut Chimney by an indirect line, on rock, in March 1936, and it was Mackenzie's 

suggestion that full winter conditions might enable a direct ascent to be made. Murray 

describes this first attempt in Mountaineering in Scotland (p.38). 

 

 

FEBRUARY 1939 
 

Oss and Dubhcraig.  Alone.  Hail & snow. 

 

Probably Sunday 5th February. There was a Glasgow JMCS informal meet at Lochearnhead 

this weekend. Oss and Dubhcraig are Munros in the Tyndrum hills. 

 

 

Nevis.  * Tower Ridge.  With C. Gorrie. 

 

Probably Sunday 12th February. There is no record of this climb in the CIC hut logbook. 

Charles Gorrie was a school teacher and a friend of J.H.B. Bell's.  

 

 

Beinn Odhar (Tyndrum). 

Bidean nam Bian, Stob Coire Sgreamhach, 

Beinn Fhada - centre & NE tops.  With J.H.B. Bell 

 

Beinn Odhar (901m) is north of Tyndrum and easily accessible from the road between 

Tyndrum and Auch. Bell's diary entry for Saturday 18th February records: 

 
Meet W.H. Murray at Crianlarich at 4.20 p.m. The weather is rainy, dull and depressing. We 

halt at Odhar summit of road, put on boots and ply to the top of Beinn Odhar - 5 to 5.55 p.m. 

in wind & rain. Descended to the car in 18 minutes and proceed to Bridge of Orchy where we 

stay with Mrs Morrison, have an excellent meal and a comfortable evening. 
Sunday we rise at 7.15, breakfast 7.30 although the day is dull and raining hard. We set off 

8.30 or a shade before & weather improves. We leave the car opposite Lost Valley 9.40, ford 

the Coe and go up the valley to caves (halt for exploration and for climbing the big boulder). 
Then we set off up Coire Sgreamhach to its head and eat a shade after 12 noon in the lea of a 

rock.  It is snowing and blowing. We proceed on to the base of Sgreamhach Buttress of 

Bidean having our eye on its E. bounding gully for an ascent. It snows hard but we mark the 
obvious easy [?] routes on the buttress, a difficult chimney route from an inner notched corner 

and proceeding up to the right to the next indent of another gully going easily up to the ridge 

by right. This we find later has a left branch with a near vertical & difficult exit. Having seen 

this we return to our own left gully. 
The gully goes well enough in execrable snow which pours down in an avalanche stream. The 

snow would be bad for any really difficult snow and ice work. There is only a steepening and 

no cornice at the top. There it is blowing fiercely. We then proceed along the ridge to the 
summit of Bidean and pass, beyond the top of the buttress or 1st bump on the ridge, the exits 

(twin) of the W Buttress gully. Then there is another col, corniced, but with an easy gully 

below and one rises to a bump not far short of Bidean Summit. We do not think there is any 

specially notable gully work available here on the N. face. We had also observed from below 
that Stob Coire Sgreamhach does not afford anything interesting from the Lost Valley side. 

We leave Bidean at 3 p.m. and return over this same ridge part in snowstorm but later in 

enough fair weather to give us partial views of the near peaks. We go over the whole Beinn 



Fhada ridge - a very long ridge. We descend to above waterfall in Lairig Eilde valley, cross 

stream and get to car at 6 p.m. This includes a halt for dewatering of boots & stockings. And 
so to Bridge of Orchy and an excellent meal. We leave at 8.15 p.m. have a drink at 

Crianlarich and I'm home in foul weather at 11.45 p.m. - a good weekend. 

 

Bell's diary includes a topographical sketch of what would later become known as the Lost 

Valley Buttress. The gully they climbed on the east side of the buttress was Left-hand Gully 

(120m/394ft Grade 1), probably the first ascent. The other lines they noted appear to be 

similar to Sabre Tooth (IV/5), Klu Klux Cleft (V/7) and Right Hand Gully (I/II). 

 

 
49. The sketch in J.H.B. Bell's diary showing the 'prospects of new climbs' on the Lost Valley Buttress. 

 

Stob Coire Odhair (Blackmount).  With MacAlpine.   

 

Probably Sunday 26th February. Stob a' Choire Odhair (943m) is a Munro. 

 

 

MARCH 1939 
 

Traverse of Aonach Eagach.  J.M.C.S. meet. 

 

Sunday 5th March. The JMCS held an informal meet in Glen Coe. The report in the SMC 

Journal (1939, XXII, 127, p. 95) recorded: 'Seventeen members and three guests were 

present. Climbing was done on Sron na Creise and Ben Starav under wet conditions.' 

 

 

Stob Ghabhar.  * Upper Couloir.   With Marskell, Scott & MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 12th March. Douglas Scott's diary records: 

  
Perfect morning. Frosty. Couloir packed with Lomonds, so up rt. hand buttress, snowing now. 
Grand traverse onto buttress from 20' below couloir pitch.  Some loose stuff above, then 

grand snow and rock arête. 

 

'Lomonds' refers to members of the Lomond Mountaineering Club. The Upper Couloir was 

one of the most popular winter climbs in the Southern Highlands and this is not the only 

occasion when Scott recorded encountering other parties in the gully. 

 



 

Creag Meagaidh.   With J.H.B. Bell. 

 

Probably Sunday 19th March. J.H.B. Bell and C.M. Allan had made the first winter ascent of 

Centre Post in March 1937. Murray and Bell went to attempt the first ascent of Central Post 

Direct but found insufficient ice. This was an ambitious objective for Centre Post Direct is 

grade V and wasn't climbed until February 1964 when B.W. Robertson, F. Harper and E. 

Cairns step cut the steep icefall. In the obituary Murray wrote for Bell in the SMC Journal 

(1976, XXXI, 167, p. 80) he refers to this day: 

  
When I joined him in Glen Spean [...] [Bell] arrived armed with a big bagful of sawn-off 

brass curtain rods, which he meant us to use for nailing the ice of the big pitch [...] He had 
ringed their tops and filed their bottoms. We could use tension climbing if need were. My 

inward dismay at the thought he might want me to lead (I had never practiced the technique 

and wondered about the brass) was relieved the next day when we found insufficient ice. 
 

Prior to the Second World War only six winter routes had been recorded on Creag Meagaidh. 

 

 

Stob Coire nan Lochan.  * SC Gully.  Severe ice.  With D. Scott. 

 
In March 1939 there came, as is customary in Scotland at that time, a great improvement in 
snow conditions with successive falls, thaws and frosts. The course of this ideal cycle had 

kept me for some weeks to hill-walking and the shorter routes, but the frosty climax raised my 

hopes high and [...] [I] resolved to climb [...] the renowned SC gully. Mountaineering in 
Scotland (p. 110) 

 

Sunday 26th March. Murray and Douglas Scott left Glasgow at 6.00 a.m. and joined Tom 

Mackinnon and Archie MacAlpine en route. They walked up the Lost Valley together and 

reached the lip of the corrie around 12.30 p.m. The weather was excellent with a hard frost 

and plenty of snow. Mackinnon and MacAlpine opted for the easier NC Gully leaving Scott 

and Murray sufficient time to climb SC Gully (150m/492ft Grade III). Murray led the steep 

lower pitches, which Scott measured at 80 degrees with a clinometer, and Scott led the final 

section to the cornice. The climb took 4 hours 45 minutes. A long glissade hastened the 

descent and they reached the car at 7.00 p.m. On the way home they stopped for a meal at the 

Inverarnan Hotel. Murray describes this day in chapter 12, 'The Lost Valley and SC Gully', in 

Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

In his diary Douglas Scott noted this was the second ascent of SC Gully, but the first two 

ascents, in March 1934, were made within days of each other and, in A Progress in 

Mountaineering (p. 131), J.H.B. Bell refers to an ascent he made on 15th March 1936 which 

was probably the third. It is odd that Scott wasn't aware of the earlier ascent as both he and 

Murray were familiar with some of the individuals involved. It seems likely that Scott and 

Murray made the fourth ascent of SC Gully (or fifth if allowing for the possibility that Glover 

and Worsdell may have made the first ascent in 1909 – see earlier notes on this regarding 

Murray's initial attempt on SC gully in November 1936). 

 



 
50. Bill Murray on the approach to S.C. Gully, Stob Coire nan Lochan, 

                                         26th March 1939.  Photo Douglas Scott. 

 

APRIL 1939  
 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Gully.  Severe ice.  With Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

Sunday 2nd April. Murray wrote a short report for the SMC Journal (1939, XXII, 128, p. 

152). 

 
At the crux of the climb where the gully forks, we found that, as usual, the summer route 

would not go, whereas the lower slabs leading up to the right-hand branch bore insufficient 

ice to make the normal winter traverse possible. Under such conditions it has hitherto been 
assumed that there exists no alternative to retreat. On this occasion, however, we succeeded in 

forcing a route up a shallow scoop midway between the normal summer and winter routes. 

This scoop, no more than 30 feet high, took one and a half hours and was very severe. It gave 
the hardest winter pitch the writer has climbed, but is worth nothing as an alternative line if 

the usual traverse across ice-sheeted slabs below should prove impossible. 

 

 

Stob Coire nam Beith (Bidean n. Bian).  * Deep Cut Chimney.  Severe Ice.  First ascent.  

With Mackenzie (leading through). 

 

Friday 7th April (Good Friday). Murray and Mackenzie left Glasgow at 6.00 a.m.  and were 

approaching the foot of the climb at 11.30 a.m. The chimney appeared to be 'one long ribbon 

of gleaming ice'. There had been a hard frost overnight and the weather was perfect. Using a 

modified slater's pick Mackenzie cut steps up the first pitch and they led alternately from 

there on. The climbing was steep (the ice in the middle section was measured at seventy-

seven degrees on a clinometer) and sustained with the fourth pitch, an overhanging cornice of 

ice blocking the exit, the crux. It took them three and a half hours to climb the chimney and 



reach the easier angled snow in the amphitheatre, where they rested a while and surveyed 

their options; the only feasible one being an escape rightwards onto the snow covered rock of 

Number 4 Buttress.  An hour later they were on the summit. 

 

At 4.30 p.m. on the same day twenty-year old Edinburgh University student, Archie Hendry, 

was leading Speir's Variation (Very Difficult) on Crowberry Ridge when a loose block came 

away and fractured his right leg. He was with the Stallybrass brothers, Bill and Robin, one of 

whom went to get help, while the other stayed with Hendry. There was no telephone at the 

Kingshouse in those days so it took some time to muster a rescue party and Hendry had 

managed to get below the rocks and onto the scree before help arrived. Murray and 

Mackenzie were among the party that helped to carry him down. It was 3 a.m. by the time 

they got to the road where a private car was waiting to take Hendry to the hospital in Fort 

William. Hendry was secretary of the Edinburgh section of the JMCS and on the way down 

Murray promised to take him up Crowberry Ridge as soon as he was fit again (see entry for 

10th December 1939).  A few days later Wilfred Noyce fractured his leg in a fall on the 

North East Buttress of Ben Nevis and ended up in hospital in the bed next to Hendry. Both 

accidents were recorded in the SMC Journal (1940, XXII, 129, p. 214). 

 

At the time of the first ascent, Deep-Cut Chimney (450m/1474ft Grade III/IV) was one of the 

hardest winter routes in the Central Highlands. Murray and Mackenzie thought it 'ranked next 

to Crowberry Gully as the second-best winter climb in Glencoe'. It is remains a  popular 

climb and the current guide refers to it as 'an outstanding classic'.  Murray described their 

ascent in chapter 5, 'The Deep Cut Chimney of Stob Coire nam Beith', in Mountaineering in 

Scotland.  

 

 

Buachaille.  With Mackenzie 

 

This entry could refer to their partial ascent to help rescue Archie Hendry, but it is more 

likely that they ascended the Buachaille again the following day. Douglas Scott's diary 

records that he travelled to Roy Bridge with Murray on Saturday 8th April and that they 

camped in the woods near Spean. There was a JMCS meet at Roy Bridge over the Easter 

weekend which MacAlpine, Dunn, Donaldson, Mackinnon and others attended. The meet 

report in the SMC Journal (1939, XXII, 128, p. 159) noted that 'W.H. Murray spent Sunday 

exploring Spean River gorges.' 

 

 

Creag Meagaidh, Coire Ardair.  With Dunn & MacAlpine. 

 

Easter Monday 10th April. Murray refers to this day when discussing the risk of cornice 

collapse in Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 231): 

 
I was attempting a first ascent of the Centre Post with Dunn and MacAlpine. The day was 
warm, yet the snow of the gully seemed firm enough. But whatever its appearance of safety 

we felt the mountain to be thoroughly dangerous; every cliff has an atmosphere of its own, 

and that of Coire Ardair had this day passed out of sympathy with us. Such was our unease 

that after climbing the first hundred feet without difficulty we unanimously agreed to 
withdraw. We were later walking down the corrie when the cliffs seemed to tumble like a 

pack of cards.  We had to take to our heels and fly for our lives. 

 



The first ascent of Centre Post in winter was made by Jim Bell and C.M. Allan in March 

1937. So when Murray says he was attempting 'a first ascent of Centre Post' he was probably 

referring to Centre Post Direct which he and Bell had looked at three weeks earlier. 

 

 

Laudon Hill.  * Crack, Pillar & Face.  With R.G. Donaldson. 

 

Loudon Hill (335m) is a volcanic plug near Strathhaven in East Ayrshire that has some short 

rock climbs. It is around an hours drive from Glasgow and the JMCS occasionally organised 

mid-week evening meets here. Douglas Scott and Rob Anderson made the first ascent of 

some of the climbs and Scott wrote an article on the outcrop: 'Loudon Hill An Ayrshire Sub 

Munro' (SMC Journal, 1935, XX, 120, p. 404.). 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Direct.   Hail and sleet.  With Donaldson. 

 

Probably Sunday 16th April. 

 

 

Cobbler.  * Recess Route, by night.  With Donaldson. 

 

Wednesday 19th April. A mid week ascent made after work to mark the anniversary of 

Murray's first mountain climb - the Cobbler in April 1935. Murray recalls this in Chapter 13, 

'The Six Days' Challenge', in Undiscovered Scotland p. 118.  

 
Donaldson and I left Glasgow at 4.45 p.m., reached the foot of the Cobbler at six, and the 

upper corrie at eight. The best route on the mountain is Recess Route, right in the middle of 

the North Peak, so we went straight for it. 

 

Murray had climbed Recess Route before in October 1937. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * By Central Buttress & Curved Ridge.  With Donaldson.  

 

Probably Sunday 23rd April.  

 

 

Ben Nevis, Carn Mor Dearg & Carn Dearg Meadhonach.   By Observatory Ridge on 

frozen snow.  With Bell & Mackenzie. 

 

Sunday 30th April. Bell had arranged to met Murray and Mackenzie at Crianlarich at 4.00 

p.m. on the Saturday. By chance Douglas Scott and George Roger were also there.  They 

travelled to Fort William together and, walking from Achintee, reached the CIC hut at 11.00 

p.m. The following morning the weather was perfect and the cliffs plastered in snow above 

2300 feet. They left the hut at 9.15 a.m., Scott and Roger intent on climbing Tower Ridge 

while the other three went to look at the unclimbed and, at the time, unnamed Point 5 Gully. 

Bell's diary records: 

  
We ploughed up Observatory Gully to begin with to the bottom of the ferocious gully 

between Rubicon Wall and the slab face of Observatory Ridge. Mackenzie wanted to prospect 

and if possible climb it. A succession of dry snow avalanches of varying size kept coming 



down the gully at intervals - a kind of 'White Hell'. We also could see that the dry new 

powder would be very bad in it. Whether it is at all possible as a winter ascent it is difficult to 
say. For my part I think it would need a very long time and a strong party and also perfect 

weather - frost and calm after sufficiently consolidated snow. The lowest pitches would be 

filled in. The next section would be as difficult as any above it. Then there is a narrow 

chimney section possibly vertical.  Finally no exit would be possible at any point on either 
side. By common consent at 10.30 a.m. we retreated. We glissaded down Observatory Gully 

and traversed onto the lower rocks of Observatory Ridge. 

 

Bell described their ascent of Observatory Ridge in A Progress in Mountaineering (p. 165): 

 
Several ledges required clearing of snow and there was some ice here and there, but I had 

little difficulty in leading up the lower slabby nose of the ridge. The others were held in 

reserve for the snow and ice higher up. 
A snow ridge followed, with rocky bosses at intervals. Soon we had to cut carefully up the 

Observatory Gully side of the ridge and back again to a broad snow stance on the crest, where 

we halted for lunch. There was now a choice between a difficult route along the crest or 
another traverse over apparently easier ground on our right into a steep gully. In February, 

1938, Murray, Mackenzie and MacAlpine had used the detour, but it had cost them much 

time and labour [...] 
Mackenzie having led before lunch it was now Murray's turn. We followed him up a wall to 

the crest of the ridge. In front was an ice-encrusted rocky tower. The snow covering became 

very thin as we approached its base, and Mackenzie anchored himself. The leader ran out 

ninety feet of rope, so we had to untie and include an extra sixty feet in out linkage, as we had 
been tied on a single 120-foot length. First came a delicate traverse to the left, then a direct 

ascent, partly on rock and partly on notches cut by Murray in the ice, and finally to the lower 

end of an ice covered, rocky scoop. This gave the leader much trouble, as it was a nasty place. 
I fully understood when it came to my turn to follow. This fine lead brought us back into 

sunshine. For all that, it was so cold that we continued to wear our woollies and helmets. 

Things went much better now. The crest rose in front of us in a beautiful snowy curve, and 
Zero Gully on our left was no longer at an enormous distance below. 

At four p.m. we cut steps across into the bed of Zero Gully. We could see our friends on the 

Tower Ridge, negotiating the Eastern Traverse [...] The snow-ice was in excellent condition. 

By working without a halt and changing over the lead at intervals, we emerge on the summit 
at five-thirty p.m. [...] Our splendid climb had taken us just six and a half hours.    

 

They descended the arête to the summit of Carn Mor Dearg and on their way stopped to look 

across to the ridges and gullies on the west face of Aonach Mor which they noted had 

summer and winter climbing potential. At 9.00 p.m. they watched the sun set then returned to 

the hut in the growing light of the moon. Scott and Roger joined them for a meal and around 

11.00 p.m. set off back to their car. 

In Mountaineering in Scotland (chapter 22, p. 238) Murray refers to this ascent: 

 
It is worthy of record that in the opinion of Bell, who has more than thrice my experience, 

that the climb ranked with the best of his life. On several occasions I have tried to write of it, 
despair at its perfect beauty has consigned my efforts to the waste-paper-basket. 

 

 

MAY 1939 
 

Nevis & Carn Dearg.  By N.E. Buttress, with Bell (unroped). 

 



Monday 1st May (a bank holiday). They awoke at 9.30 a.m. Mackenzie didn't want to climb 

so Murray and Bell left the hut together around 11.00 a.m. Bell included a detailed account of 

the ascent in his climbing diary and described it briefly in A Progress in Mountaineering (p. 

167): 

 
Next day Bill Murray and I climbed the North East Buttress. That, too, was an ideal day. We 

attained the First Platform directly by Raeburn's Arête. In many places great care was 

required owing to ice on the ledges, but the rock was otherwise dry. Two hours saw us on the 

Platform. Higher up we encountered a good deal more snow, and it was a little difficult to 
regain the crest of the ridge from the snow gully on the left, some way below the Second 

Platform [...] As soon as we regained the crest we had an alteration of snow and rock all the 

way to the top. The few difficult sections were short. Near the top the rocks were again heavy 
with frost crystals. Without halts, we gained the summit in two and three-quarter hours from 

the First Platform. We descended by the Ledge Route from Carn Dearg. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress, South Route.  With Mackenzie. 

 

Probably Sunday 7th May. It is not clear which climb South Route refers to, perhaps Spillikin 

Route (60m/197ft Severe) or Slanting Ledge (60m/197ft Very Difficult). 

 

 

Stob Coire an Albannaich (Blackmount).  With Mackenzie. 

 

Probably Sunday 14th May. Stob Coir an Albannaich (1044m) is a Munro east of Glen Etive.   

 

 

Bidean nam Bian.  * Church Door.  With R. Cameron. 

 

Probably Sunday 21st May. Church Door refers to Flake Route (130m/425ft Very Difficult) 

on Church Door Buttress immediately below the summit of Bidean nam Bian. The JMCS 

held an informal camping meet at Garbh Bheinn, Ardgour, 20th - 22nd May, which twenty 

members attended. Murray and Cameron were probably operating independently of the meet, 

possibly because they only had the Sunday available for climbing. 

 

 

Cairnwell & Carn Aosda.  With J.H.B. Bell. 

 

Saturday 27th May. Bell and Murray met in Perth at 5.30 p.m.  Bell's diary records: 

 
We proceeded leisurely, had some beer at Blairgowie and again at Spittal of Glenshee and 
then parked the car at the top of the pass, and at 8.53 p.m. without changing into boots went 

up to the top of Cairnwell 3059 feet in 22 minutes. There was a glorious sunset view and all 

was pretty clear [...] The moor was hard and dry so we decided to proceed to Carn Aosda. 
This we reached in under 50 minutes and were back at the car in 97 minutes - the two easiest 

Munros in Scotland! We then motored down towards Braemar, turned right for 2 miles up 

Glen Callater and stopped at a good grass parking place 200-300 yards beyond a stone cairn 

on the left. We slept out on the turf against a heather couch [?] on our sleeping sacks. It was a 
glorious night and most comfortable. 

 

According to Murray, as they were driving down to Braemar discussing the 'illogical 

preference' most climbers have for clean rock, Bell made his oft quoted remark 'Any fool can 



climb good rock but it takes craft and cunning to get up vegetatious schist and granite' 

(Mountaineering in Scotland, p. 122.). 

 

 

Cairn Taggart & Lochnagar.  By new route on Tough-Brown ridge down and then first 

ascent of Parallel Buttress, with Bell. 

 

Sunday 28th May. Bell's diary continues: 

 
At 5.30 a.m. a car passed up the road but we were only properly awakened at 7.45 a.m. - 

literally hatched out of our sacks by the heat of the sun as we were facing east. The first 

business was a dip in the cold pool of the Callater burn - most refreshing in the sun - then a 

run in shoes up the road while the spirit cooker heated the breakfast water - then scrambled 
eggs in plenty, rolls, tea and so on. By 9.00 a.m. all was neatly packed, dry in the sun and we 

went off to Loch Callater. 
By 9.45 a.m. we were off up the Lochnagar track and it was soon so hot that stripped to the 
waist was the order of the day. As true pantheists we started out as Salvationist devotees and 

ascended Cairn Taggart another Munro for each of us. We were in perfect form and there was 

not a cloud in the sky. 
 

Cairn Taggart is more commonly known as Carn an t-Sagairt Mor (1047m). Murray and Bell 

continued over the plateau and arrived at the top of the Lochnagar cliffs at 12.20 p.m. where 

they stopped for lunch. At 1.00 p.m. they started to descend the Tough Brown Route. At the 

point where this moves east across Parallel B Gully they  continued straight down making the 

first descent of the line now followed by the winter climb Backdoor Route. After a swim in 

the 'real Lochnagar' they scrambled up to the foot of Parallel Buttress (280m/915ft Severe). 

The time was 4.30 p.m. After failing to find a direct line onto the buttress they started, 

unroped, up the vegetated rock just left of Parallel A and traversed obliquely right, crossing 

the gully, to the base of the steep slabs on the front of the buttress. These looked too difficult 

to tackle directly so they moved further right to the edge overlooking Parallel B.  Here they 

found easier rock and climbed up to the narrowing crest to the foot of the 'Great Tower', 

where they roped up.  Bell continues: 

 
The first attempt was abortive. Murray tried getting up well to the left. Holdless slabs like 
roof tiles offered no progress. Well to the right near B Gully would not go. A central route, at 

first promising, was not so prepossessing on closer acquaintance.  The problem resolved itself 

into 4 short pitches [...] The first was a slightly overhung corner, where judicious use of 
undercut crack holds and a toe scrape got one up to a good ledge on the left. For the second I 

used modern techniques. One had to climb the very narrow crack between a steepish, smooth, 

holdless slab and its smooth retaining wall to a corner above which was a huge wedged block 

[...] I drove in one piton in the groove for use as a foothold and drove the other as high as 
possible into a narrow crack in the left wall [...] I clipped on a rope with a karabiner and 

moved up. A right foot wedge of doubtful reliability enabled me to grasp the left piton with 

the left hand and the upper rocks with the other. The moss all came away but I was able to 
pull up on the left arm with a little right hand friction and get my foot on the other piton.  

Then I grasped the top of the left wall and so up to the belay. 

 

Murray followed removing the pitons. Bell then removed his boots to tackle the slab traverse 

to the right: 

 
I gingerly stepped and edged along the upper surface of the slabs with arms outstretched and 

almost flattened against the slightly overhanging wall [...] I just felt round the right edge of 



the wall above me. Thank God it was a sharp edge. I let go with my left hand and edged 

round further, finding a hold. Then a step out with the right foot to a turfy ledge and the 
simultaneous grasp of a little ledge on the corner and then it was done. A short vertical pitch 

followed which was only difficult owing to the exposed situation, a sort of mantelshelf 

problem with a vegetable finish.  Then a perfect whale of a belay. 

 

The boots and sacks were hauled up and Murray followed climbing in nails. A few minutes 

later they reached the top. The time was at 6.30 p.m. They ate the last of their food and in the 

warm evening sun wended their way slowly back to the car, which they reached at 8.55 p.m. 

They drove back to Perth and went their separate ways. 

 

Murray describes this ascent in chapter 13, 'Lochnagar', in Mountaineering in Scotland.  An 

earlier account was published under the title 'First Ascent' in The Open Air in Scotland (1946, 

Vol.1 No. 3). Monday 29th May was the Whit Bank Holiday but there is no record of any 

climbing for this day. 

 

When asked about the use of the pitons in 1993 Murray said: 

 
Bell was always more ruthless than me in the use of pitons. Left to myself, I'd have turned 

away from the tower and left it to a better climber or else used rubbers. I carried no pitons 

(except in winter) and did not know that Bell had any until he fetched them out and drove 
them in. The Cairngorms (p. 51) 

 

 

JUNE 1939 
 

Buachaille.  * Raven's Gully.  With Marskell & MacAlpine. 

 

Raven's Gully was the hardest pre-war climb in Glen Coe. Murray's report in the SMC 

Journal (1939, XXII, 128, p. 153) states that his ascent was made on Monday 5
th

 June and 

that it was the second ascent. When he described this in Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 187) 

he gives that date as the 13th June, a Tuesday. Monday 5th June is more likely to be the 

correct date (or possibly Sunday 4th). The first ascent Raven's Gully (135m/443ft Hard Very 

Severe) was made by Jock Nimlin, B. Braithwaite and G. McArtney in June 1937. 

 

 

Sgorr nam Fiannaidh.  Rain (failed to get up by Clachaig Gully).  With Bell & 

Mackenzie. 

 

Sunday 11th June. There was a Glasgow JMCS meet at the Kingshouse, which twelve 

members attended.  Bell's diary records: 

 
Slept night in car - breakfast on 1 pint milk and gingerbread. Join Murray and Co. at 

Kingshouse 11 a.m. – swim in Coe. We all go up Clachaig Gully, but I am experimenting a 

rubber boot which give me thrills of fear on the Great Cave Pitch, which I do not have to 

attempt to lead. I take them off next pitch and then we are all stopped by wet rocks on Jericho 
Wall and retreat from the gully by a precipitous rock flake and exceptionally severe traverse 

where one man falls off and the rope is belayed on an ash tree – all honour to Mackenzie for 

leading it. I did the traverse in stocking soles. 

 

 



Buachaille.  Attempt on summit buttress of Stob Coire Altruim, with Dunn, MacAlpine, 

Mackenzie & Marskell. 

 

Probably Sunday 18th June. Stob Coire Altruim is one of the southerly tops of Buachaille 

Etive Mor. Murray refers to this buttress in his essay 'Buachaille Etive Mor' in Classic Walks: 

 
The top is buttressed on its north face by a 400ft mass of rock. Its base can easily be reached 

from the col. It is undercut below, but a deep chimney gives promise of a route through. 
Although I first saw it in 1939, I can remember no record of a climb up it since. 

 

This is the last pre-war ascent that Murray, MacAlpine, Dunn and Mackenzie made together 

as a foursome and the last occasion that Murray climbed with either MacAlpine or Mackenzie 

until after the war.  

 

To date no summer climbs have been recorded here. Seven winter routes are described in 

Glen Coe Rock and Ice Climbs (2001), the earliest, Central Couloir (100m / 328ft Grade 11), 

was climbed in 1950.     
 

 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Ridge.   With Dunn and K.K. Hunter. 

 

Probably Sunday 25th June. K.K. Hunter was an SMC member.  

 

 

JULY 1939 
 

Oss and Dubhchraig.  With G.S. Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 2nd July. Murray's third ascent of these Munros west of Tyndrum. 

 

 

Beinn Fhionnlaidh (Glen Etive).  Alone. 

 

Probably Sunday 9th July. Beinn Fhionnlaidh (959m) is a Munro to the west of Glen Etive. It 

used to be approached from the Etive side but Forestry Commission development has made 

this difficult and the usual route is now from the west. 

 

 

Bidean nam Bian.  * Church Door.  With Dunn & Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 16th July. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Gully. Torrential rain.  With Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 23rd July. The 1934 SMC guide The Central Highlands describes  the 

summer ascent of Crowberry Gully as 'a first rate rock climb'. The 2001 Glen Coe Rock and 

Ice Climbs as 'little more than a series of chockstones and scree slopes' (300m/984ft Very 

Difficult). How tastes change! 

 



 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry by Greig's Ledge.  With M. Mackinnon. 

 

Probably Sunday 30th July. M. Mackinnon was a friend of R.G. Donaldson's. Murray 

inserted the initial M as an afterthought, presumable to distinguish this individual from Tom 

Mackinnon. Greig's Ledge (Difficult) is a variation on Crowberry Direct, first climbed by F. 

Greig and C.R. Baird in 1907. 

 

 

AUGUST 1939 
 

Cir Mhor, A'Chir ridge, & Beinn Tarsuinn.  * Pinnacle Ridge, BC Rib & Bell's Groove.  

With R.G. Donaldson & M. Mackinnon. 

 

On Saturday 5th August Murray, Donaldson and Mackinnon took the ferry to Arran and that 

evening walked up Glen Rosa crossing the Saddle into the north corrie of Cir Mhor, where 

they pitched their tent at midnight. The next day they climbed BC Rib and Bell's Groove on 

the NE face of Cir Mhor and reached the summit at midday.  After sunbathing for an hour 

they descended Pinnacle Ridge and traversed the A'Chir Ridge to Beinn Tarsuinn. Murray 

says they came for two days 'rock-climbing and ridge-wandering' but there is no record of 

any ascents on the Monday, which was a bank holiday. Perhaps the weather deteriorated. 

Murray describes this visit in chapter 15, 'Cir Mhor', in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

 

Sgurr Dearg, Skye.  Window Buttress.   With Donaldson. 

 

Murray probably returned to work on the Tuesday and travelled up to Skye over the weekend 

12/13th August.  Window Buttress (90m/295ft Difficult) is a popular climb on the Coire na 

Banachdich side of Sgurr Dearg. Angus Smith's SMC application records that he and M. 

Mackinnon were also present. 

 

 

Sron na Ciche, Sgumain, Alasdair, Thearlaich, Mhic Coinnich, An Stac, Sgurr Dearg.  

Via Cioch Pinnacle & Upper Buttress.  With Donaldson. 

 

Murray doesn't say which route they used to reach the Cioch or climb the Upper Buttress. In 

1939 there were three climbs recorded on the Upper Buttress, Left Edge Route (75m/246ft 

Severe), which was first ascended by Mackenzie and MacAlpine  in 1937, Wallwork's Route 

(75m/246ft Very Difficult) and Archer Thompson's Route (75m/246ft Very Difficult). They 

could have taken any of these, but may have been interested to repeat the one made by friends 

- Left Edge Route. This was followed by a 'Round of Coire Lagan'. 

  

Sgurr a Mhadaidh, Druim nan Ramh, Caisteal, Bhairnich , Bruach na Frithe, Sgurr a' 

Fionn Choire, Tooth & Am Bhasteir.  * Via Slanting Gully.  With Donaldson. 

 

Slanting Gully (120m/394ft) is on the North West Face of Sgurr a' Mhadaidh. It was graded 

Difficult in the 1930s but has since been altered by rockfall and is currently Severe. After 

climbing the gully they traversed several peaks in the northern Cuillin. 

 

 



Bealach Mhic Coinnich, Coruisk, Dubh Beag & Mhor, Dubh na Da Bheinn & Alasdair.  

With Donaldson. 

 

Bealach Mhic Coinnich lies between Sgurr Thearlaich and Sgurr Mhic Coinnich. It can be 

accessed via the Great Stone Shoot on the Coire Lagan side and provides a reasonable 

approach to Coruisk and the Dubh Ridge. 

 

51. 
Sgurr Dubh Beag and Loch Coruisk.  

 

 

Gillean.  * West Face of Third Pinnacle.  With  Donaldson. 

 

The West Face is probably Slingsby's Route (120m/394ft Severe) which the 1923 SMC 

guide, Island of Skye, refers to as 'Face Climb'. It was first ascended by W.C. Slingsby and 

party in 1890. 

 

 

Sgurr an Fheadain.  * Waterpipe Gully.  With Donaldson. 

 

Waterpipe Gully (400m/1312ft Mild Very Severe) lies at the west end of Sgurr an Fheadain, 

the long shoulder projecting from Bidein Druim nan Ramh into Coire na Creiche. It was first 

climbed by J. Kelsall and A.W. Hallitt, in 1895, a remarkable achievement for the time and 

one of the major gully climbs in Scotland. The amount of loose rock makes it is a serious 

route and a prolonged spell of dry weather is usually required for it to be a reasonable 

undertaking.   

 



 
52. Sgurr an Fheadain and Waterpipe Gully. The gully is the obvious line in the centre of the spur. 

 

Clach Glas & Blaven.  With Donaldson. 

 

Probably Tuesday 22nd August. See entry below on The Greater Traverse. Angus Smith 

records that he and M. Mackinnon were also present. 

 

 

Sron na Ciche.  The Cioch West.  With Donaldson. 

 

Cioch West (215m/705ft Severe) is an excellent route that finishes at the ledge below the 

Cioch. It was first climbed by Charles Holland, Herbert Carr and Dorothy Pilley in 1919. 

Donaldson's SMC application records that M. Mackinnon and Bill Mackenzie were also on 

the climb. 
 

 

Cuillin Main Ridge & Blaven * (Murray lists the main summits).  With Donaldson.  19 

hours. 

 

24th - 26th August. The principal objective of this holiday was to link the traverse of the 

Main Cuillin Ridge with Clach Glas and Blaven in a single expedition - The Greater 

Traverse. Murray had been thinking about attempting this since his first visit to Skye, but, 

until he met Donaldson he had been unable to find a partner willing to join him. In the event 

they were beaten to it by SMC members I.G. Charleson and W.E. Ford, who made the first 

complete traverse on 11th June 1939, and by a team from the Liverpool based Wayfarers 

Club who repeated this in July 1939.  

 
My plans for an Alpine holiday were discarded in favour of Skye, and mid August 1939 

found Donaldson, M. Mackinnon, and me encamped in Glen Brittle [...] 
We imposed on ourselves no special training, and our first ten days were spent in climbing 

ourselves into good form. Most of our excursions involved long traverses on the Main Ridge, 

preceded by a severe rock-climb and followed by a gargantuan feast at base camp. Huge as 

our meals undoubtedly were, the abounding hordes of midges dined still more sumptuously. 
Skye in August is no fit place for man or beast [...] Life in camp was often well-nigh 



unbearable, and almost every night witness scenes of disorder and sounds of torment. 

Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 150) 
 

The midges may have troubled them but they were lucky with the weather which was 

predominantly settled during this month. On the Tuesday 22nd August they pitched and 

provisioned a small tent at the north end of Loch an Athain, in Glen Sligachan, and devoted 

the rest of the afternoon to the traverse of Blaven. The next two days were spent in 

'skirmishing the weather', with the second a complete rest day. Then at 10.00 p.m. on the 24th 

they left their camp at Glen Brittle and set off for Garsbheinn. Twenty seven hours later (1.00 

a.m. on Saturday 26
th

) they reached their tent in Glen Sligachan having completed the third 

ascent of the Greater Traverse. They slept till noon, then packed up the tent and walked to 

Sligachan where they celebrated with a meal and a bottle of champagne at the hotel. Murray 

describes their traverse in chapter 16, 'The Cuillin Ridge and Blaven', in Mountaineering in 

Scotland. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress, * Agag's Groove, * Crowberry Ridge. With Bridson- 

Jones (CUMC). 

 

Probably on the way back from Skye. Bridson-Jones may have been a colleague of 

Donaldson's who was student at Cambridge and a member of the university mountaineering 

club. 
 

 

SEPTEMBER 1939 
 

3rd Buachaille.  Crowberry Ridge.  Alone. 

 

Sunday 3rd September 1939, the day Britain declared war on Germany. This is the only entry 

where Murray used the exact date. 
 

I drove slowly that Sunday morning, north over the Rannoch Moor towards Glen Coe. A 

shroud of low mist covered its empty desert. Only the blunt arrowhead of Buachaille Etive 

Mor loomed, appropriately black, through curtains of drizzle [...] It was 3 September 1939. It 

must be hard for anyone born in Britain during the last half-century to realise how it must feel 
on the outbreak of a world war. Cataclysmic is the word. To me and everyone I knew at the 

time, mobilisation spelled the ruin of everything we most valued in life. At least that was 

what it seemed when I arrived at the Kingshouse. 
I had come alone. My instinctive reaction was to turn to the mountain that had given me the 

most - the Buachaille. So I walked across the moor in a smirr of rain and climbed the 

Crowberry Ridge to the summit [...] I spent a full hour on the top - and came down as slowly 
as I knew how. Every rock and stone seemed familiar to me. The Evidence of Things Not Seen 

(p. 57). 

 

Monday 4th. As club secretary Murray typed letter suspending all Glasgow JMCS activities.  

A limited programme was resumed in December. 

 
 

Buachaille.  North Buttress.  With Donaldson. 

 

Sunday 10th September. North Buttress (300m/984ft Moderate).   

 



Douglas Scott's diary for Saturday 9th September reads: 

 
Left rather latish in the afternoon to meet Bill Murray, Bell and one or two more for probable 

last climb together. Archie [MacAlpine] at Inverarnan but not climbing. On to Kingshouse. 
Glorious camp alone on old site at Coupal Bridge [...]  Lonely feeling of all the folk I have 

camped with here. 

 

And for Sunday 10th: 

 
Pouring wet night & wet morning [...] Fine breakfast, then to hotel. Others looking at weather. 

Left late to do something on Buachaille. Bell insisted on all taking gas masks & my tin helmet 

for photo on climb, what a thought. Up to Central Buttress […]  I left early. On duty at 8 p.m. 

 

Gordon Donaldson took a photograph of four climbers wearing gas masks on Central 

Buttress that was published in the SMC Journal (1939, XXII,128) and titled A.R.P. (Air Raid 

Precautions). 

 

Scott had joined the army (Signals 3rd Co, 3rd AA Division) the previous March. 

 

 
53. 'Air Raid Precautions', wearing gas masks on Central Buttress, Buachaille Etive Mor, 

                                 10th September 1939.  Photo R.G. Donaldson. 

 

Buachaille.  * The Chasm.  With G.S. Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 17th September. The Chasm (450m/1476ft Very Severe). 

 

 

a route description to the SMC Journal (April 1938, vol. XX1, p 342) and described the day 

in detail in chapter 14, 'Gale Winds and Gabbro' in Undiscovered Scotland. 

 



Nevis.  * Slav Route up, Tower Ridge down.  With G.S. Roger & Donaldson. 

 

Sunday 24th September - the Glasgow JMCS Autumn Meet at the CIC hut. The others 

present were, A.C. Small, E. Zenthon, J.R. Wood. T. Mackinnon and J. McNeil. On 4th 

September, the day after war was declared, Murray suspended all JMCS activities.  This was 

the last climbing meet held this year. 

 

Ted Zenthon's diaries record that Murray, Roger and Donaldson arrived at the CIC hut at 

11.00 p.m. on the Saturday night and that they turned in about midnight. At 10.00 a.m. on 

Sunday Murray's party set out for Slav Route while Zenthon, Small and Wood did Staircase 

Climb and descended Observatory Ridge arriving back at 5.30 p.m. Mackinnon and McNeil 

climbed Observatory Ridge and descended Tower Ridge.  Murray, Roger and Donaldson 

didn't get back to the hut until 9.00 p.m., just as the others were preparing to go out and look 

for them. Murray, who had to drive back to Glasgow that night, didn't leave the hut until 

11.00 p.m.  The others stayed on till the Monday. 

 

 

OCTOBER 1939 
 

Stob Coire nan Lochan.  Summit Buttress.  With J.H.B. Bell. 

 

Sunday 1st October. Murray and Bell met at Crianlarich at 4.45 p.m. on the Saturday and 

spent the night at the Kingshouse. At 9.45 a.m. the following morning they left the hotel and 

drove down Glen Coe. Bell's diary continues: 

 
Climb up Gear Aonach rocks, then along ridge to the foot of Summit Buttress, Stob Coire nan 

Lochan - climb it 12.45 – 1.40 p.m. (one severe pitch). Cross top (good view) to Bidean and 

down left – lunch and tackle Sgreamhach Buttress […] This beat us fairly by two alternative 

overhangs about 100 – 150 feet up. 

   

Sgreamhach Buttress is now known as Lost Valley Buttress. Bell described the two lines they 

attempted and concluded that they would need to return with pitons, karabiners and slings, 

and use combined tactics, to have any chance of success. The lines they attempted are 

difficult to identify from the description but approximate to those taken by the winter routes 

Pterodactyl (V,6/7) and Neanderthal (VII,7). A little after 5.00 p.m. they descended the Lost 

Valley stopping to bath in a pool on their way. They had a meal at the Kingshouse and at 8.30 

p.m. set off home.  

 

Summit Buttress (Very Difficult) was first climbed by J.H.B. Bell and C.M. Allen in 

September 1931. It was included in the 1934 SMC guide The Central Highlands but is only 

mentioned as a summer ascent in the modern guide and described as Ordinary Route 

(130m/426ft Grade IV/5) in winter. 

 

 

Cobbler.  * Recess Route & traverse of Jean.  With Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 8th October. 

 

 

Cobbler.  * New route on North Peak.  With Marskell. 



Ted Zenthon's diaries record that Murray, Roger and Donaldson arrived at the CIC hut at 

11.00 p.m. on the Saturday night and that they turned in about midnight. At 10.00 a.m. on 

Sunday Murray's party set out for Slav Route while Zenthon, Small and Wood did Staircase 

Climb and descended Observatory Ridge arriving back at 5.30 p.m. Mackinnon and McNeil 

climbed Observatory Ridge and descended Tower Ridge.  Murray, Roger and Donaldson 

didn't get back to the hut until 9.00 p.m., just as the others were preparing to go out and look 

for them. Murray, who had to drive back to Glasgow that night, didn't leave the hut until 

11.00 p.m.  The others stayed on till the Monday. 

 

 

OCTOBER 1939 
 

Stob Coire nan Lochan.  Summit Buttress.  With J.H.B. Bell. 

 

Sunday 1st October. Murray and Bell met at Crianlarich at 4.45 p.m. on the Saturday and 

spent the night at the Kingshouse. At 9.45 a.m. the following morning they left the hotel and 

drove down Glen Coe. Bell's diary continues: 

 
Climb up Gear Aonach rocks, then along ridge to the foot of Summit Buttress, Stob Coire nan 

Lochan - climb it 12.45 – 1.40 p.m. (one severe pitch). Cross top (good view) to Bidean and 

down left – lunch and tackle Sgreamhach Buttress […] This beat us fairly by two alternative 

overhangs about 100 – 150 feet up. 
   

Sgreamhach Buttress is now known as Lost Valley Buttress. Bell described the two lines they 

attempted and concluded that they would need to return with pitons, karabiners and slings, 

and use combined tactics, to have any chance of success. The lines they attempted are 

difficult to identify from the description but approximate to those taken by the winter routes 

Pterodactyl (V,6/7) and Neanderthal (VII,7). A little after 5.00 p.m. they descended the Lost 

Valley stopping to bath in a pool on their way. They had a meal at the Kingshouse and at 8.30 

p.m. set off home.  

 

Summit Buttress (Very Difficult) was first climbed by J.H.B. Bell and C.M. Allen in 

September 1931. It was included in the 1934 SMC guide The Central Highlands but is only 

mentioned as a summer ascent in the modern guide and described as Ordinary Route 

(130m/426ft Grade IV/5) in winter. 

 

 

Cobbler.  * Recess Route & traverse of Jean.  With Roger. 

 

Probably Sunday 8th October. 

 

 

Cobbler.  * New route on North Peak.  With Marskell. 

 

Sunday 15th October. The 'new route' was North Rib (90m/295ft Very Difficult) which was 

first climbed by Jock Nimlin in 1935. With no guidebook to the Southern Highlands available 

at the time Murray and Marskell were presumably unaware of Nimlin's ascent.  Murray 

published a description of their route in the SMC Journal (1940, XXII, 129, p. 199). 

 

 



Buachaille.  * Collie's Route.  With D. Laidlaw. 

 

Probably Sunday 22nd October. Douglas Laidlaw was the younger brother of Alex Laidlaw 

who was in the JMCS. This was the first occasion that Murray and Douglas Laidlaw climbed 

together. A Glasgow JMCS meet at Inverarnan had been scheduled for this weekend but had 

been cancelled due to the suspension of club activities. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * D Gully Buttress by moonlight.  With D. Laidlaw. 

 
The moon was new-risen. It balanced like a yellow apple on the black barb of Schichallion.  

The flood of its mellow light poured far across the moor of Rannoch. Driving north from 
Bridge of Orchy I was obliged, for the first time of my life, to wear sun-glasses at night. I can 

truthfully say that in three years divided between Asia, Africa and Italy, each famed in story 

for its bright nights, I have never seen but one comparable to this that I shared with Douglas 
Laidlaw in December 1939. Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 222)  

 

The pair arrived at the foot of the D Gully Buttress (150m/492ft Difficult/Severe) around 

11.00 p.m. and climbed independently up the lower section, only putting the rope on at the 

crux pitch.  By the time they reached Crowberry Tower the weather had closed in and it had 

started snowing. They continued on to the summit where they sat and waited... After a little 

while the mists parted and, although there wasn't a breath of wind, they found themselves 

looking out over a surging sea of silvery cloud. The effect, Murray wrote, 'was tantamount to 

the supernatural' and he felt himself on the brink of an 'imminent revelation'. 'We had set out 

in search of adventure' he said and 'we had found beauty'. Beauty for Murray was 

synonymous with God. Towards 4.00 a.m. they returned to Glen Etive; their most sanguine 

expectations met. This experience is vividly described in chapter 22, 'The Evidence of Things 

Not Seen', in Mountaineering in Scotland, one of the most beautifully written and overtly 

spiritual passages in the book. 

 

The date was almost certainly Saturday 28th October, when there was a full moon, and it is 

strange that Murray writes that this occurred in December. He was making the final 

corrections to Mountaineering in Scotland around the time he completed his SMC application 

so it is likely that he was aware of the discrepancy and knowingly allowed it to remain. 
 

 

Buachaille.  Crowberry Direct.  With D. Laidlaw. 

 

Probably Sunday 29th October. 

 

 

NOVEMBER 1939 
 

Aonach Dubh, Bidean.  * B Buttress.  With D. Laidlaw.  

 

Probably Sunday 5th November. B Buttress is on the west face of Aonach Dubh.  It was first 

climbed by J.H.B. Bell and C.M. Allen by The Pinnacle Face (90m/ 295ft Very Difficult) in 

1932. Murray and Laidlaw would have followed this line. 

 

 

Narnain & Cobbler.  * Jug Handle & Central Peak Arete.  With K.K. Hunter. 



 

Probably Sunday 12th November. A Glasgow JMCS meet at Bridge of Orchy had been 

scheduled for this date but was cancelled with the suspension of club activities at the 

outbreak of war. 

 

 

Buachaille Beag.  With Bell & Wedderburn. 

 

Sunday 19th November. Bell's diary records: 

 
From Kingshouse with Wedderburn and Murray. Altnafeadh 11 a.m. Across bog in rain and 

make for best rock route up Buachaille Etive Beag. This gave us a surprisingly good linked 
rock climb on wet rock up what I should define as the Altnafeadh Buttress of the mountain. 

Probably we did about 500 – 600 feet of climbing and the texture of the rock was porphorite 

and remarkably good. The line was from Altnafeadh to the summit and the climbing lasted to 
the summit, having started after a grassy shoulder had been surmounted […] 

We now proceeded in scud and rain and cold to middle top - 2.30 p.m. Wedderburn returned 

from here but Murray and I proceeded over another cairned top, the highest at the S. end and 

then descended easy ridge, scree and grass, to Daleness Woods – 4.00 p.m.  Lovely views of 
Loch Etive under a cloud blanket […] Stopped to bath in a deep pool in Etive, very cold […] 

Walked up to car at top of Etive road (on main road) - 6.00 p.m. A beautiful moonlit evening. 

 

 

Cobbler & Narnain.  With Laidlaw.  Full Gale. 

 

Probably Sunday 26th November. 

 

 

DECEMBER 1939 
 

Buachaille.  * North Buttress.  Heavy Snow.  With Dunn & Laidlaw. 

 

Probably Sunday 3rd December. North Buttress (300m/984ft grade IV) can be climbed in 

almost any condition. This is the last pre-war climb that Murray and Dunn made together.  

  

 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Ridge.  With Hendry & D. Laidlaw. 

 

Probably Sunday 10th December. Archie Hendry clearly remembers this day for, aside from 

a few short routes on Salisbury Crags, in Edinburgh, it was his first climb since breaking his 

right leg on Crowberry Ridge, the previous April (see entry for 7th April 1939). Murray was 

involved in his rescue and had promised to take Hendry up Crowberry Ridge as soon he was 

fully recovered. It was a day of heavy cloud and rain.  They climbed via Greig’s Ledge  

(Difficult) with Murray leading the steeper rock pitches. The easier angled upper half of the 

ridge was covered in wet snow. Hendry's knee was still very stiff and gave him a lot of 

trouble during the climb. They continued to the summit and descended via Coire na Tulaich. 

Hendry recalls stopping for tea at the Inverarnan Hotel in Glen Falloch on the way back to 

Glasgow. 

  

 

Ben Nevis.  * Tower Ridge.  Much Ice.  With Bell & Laidlaw.  



 

Sunday 17th December. The party gathered at Crianlarich at 4.45 p.m. on the Saturday and 

proceeded to Fort William in Bell's car, stopping for fish and chips at Kinlochleven on the 

way. After a drink in Fort William they parked at Achintee and, on their way up to the CIC 

hut, witnessed a fine display of the aurora borealis. It was close to midnight when they 

arrived at the hut, where six students from St Andrews University were already resident. Half 

a pint of water, three Oxo cubes and two gills of rum were mixed and brought to the boil on a 

primus stove - 'Mummery's Blood' – and consumed as a night cap. There were only eight 

bunks in the hut and Bell had a cold night sleeping in his clothes thinking dark thoughts about 

the students who, he was convinced, had taken more than their share of the blankets. 

 

The next morning they initially wondered about attempting Observatory Ridge but thought it 

would be too difficult in the current condition so opted for a direct ascent of the Douglas 

Boulder and Tower Ridge. After two attempts on the Douglas Boulder, not yet climbed in 

winter, they retreated and gained the crest of the ridge by snow ledges on the east side. By the 

time they reached the Great Tower the sun had set and they had a struggle crossing Tower 

Gap in strong gusts of wind. The unusual quality of the light playing on a sea of cloud held 

them spellbound. 

 
After a hard fight we reached the summit in bright moonlight. All around and beneath us was 

a sea of cloud silivered by moonbeams, from which only the high tops of the Mamores and 

the Glencoe peaks projected like black islands. Days such as these are rare indeed but through 

them one lives to the full. The worries of a modern civilised existence vanish into thin wraiths 
of unreality and we are back in the dawn of history among the gods, giants and mysterious 

animism of our remote forefathers, when sagas like Beowulf and the Norse Eddas were 

composed in a setting of great mountains and savage wildernesses of snow and ice. A 
Progress in Mountaineering (p. 165) 

 

From the top of Tower Ridge they wandered up to the summit cairn and then descended via 

the Red Burn where they entered the cloud layer. At 7.35 p.m. they were back at the car and 

drove to the Bridge of Orchy when they stopped for a drink. They reached Crianlarich shortly 

after 11.00 p.m. and went their separate ways. Bell noted in his diary that it was 'the best 

winter ascent of 1939' and that for days after he felt 'exceedingly well' both mentally and 

physically. 'Such a climb' he wrote 'once a fortnight or even once a month should suffice to 

maintain a sort of perpetual youth in one'. 

 

Murray recalled this climb in chapter 14, 'Tower Ridge in Winter', in Mountaineering in 

Scotland. An earlier and slightly different version was published as 'Tower Ridge' in The 

Open Air in Scotland (1946, Vol.1, No.2). Bell wrote a full account in his diary and published 

an article, 'Valhalla', in the SMC Journal (1940, XXII, 129, p. 161) and a shorter version in A 

Progress in Mountaineering. In 1994 this climb was re-enacted for the BBC television series 

on Scottish climbing: The Edge. 

 



 
54. Overlooking a sea of cloud from the summit of Ben Nevis, 

                                       December 1939.  Photo G.A. Collie 

 

Clachlet & Meall Bhuiridh.  Camp on Summit.  With Donaldson. 

 

24th/25th December. Murray and Donaldson had recently purchased a light weight high 

altitude tent and this was their first attempt at high camping in winter. They had problems 

managing the condensation but more significantly only discovered that the tent was snow 

proof but not waterproof when they were camped on the summit of Clachlet. Murray 

describes this adventure and their various experiments with winter camping in chapter 18, 

'High Camping in Winter', in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 

 

Nevis.  Camp on Plateau.  With Donaldson. 

 

Sunday 31st December. The Saturday was spent at the Bridge of Orchy Hotel where the 

JMCS were holding their New Year meet. The dinner and AGM were scheduled for the 

Sunday evening and as secretary of the Glasgow Section Murray was expected to present an 

annual report but, with the future uncertain and the weather perfect, he wasn't going to miss 

an opportunity for adventure and made his apologies. This is probably the only occasion he 

missed a meeting since becoming a committee member in December 1936. The meet report 

in the SMC Journal (1940, XXII, 129, p. 219) noted that the weather was 'exceptionally fine' 

over the whole weekend.  

 

On the Sunday morning Murray, Donaldson and George McCarter drove to Achintee, in Glen 

Nevis. At midday they set off up the old pony track, each carrying a rucksack weighing 35 

lbs. Three and a half hours later they reached the summit and pitched their tent, south of the 

Observatory ruins looking out to the Mamores and the Blackmount. The cold was intense but 

there wasn't a breath of wind and the visibility was unusually clear. The rucksacks were left 

outside and closing all ventilation they cooked in the tent which, combined with their body 

moisture, caused condensation to soak into the sponge rubber mats and sleeping bags giving 

them an uncomfortable night. The New Year was seen in with a communal mug of 

'Mummery's Blood'. After which they pulled on their boots and went out for a stroll. The 

uncertain future and his difficulty in fully apprehending the beauty of the moonlit landscape 



is clear in the account Murray published in the SMC Journal, which is different to the more 

assuredly optimistic one in Mountaineering in Scotland.   

 
I wandered by myself towards the North-East Buttress [...] There I stopped to contemplate the 

surging world of gleaming frosted peaks, inundated by a white, even light that poured in a 

flood of poetry from heaven to earth. The crowded sky shone with stars that were steady and 

did not twinkle; and far below in the depths of the Spean Valley, wrapping the foothills in a 
light transparent vapour, hung a fine white mist, which the moonbeams pierced and silvered. 

No man could look for long on the serene beauty of that pale-faced night and not feel stirred 

to the depths of his sole. And all this sublime splendour was it purposeless? How melancholy 
was the thought! The beauty of that star-splashed sky, and of those pure white peaks bathed in 

its constant light, was such a noble introduction to the year of doubt and despair that must 

inevitably follow. Yet how could it hold, as truly it seemed to hold, such good promise for the 

new-born year when man had already compromised his future in the plains? The unhappy 
train of thought that must follow such futile speculation was broken by the arrival of 

Donaldson and then of McCarter. 'Night Up There - Hogmanay on Ben Nevis', SMC 

Journal (1940, XXII, 130, p. 245). 

 

 
55. The camp on the summit of Ben Nevis, 31st December 1939. Photo W.H. Murray. 

 

JANUARY 1940 
 

Nevis.  * Ascent of Gardyloo Gully.  With Donaldson. 

 

Monday 1st January - New Years Day. They slept uncomfortably till 8.30 a.m. when they 

roused themselves to watch the sunrise and eat breakfast, after which they descended the 

Carn Mor Dearg Arete to the Allt a Mhuilinn and climbed Gardyloo Gully (170m/558ft 

Grade II). The gully was in hard icy condition with spindrift pouring down.  Murray led the 

crux pitches. They spent 5 hours on the climb and it was 5.00 p.m. and almost dark when they 

regained their tent. When they got down to Achintee they found the car was frozen. 

 
For all this work and unpleasantness we have, say the Philistines, nothing to show except one 

gully climb.  Nothing to chink in our pockets, so to speak.  But the wide, silent snow-fields 

crimsoned by the rioting sky, and the frozen hills under the slow moon will nevertheless 
remain with us, quite probably till we died. ' Night Up There - Hogmanay on Ben Nevis', 

SMC Journal (1940, XXII, 130, p. 247). 

 

Murray describes the camp and their ascent of Gardyloo Gully the following day in chapter 

17, 'New Year on Ben Nevis', in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

 



 
56. The ice pitch in Gardyloo Gully.  Photo Archie MacAlpine. 

 

 
 



 
57. Glasgow JMCS 1940 programme. 

 

 

Stob Ghabhar.  * Upper Couloir.  With D. Laidlaw & Marskell. 

 

Probably Sunday 7
th

 January. This was Murray's fifth ascent of the Upper Couloir (90m/295ft 

Grade II). 

 

 

Stob Corie nam Beith.  Crack Climb.  With D. Laidlaw & Marskell. 

 

Probably Sunday 14
th

 January. Crack Climb (120m/394ft Difficult / Grade III) lies between 

Central Gully and Deep Cut Chimney. In Rock Climbs Glencoe and Ardgour (1949) Murray 

says the route had been 'done several times in winter, but not under good snow and ice 

conditions'. This ascent would probably match that description. The first recorded winter 

ascent was made in 1958. 

 

 

Am Bodach & Meall Dearg.  Traverse of Aonach Eagach.  Camp on Summit.  Hard 

snow and ice.  With D. Laidlaw. 

 
Donaldson had to leave Scotland shortly after New Year [...] In the meantime I had been 

lucky enough to enlist Douglas Laidlaw, with whom I decided to place a tent on the crest of 
the Aonach Eagach ridge in Glencoe. It had always been one of my ambitions to make a 

moonlight traverse of the ridge in winter [...] 

We arrived in Glencoe at ten p.m. of 21st January. On our way northward there had been 

every promise of a bright moon, but when I brought my car to rest under the east end of the 
Aonach Eagach the sky was again clouded. A moonlight climb is truly the chanciest of all 

mountaineering propositions. Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 181) 
 

The date is more likely to have been Saturday evening 20th January. Deep snow lay down to 

the road in the glen.  At 12.30 a.m. they reached the summit of Am Bodach and pitched the 

tent.  Conditions weren't good enough for a moonlight traverse so they postponed their 

climbing plans until the morning. Setting out at 9.30 a.m. they traversed the ridge to Sgorr 

nam Fiannaidh at the western end and then returned along the ridge to their tent. 



 

Murray completed a moonlight traverse of the Aonach Eagach Ridge with Donald MacIntyre 

on 8/9th March 1947. 

 

Douglas Scott noted in his diary there were 'very heavy snowfalls in Glasgow and west' the 

following Sunday, which probably explains the absence of any further entries for January 

 

 

FEBRUARY 1940 
 

Cobbler.  * Traverse of Jean.  Heavy Snow.  With D. Laidlaw. 

 

Possibly Sunday 4th February when at the JMCS held a meet based at Arrochar. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * A Gully.  Snow.  With Marskell & Laidlaw. 

 

'A Gully' is Great Gully (360m/1181ft Grade I/II). 

 

 

MARCH 1940 
 

Beinn a Chrois (Arrochar).  * North Gully.  Icy.  With Laidlaw.  

 

Possibly Saturday 2nd March.  North Gully (75m/246ft Grade1).   

 

 

Stob Coire nan Lochan (Glencoe).  Snow.  With Laidlaw. 

 

Possibly Sunday 3rd March while attending the JMCS informal meet in Glen Coe. 

 

 

Dreish (Glen Clova).  Scorrie Buttress.  With Bell & Myles. 

 

Sunday 10
th
 March. The date is recorded in Bell's Diary, no other details. Dreish (947m) is a 

Munro to the west of Glen Clova. Scorrie Buttress is a 'difficult scramble' first climbed by 

A.L. Cram and R.M. MacIntyre in 1931. Dr David Myles was a friend of Bell's. 

 

 

Beinn Dorain.  With Laidlaw. 

 

A Munro (1076m) east of the Bridge of Orchy 

 

 

APRIL 1940 

 
Friday 5th April. The Glasgow JMCS fourth Annual Dinner.  This replaced the one scheduled 

for the previous November which had been cancelled with the suspension of club activities. 

 



 
58. Glasgow JMCS fourth Annual Dinner menu.  Drawn by Rob Anderson. 

 

 

Meall Dearg, Am Bodach, Stob Coire Leith, Fiannaidh.  * Traverse of Aonach Eagach.  

With Geo McCarter. 

 

Possibly Sunday 7th April when the JMCS held a meet at Crianlarich. 

 

 

Troisgeach (Glen Falloch).  With Laidlaw. 

 

Possibly Sunday 14th April. Troisgeach (733m) is a peak to the west of Glen Falloch.  

Probably a poor weather option. 

 

 

Ben Nevis.  Raeburn's Easy Route.  With Donaldson. 

 

Murray wrote the entry in the CIC hut log which reads: 

 
April 20th. Arrived for one week. Mountain obviously in good condition. Satisfactory 

quantity of snow. 
 

April 21st. Very high S.E. wind. Mist. Expedition to investigate the snow fields of Coire Leis. 

 
April 22nd. Very high S.E. wind. Snow rotting away before our eyes. Went to foot of 

Glover's Chimney. First ice-pitch spouted water when attacked with axe. Falls of snow and 

ice continuous all round us. Gurgle of running water everywhere to be heard. Climbed 

Raeburn's Easy Route. One good ice-fall of 80 feet at moderate angle, followed by interesting 
snow. 

 



 

Ben Nevis.  Tower Ridge.  Full Gale.  With E.A.M. Wedderburn and R.G. Donaldson. 

 

F.C. Waddam was also with the party. Murray's entry in the CIC hut log continues: 

 
April 23rd.  Tower Ridge 6 hours 20 mins. Very high S.E. wind. No snow till Little Tower & 

then only in small quantity to Great Tower. Eastern Traverse: fairly firm but wet snow in 

satisfactory quantity. Rocks leading to top of Tower: very difficult - wet and crowned lightly 

with melted ice and snow. Knife-edge of firm snow to Tower Gap. Wind very high. Tower 
Gap rocks not iced, but topped with soft wet snow. Wind almost gale force. Party forced to 

move one at a time on final section of ridge.  Start 10.20 a.m. Top of Douglas Boulder by 

West Ridge 10.50 a.m. Top of Great Tower 2.30 p.m. Summit 5.50 p.m.  Party on two ropes 
to Great Tower, then one rope led by Donaldson. A very hard climb in a wind of exceptional 

strength. 

 

April 24th. Pouring rain. Snow stripped from mountain with great speed. 

  

 

Ben Nevis.  * N.E. Buttress.  With Donaldson. 

 

The record in the CIC hut log continues:  

 
April 25th. North East Buttress. 4 hours. Snow high up soft and watery. Some ice on final 

rocks. Westerly wind - good day. Came down Ledge Route.  

 

 

Ben Nevis.  * Observatory Ridge.  With Donaldson. 

 
April 26th. Observatory Ridge. 5 3/4 hours. Lower rocks clear of snow. Upper narrow section 
covered in wet snow & ice. Party forced into Zero Gully some 300 feet below summit by 

precarious snow (lying on ice) on crest of ridge. Snow in Zero Gully very wet and granular - 

just safe and no more. 2 small ice pitches. Returned via Carn Mor Dearg. Fine weather. 

 

 

Carn Mor Dearg.  With Donaldson. 

 

This is probably the ascent Murray recorded in the CIC hut log for Friday 26th April. 

Saturday 27
th
 April was likely to have been spent enlisting for military service. 

 
I made a reluctant conscript. By April 1940 I could delay no longer. First, I went up to Ben 

Nevis with Gordon Donaldson and climbed Observatory Ridge, then came straight down to 
Fort William, where I registered for military service with the Argyle and Sutherland 

Highlanders. The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 58) 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress, Agag's Groove & descent by Crowberry Ridge.  With 

Donaldson & A.C.D. Small. 

 

Sunday 28th April. Alex Small, who had been on the first ascent of Agag's Groove in August 

1936, was camped at Lagangarbh. His diary entry records that mist shrouded everything 

above 2000 feet and remained in place all day. After a leisurely breakfast Small climbed 



Crowberry Ridge by the Abraham's traverse and was descending Curved Ridge went he met 

up with Douglas Laidlaw and Jim Low and later Bill Murray and Gordon Donaldson. 

 
Bill decided to climb Agag's. In second place I found it restful and pleasurable but still 

exciting enough despite the mist destroying the exposure. It was the coldest I have climbed 

the route. We came down individually by the Direct and the Lower Ledge to join Geo Roger, 

Ian Kay and Jim. 

 

Murray and Donaldson had presumably climbed Central Buttress prior to running into Small 

and others on Curved Ridge. 

 

 

MAY 1940 
 

Aonach Dubh.  N.E. Nose.  With D. Laidlaw. 

 

Probably Saturday afternoon 4th May. Murray and Laidlaw climbed the Lower N.E. Nose 

(90m/295ft Severe), which was first ascended by C.M. Allen and J.H.B. Bell in 1934. Murray 

used this name when describing the route in Rock Climbs Glencoe and Ardgour, but the 

modern guide refers to it as Original Route. Bell's diary records that they camped 'at Sawmill, 

above the Coe Bridge', that night; Murray, Redman and Laidlaw in a tent and Bell and 

Wilson in the car. 

 

 

Sgorr nam Fiannaidh.  Clachaig Gully.  With Bell & Laidlaw. 

 

Sunday 5th May. In Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 94) Murray writes that when he returned 

to the Clachaig Gully a year after making the first ascent he repeated the climb in five hours. 

This is his second recorded ascent (two years after the first ascent). Bell's diary records: 

 
Leave car at Clachaig at 9.30 a.m. for Clachaig Gully. Wilson, D. Laidlaw and I on one rope 

(where used) and Murray and Redman the other. We probably spent half an hour lunching 

well above Jericho Wall and it was 3.15 p.m. when we finished the last pitch of the gully. 
Then it started to rain. I went on to the top of Sgorr nam Fiannaidh in rain and wet cloud and 

S. wind. Top 4.00 p.m. and down 4.45 p.m. Gully conditions were very good as it had been 

dry for a week or more 
 

Bell continues with details of the individual pitches in the gully. At the Great Cave pitch they 

took a higher level than the original route, which they considered safer and easier. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress.  With Laidlaw. 

 

Sunday 12th May. 

 

On the Saturday evening Ted Zenthon and Basil Fox were staying with Mrs Cameron's at 

Altnafeadh, in Glen Coe. Zenthon's diary records that just prior to retiring for the night 

Murray and Laidlaw called in to see them before going on to pitch their tent at Coupal 

Bridge. 

 

 



Buachaille.  * Attempt on Glen Etive Gully.  With Laidlaw. 

 

Monday or Tuesday 13th / 14th May. The Glen Etive Gully is likely to have been Dalness 

Chasm, the first ascent of which was subsequently made by J.R. Marshall, A.H. Hendry, T. 

Weir and others in 1955. Zenthon's diary records that he and Fox had arranged to meet 

Murray and Laidlaw below Raven's Gully on the Monday, but that Murray and Laidlaw didn't 

show up. Zenthon and Fox climbed up to the fourth pitch of Raven's Gully then retreated. 

After lunch they made the first ascent of Pluto (50m/165ft Severe) on the lower tier of Slime 

Wall. On the Tuesday they attempted the Clachaig Gully but it was raining and they climbed 

down due to the volume of water. When they got back to Altnafeadh there was a note from 

Murray apologising for not turning up the previous day, saying that he and Laidlaw had been 

ill after eating some bad tinned food and overslept and that they had now moved onto Ben 

Nevis.   

 

 

Ben Nevis.  * The Castle.  With Laidlaw. 

 

The entry is the CIC hut log reads: 

 
May 15th.  The Castle. Wet.  Down No 3.  Good glissading. Good visibility on top - Ireland, 

Barra Head etc and Cuillin. 

 

In chapter 20, 'Castle Buttress', in Undiscovered Scotland, Murray describes an attempt on 

The Castle (215m/705ft, Grade III) made one January (he doesn’t say which year) with 

Douglas Laidlaw. They climbed three-quarters of the way up the route to find unstable snow 

overlying smooth slabs and considered it prudent to retreat. The Castle had been the scene of 

several narrow escapes and one fatal accident in the past, due to similar conditions, and was 

known to be a serious although not technically difficult undertaking. There is no record of a 

January ascent of this route by either Murray or Laidlaw in the CIC hut log or in Murray's 

SMC application. The only pre-war ascent known to be made by either of them is the one 

recorded above, when it was in summer conditions (Very Difficult). At the beginning of the 

'Castle Buttress' chapter Murray writes: 
 

During our day on North East Buttress I told Laidlaw of the Castle problem [...] I had climbed 

with him only two or three times so far, but found him a born mountaineer, remarkably 

speedy and safe for a man of just less than eighteen years. Undiscovered Scotland (p. 187) 
 

Murray's first recorded climb with Laidlaw was made in October 1939, which would make 

January 1940 the most likely period for the ascent of The Castle described in Undiscovered 

Scotland (according to his SMC application their ascent on 15
th

 May 1940 was their twenty – 

second climb together). However, when Murray writes about the North East Buttress, 

referred to in the quote above, he says this climb was made 'one March' and that he and 

Laidlaw had climbed together 'only two or three times so far' (Undiscovered Scotland p. 164 

& 187), which, if the order of events he describes are correct, would have to have been March 

1939, or, possibly, but  less likely, March 1940. Like the 'Cairngorm Blizzard' chapter, the 

'Castle Buttress' account is difficult to locate and appears to be partly fictional. Another 

similarity between these chapters is that they both have an informative or educational 

element; the former warning of the risk of getting caught out in unexpectedly severe winter 

weather in early summer and the latter of the avalanche risk on a climb that was known for 

this danger and where retreat is sometimes the prudent option. Interestingly the ascent of the 



North East Buttress referred to below and described in chapter 18 in Undiscovered Scotland, 

also seems to be a composite or semi fictional event. 
 

 

Ben Nevis.  * N.E. Buttress by Raeburn's Arete / Newbiggin's 80 min Route.  With 

Laidlaw. 

 

The CIC hut log records that Lister (no initials) was also climbing with Murray and Laidlaw. 

Their entry reads: 

 
May 16th. First half Newbiggin's 80 Minute Route until the start of the great upper groove 

was reached. A traverse to the right was then made on to the crest of Raeburn's Arete about 

100 feet below the "corner and slab" pitch (300 feet below First Platform). N.E.B to summit.  
Down No 3. 

 

On Friday 17th Murray and Lister climbed the Douglas Boulder (215m/705ft Very Difficult) 

while Laidlaw and I.B. Kay climbed Staircase, descended Ledge Route, ascended 

Observatory Ridge and descended Number 3 Gully. The hut log noted 'dull day - wet rock'. 

Murray used his annual leave early this year; he may not have known when he would be 

required for active service and petrol rationing and other restrictions probably made it 

difficult to travel further a-field to places like Skye. 

 

In chapter 18, 'Ben Nevis by the North-east Buttress', in Undiscovered Scotland, Murray 

writes about an ascent of the North-East Buttress made 'one March' with Douglas Laidlaw but 

he doesn't say which year.  Murray made three ascents of the North-East Buttress before the 

Second World War, the first at the beginning of May 1939 with Jim Bell, the second in April 

1940 with Gordon Donaldson, and the one noted above, in May 1940, with Douglas Laidlaw. 

There is no record of a March ascent with Laidlaw or anyone else and it appears likely that 

the account of the North-East Buttress, like those of  'Castle Buttress' and the 'Cairngorm 

Blizzard', referred to in the previous entry, is a composite and semi fictional event. While 

many writers alter details to make a better story, with such a wealth of experiences to draw on 

it is curious that Murray chose to stray into the realms of fiction. Laidlaw was killed in the 

Second World War when his plane was shot down over Germany and it is possible that the 

two chapters - 'Castle Buttress' and 'Ben Nevis by the North-east Buttress' - were written in 

the form of idealised days to honour his memory. 

 

At the beginning of the North East Buttress chapter Murray says: 'no man will ever know Ben 

Nevis [...] certainly not I, who have climbed on it only thirty–seven times'.  The tally in his 

SMC application is slightly less than this with 29 visits to Ben Nevis recorded between 1935 

and 1941. 

 

 

Buachaille Summit Ridge.  * Crowberry Ridge.  With E.R. Zenthon. 

 

On Saturday afternoon, 18th May, Murray, Laidlaw and I.B. Kay were driving up Glen Coe 

when they saw Ted Zenthon walking along the road and stopped to give him a lift. Earlier 

that day Zenthon had attempted a solo ascent of the Clachaig Gully and slipped on the Jericho 

Wall pitch and fallen into the bed of the gully. Fortunately he was unhurt and managed to 

scramble out and descend to the Clachaig Hotel where he refreshed himself. They stopped the 

car at one of the bridges above the river gorge and spent some time making exposed traverses 

on the rock above the water. Murray managed to climb one of the bridge piers with the aid of 



a top rope, which, thought Zenthon, was a 'remarkable achievement'. Zenthon was dropped 

off at Mrs Cameron's and the other three went to the Kingshouse to meet J.H.B. Bell, and a 

friend of his called Redman. Several members of the Ladies Scottish Climbing Club were 

also there. They left the Inn at 11.00 p.m. Bell and Redman pitched at Coupal Bridge. Murray 

and the others camped at Altnefeadh. 

 

Sunday was fine and after breakfast Zenthon went out to find Murray's party striking camp. 

Kay and Redman went to tackle Raven's Gully while Murray and Zenthon climbed 

Crowberry Ridge via Greig's Ledge. They tried to make the first high level girdle traverse of 

Rannoch Wall but were unable to find a line across to Agag's Groove so gave up the venture 

and climbed to the summit of the Buachaille (The first traverse of Rannoch Wall was made 

three weeks later by Ian Ogilvy and F.R. Frere on 10th June). Murray and Zenthon traversed 

the summit ridge of the Buachaille to Stob Coire Altruim where they tried to find a route up 

the north east facing crags via 'an obvious shallow gully and to the right of it'. The rock was 

very loose so they gave up and walked back along the ridge and descended the Buachaille by 

the North Buttress.  They arrived at Altnafeadh at 8.15 p.m. to find Redman and Kay had 

been back for a couple of hours. They had been unsuccessful in their attempt on Raven's 

Gully and had soloed up Crowberry Gully instead. Murray and the others returned to 

Glasgow that evening. Zenthon stayed at Mrs Cameron's and the following day went to the 

CIC hut. 

 

 

Buachaille.  * Central Buttress Direct.  With Laidlaw, Marskell etc. 

 

Probably Sunday 26th May. The Direct Route (95m/312ft Very Difficult) is on the South 

Face of the Central Buttress and finishes on Heather Terrace. 

 

 

JUNE 1940 
 

Buachaille.  * D Gully Buttress and Crowberry Direct.  Down North Buttress.  With D. 

Laidlaw. 

 

Probably Sunday 2nd June. 

 

 

Ben Nevis.  * Basin Route.  Down Tower Ridge.  With Laidlaw. 

 

Sunday 9th June. Murray, Laidlaw and W. Redman met Jim Bell and James MacEwen at 

Crianlarich on Saturday afternoon. They stopped for a swim in Loch Leven on their way to 

Fort William and walked up to the CIC hut from Achintee. The weather had been dry and 

warm for nearly a fortnight and Murray, Laidlaw and Redman were intent on making the 

second ascent of the Basin Route (280m/918ft Severe). They left the hut at 10.00 a.m. the 

following morning and, climbing in 'a leisurely manner', reached the top at 5.00 p.m. Bell and 

MacEwen climbed Slav Route; from some way up this MacEwen photographed Murray at 

the foot of the Great Slab Rib. Back at the hut they shared a meal and shortly after 8.00 p.m. 

set off back to Fort William where they 'refreshed' themselves at the Imperial Hotel until 

closing time. Bell eventually got home at 4.30 a.m. 

 



Bell made the first ascent of the Basin Route with Violet Roy in July 1935. Five days after 

Murray’s ascent, Bell and John Wilson made a direct finish from the Basin to complete the 

Long Climb (420m/1378ft Very Severe). 
 

Murray hasn't recorded this in his application, but in a letter to his sister, dated 19/6/1940, 

that was published in The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 327), he wrote: 
 

The JMCS still goes on, there were sixteen at the meet last Sunday [16th June] in Glencoe 

(mostly on the Buachaille). This was done by hiring a bus for £10 for two days. 
As a last climb I did the Chasm of the Buachaille. Dry as a bone, party - Redman (an 

Englishman) and Douglas Laidlaw. 

 

The JMCS records show the meet was originally scheduled for 23
th

 June but was brought 

forward because a bus would be running to Glen Coe on the 16th. This was the last climb 

Murray and Laidlaw made together. A few days later Murray 'joined the Argyles at their 

regimental HQ, Stirling Castle, and was posted to their training station at Tillicoultry'. The 

Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 58). 

 

 
59. Douglas Laidlaw, Bill Murray and J.H.B. Bell outside the CIC Hut, 9th June 1940. 

                   Photo J.E. MacEwen 

 



 
60. Bill Murray at the foot of the Great Slab Rib during the second ascent 

                             of Basin Route, 9th June 1940.  Photo J.E. MacEwen. 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 1940 

 

Buachaille.  * North Buttress. Alone. 

 

North Buttress (300m/984ft Moderate). 

 

 

Buachaille.  Chasm North Wall. Alone. 

 

North Wall (360m/1881ft Moderate) takes the rock walls and buttresses to the right (north) of 

the Chasm. 

 

 

NOVEMBER 1940 
 

Cobbler.  * Right-Angle Gully.  With W.G. Marskell. 

 

Right-Angled Gully (35m/115ft Very Difficult). Possibly at the JMCS informal meet at 

Arrochar on 24th November. 

 

 

DECEMBER 1940 
 



Laoigh.  North Ridge up.  South Ridge Down.  With R.G. Donaldson. 

 

Probably Monday 30th December. The quote below suggests that George McCarter may also 

have been present. 

 

In a letter to his sister dated 7/1/1941, published in The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 331), 

Murray wrote: 

 
The meet [Bridge of Orchy] was most successful - plenty snow and ice, hard frost, blue sky 

and brilliant sun. With Donaldson, McCarter I did Laoigh Gully, the Upper Couloir of Stob 
Ghabhar, Central Gully of Bidian and the Crowberry by Naismith's route. The latter was very 

hard and was brilliantly led by Donaldson. The upper Couloir ice-pitch was as big and icy as I 

have ever seen it - led by George Roger! 
 

There is no report for this meet in the SMC journal.  

 

 

Bidean nam Bian & Stob Coire nan Lochan.  Central Gully. With Donaldson, McCarter 

and Neil Skinner.  Hard Frost. 

 

Probably Tuesday 31st December - New Years Eve. Central Gully (180m/354ft, Grade I/II) 

lies between the Diamond and Church Door Buttress below the summit of Bidean nam Bian. 

 

 

JANUARY 1941 
 

Stob Ghabhar.  Upper Couloir.  With R.G. Donaldson and G.S. Roger. 

 

Probably Wednesday 1st January - New Years Day. The Upper Couloir (90m/295ft, Grade 

II). The 'ice-pitch was as big and icy as I have ever seen it – led by George Roger' (The 

Evidence of Things Not Seen, p. 331). This was Murray's sixth ascent of this climb. 

 

 

Buachaille.  Crowberry Ridge.  Naismith's Route.  Hard snow and ice.  With R.G. 

Donaldson, G.S. Roger and G. McCarter. 

 

Probably Tuesday 2nd January.  Naismith's Route (210m/688ft, Grade IV/5), 'Hard and 

brilliantly led by Donaldson' (The Evidence of Things Not Seen, p. 331). 

 

 

FEBUARY 1941 
 

Buachaille.  * Crowberry Gully.  Hard snow and much ice.  With R.G. Donaldson. 

 
At the end of January 1941 I received orders to join the Middle East force in Egypt. The 

occasion clearly called for one long last climb on the Buachaille Etive Mor. I had already 

made seventy-nine ascents by one route or another, and each had but strengthened my 
conviction that Buachaille was the most splendid of earthly mountains. I was destined not to 

see it again for four years, and therefore can never be sufficiently grateful to R.G. Donaldson 

[...] who cut his own work at Cambridge and came north to climb with me. We selected 
Crowberry Gully as the best winter climb in Glencoe. Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 199) 



 

Sunday 1st February. Murray, Donaldson and Douglas Scott drove to the Kingshouse 

together after attending a JMCS lecture in Glasgow and arrive at 2.00 a.m. Scott spent the 

following day on Creise and sprained his ankle on the descent while Murray and Donaldson 

tackled Crowberry Gully. This was Murray's third ascent of the gully in winter and, 

according to the quote above, his eightieth ascent of the Buachaille. His SMC application, 

however, records it was his sixty sixth ascent. They started the climb at 11.00 a.m. and 

reached the crux pitch, at the Junction, late in the afternoon. This normally requires a good 

coating of ice to be climbable but they found bare rock and powder snow. Ingenuity and 

determination was required to overcome this and the outcome remained uncertain until they 

reached the top at 7.15 p.m. 

 

Murray described this ascent in an article he published in the SMC Journal and in a slightly 

amended form in chapter 20, 'Crowberry Gully in Winter', in Mountaineering in Scotland. 

Comparing the final paragraphs of these accounts shows how Murray reconsidered his choice 

of words and the way his reading and the teaching he was receiving in the prison camp, on 

meditation and eastern philosophy, was influencing his interpretation of the mystical 

experiences he had in the mountains. Some of these differences may also be due to SMC 

editorial changes. An author has more control over what goes into a book than an article, 

which may have strict requirements as to length and need to be aimed at a specific readership. 

In a letter to his sister, dated 8th October 1941, when referring to 'the C G article' (Crowberry 

Gully) Murray says: 'If by any chance Bell publishes abbreviated version in the SMCJ, please 

say whether you think the short version is better. I think, however, that even the abbreviated 

version would be too long for the journal (2500 words)' (The Evidence of Things Not Seen, 

p.333). 

 
We stepped onto the open mountainside at 7.15 p.m. and came face to face with a cloud-

racked, starry sky.  The ring of low crags under the summit, the ground beneath our feet, and 
all the rocks around us were deeply buried in masses of fog crystals. Not true darkness but a 

strange twilight pervaded these highest slopes of Buachaille. I sensed an unusual quality in 

the air. The mountain seemed to tremble on the verge of a revelation. The feeling that some 
great secret was almost within my grasp stayed with me until we reached the cairn, when it 

passed away. Donaldson and I spent a precious half-hour on the top.  The moon shone fitfully 

through ragged brown clouds. SMC Journal (1942, XXII, 133, p. 1) 

 
We stepped onto the open mountainside at seven-fifteen p.m., and came face to face with a 

cloud-racked, starry sky. The ring of low crags under the summit, the ground beneath our feet, 

and all the rocks around were buried deep in fog crystals. Although night had fallen, yet up 
there so close to the sky there was not true darkness. A mysterious twilight, like that of an old 

chapel at vespers, pervaded these highest slopes of Buachaille. We stood at the everlasting 

gates, and as so often happens at the close of a great climb, a profound stillness came upon 
my mind, and paradoxically, the silence was song and the diversity of things vanished. The 

mountain and the world and I were one. But that was not all: a strange and powerful feeling 

that something as yet unknown was almost within my grasp, was trembling into vision, stayed 

with me until we reached the cairn, where it passed away. 
We went down to Glen Etive for the last time, and I fear we went sadly. The moon shone 

fitfully through ragged brown clouds. Mountaineering in Scotland (p. 207). 

 

 

APRIL 1941 
 

Table Mountain, South Africa.  * By Devil's Peak.  With Mrs Hollingdale. 



 

Murray sailed with his regiment to the Middle East. 

 
In April we docked for three days at Cape Town to take in stores. Before I left home, a friend 

in the RAF, George Roger, had warned his sister in Cape Town of my coming. She, Mrs 

Hollingdale, invited me to stop overnight and to climb Table Mountain next day. 'What,' she 

asked me, 'would you most like for a first meal ashore?'  I had answered jocularly, 'A plateful 
of roast pork crackling' (a delicacy not tasted for two years). Her laughter whetted my appetite 

when I sat down at table, for there it was, piled on my plate to a small mountain, crisp and 

delicious. We climbed Devil's Peak in the morning, and walked on to Table Mountain where 
we had the wild-land and skies all to ourselves. The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 63) 

 

 

JUNE 1945 
 

Buachaille Etive Mor.  Central Buttress.  With W.M. Mackenzie. 

 

Murray was released from prison camp and returned to Britain in April 1945. He was granted 

two months leave and went to stay with his mother and sister at a farmhouse in the Rheidol 

valley near Aberystwyth. During the fine weather in May he was too weak to climb. 
 

At first, fifteen minutes  walk on the flat still made me feel faint [...] Before the months end I 

could feel new vigour flowing back into me [...] At this point Bill Mackenzie wrote to me that 
he was in Glasgow, on leave from the Lovat Scouts.  Was I able to climb? Uncertain though I 

felt, I took the plunge on 2 June and headed north. The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 119) 

 

Murray spent a week in Glasgow where he resurrected his car, which had been in storage, and 

had a reunion dinner with Tom Mackinnon, Alex Small, George Marskell and Bill 

Mackenzie. He also got his army boots nailed with tricounis and clinkers. He then went to 

Auchtermuchty to stay with Jim Bell for the weekend. They had a walk together on the 

Lomond hills and the following day, probably Monday 11th June, Murray drove to 

Inverarnan where he picked up Mackenzie and went on to Glen Coe (recorded in letter to 

Douglas Scott). The weather was still settled but Murray thought he would only be able to 

walk up the Buachaille. In the event he and Mackenzie climbed Slanting Ledge Route 

(60m/197ft, Severe) on Central Buttress. Murray recalls this day in chapter 2, 'The First Day 

on Buachaille' in Undiscovered Scotland and in chapter 14, 'The Right Holds' in The 

Evidence of Things Not Seen. 

 

 

Wales 

Moel Siabod (2860 feet).  Alone. 

 

Moel Siabod is an isolated summit south of Capel Curig. 

 
I wrote from Neuadd [the farmhouse Murray was staying with his mother and sister] to an old 

climbing friend, Dick Morsley, a bacteriologist at Bangor who kept a guesthouse at Capel 
Curig in Snowdonia. He could give me a bed there at the end of the month [...] 

I went off to North Wales, settled in at Capel Curig and quickly heard that a Mountain 

Commando Unit happened to be stationed down the road in Llanberis.  Their commander 

asked me to climb with them. He was looking for someone to teach his men and to lead them 
on to Severe rock. Their present climbing limit was Very Difficult. I had to tell him that after 

three years in the camps I would need some practice first. We teamed up. After some thirty 



climbs mixed in with long hill walks we were all onto Severe and Very Severe routes [...] One 

of the young commandos was Chris Preston who won fame after I left for his first ascent of 
Suicide Wall, in Cwm Idwal [...] He had newly discovered the rocks and was content to be led 

up routes like Holly Tree Wall and Balcony Cracks on Idwal or the Pinnacle Wall of Craig yr 

Ysfa until he found his feet. Then he took off. The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 122) 

 

Murray had met Dick Morsley at the CIC hut in April 1937 when Morsley was there with Jim 

Bell and others to make the second ascent of Green Gully. The commander of the Mountain 

Commando Unit was Dan McKellar, who was in the Glasgow JMCS.  In September, after 

Murray had left, David Cox became the commanding officer of this unit. On 7th October 

1945 Chris Preston made the first ascent of Suicide Wall (100ft, E2,5C) on the East Wall of 

the Idwal Slabs, at the time the hardest climb ever made in Britain. McKellar published a 

short report on their activities in the SMC Journal (1946, XXIII, 137, p. 364) and E.A.H. 

Hamson's wrote an article, 'Mountain Training Wing Llanberis, 1945' that was published in 

the Climbers Club Journal (1947, VIII, 72, p. 157). Neither of these refer to Murray by name. 

 

On 26th June 1945, Murray wrote a letter to Douglas Scott, who was still on active service in 

India, saying that he was hoping to go to Capel Curig, in Snowdonia, at the end of the week. 

If the record in his application is correct the number of days left in the month suggests that he 

may have travelled to Capel Curig on 27th June and walked up Moel Siabod on the same day. 

 

 

Tryfan (3010 feet).  * North Buttress (VD).  Led self.  With D. Mckellar. 

 

North Buttress (195m/640ft) is on the East Face of Tryfan. It is now graded Moderate. 

 

 

Glyder Fach (3262 feet), Glyder Fawr (3278 feet).  By Bristly Ridge.  Alone.  Mist. 

 

Bristly Ridge is an excellent scramble on the north side of Glyder Fach. 

 

 

Lliwedd (2947 feet). Route II (VD).  With Bartrum and Preston. 

 

Lliwedd was the playground of the pioneers of Welsh climbing and still a popular venue in 

the 1940s. Route 2 (303m/1000ft) is on the East Buttress. The modern grade is Severe. In a 

letter to Bob Aitken, dated 2nd October 1967, Murray refers to these climbs with Chris 

Preston: 

 
... who when I first met him had no natural talent and only with great difficulty managed to get up 
V.Ds. if led by someone else.  But he was lucky enough to get continuous rock work for several 

months, + was then leading V.S. + made the first ascent of Suicide Wall. 

 

 

JULY 1945 
 

Twll Du.  Devil's Kitchen (Severe).  With Morsley. 

 

Twll Du, or the Devil's Kitchen, is a deep and atmospheric gully in the cliffs at the head of 

Cwm Idwal. Murray would have followed the original route (24m/80ft) which was first 



climbed in 1898 by W.R. Reade and W.P. McCulloch, although there is a possibility that 

Aleister Crowley climbed it solo in 1893. This is currently graded Very Difficult. 

 

 

Craig yr Ysfa.  Amphitheatre Rib (VD), Down Amphitheatre Buttress.  With Mckellar 

leading thro'. 

 

Amphitheatre Rib (79m/260ft) is currently graded Difficult. Amphitheatre Buttress is a 

classic mountaineering route (293m/960ft Very Difficult). 

 

 

Craig Ddu (3169 feet), Carnedd Dafydd (3426), Carnedd Llywelyn (3484), Craig yr 

Ysfa, Pen Helig (2713), Pen Llithrig y Wrach (2612).  Alone.  Mist. 

 

A circular walk from the Ogwen Valley that included the second highest peak in Wales. 

 

 

Crib Goch (3024 ft.), Crib y Ddysgl, Snowdon (3560 ft.), Lliwedd (2947) - Snowdon 

Horseshoe.  With D. McKellar. 

 

A classic hill walk with some scrambling along the narrow Crib Goch Ridge. 

 

 

Dinas Mot.  Direct Route (VS). With Morsley & Hughes. 

 

The Direct Route (75m/245ft, Very Severe) is a popular climb on the Nose of Dinas Mot in 

the Llanberis Pass. 

 

 

Crib y Ddysgl.  * Gambit Route (VD).  With Morsley & Hughes.  Led by Self. 

 

Gambit Route (99m/325ft, Very Difficult) is an excellent climb on Clogwyn y Ddysgl above 

the Llanberis Pass. 

 

 

Glyder Fach.  * Slab Route, Spiral variation (VD).  Led by self with J. Hamson and 

Wm. Eckenshall. 

 

'J. Hamson' was E.A. Harley Hamson; Murray was mistaken using the J initial. Slab Route 

(62m/240ft, Very Difficult) is on the East Buttress of the Glyder Fach Main Cliff. 

 

 

Idwal Slabs & Gribin Ridge.  Heather Weakness (VD), Tennis Shoe (Severe), Lazarus 

(VD), Monolith Crack (VD).  Led by self with Eckenshall and Mathers. 

 

The first three routes are on the Idwal Slabs and linked together make a climb of around 183 

metres (600ft). Tennis Shoes is currently graded Hard Severe and Lazarus Severe.  Monolith 

Crack (40m/130ft Severe) is a legendary off-width crack on the Gribin Facet. 

 

 



Craig yr Ysfa.  * Pinnacle Wall (Hard Severe), * Great Gully (VD).  Led by self, with 

Eckenshall.  

 

Two classic routes. Pinnacle Wall (70m/230ft, Hard Severe) was first climbed solo by Colin 

Kirkus in 1931. Great Gully (221m/725ft, Very Difficult) is one of the best climbs of its type 

in Wales. 

 

 

Gribin Ridge.  Monolith by the De Selincourt's Variation (Severe), down Zig Zag (D).  

With Mckellar & Hamson. 

 

The De Selincourt Variation avoids the off-width crack (and the issue) of Monolith Crack.  

Zig Zag (43m/140ft) is currently graded Severe. 

 

 

Bochlwyd Buttress.  Marble Slab (Very Severe), Wall Climb (Severe).  With Preston & 

Hamson. 

 

Marble Slab (18m/60ft) is currently graded Severe and Wall Climb (46m/150ft) Hard Severe. 

Both are on the Bochlwyd Buttress, an isolated outcrop on the way up to the Glyder Fach 

Main Cliff. 

 

 

Tryfan.  Grooved Arete (VD), Belle View Bastion (Very Severe), Long Chimney 

(Severe).  With Preston & Mckellar. 

 

These climbs are all on the East Face of Tryfan.  Grooved Arete (171m/560ft, Very 

Difficult), according to the guide, is 'the most inspiring and well-known route on Tryfan' and 

Belle View Bastion (49m/160ft, Very Severe) 'the best route on Terrace Wall'. Ivan Waller 

made the first ascent of Belle View Bastion in 1927, while music played from a portable 

gramophone. He also climbed the first pitch of Long Chimney (64m/210ft Very Severe) the 

same year. 

 

 

Idwal.  * Faith (VD), * Charity (VD), * Holly Tree Wall Ordinary Rt. (Severe).  Led by 

self with Mckellar, Preston & Williamson. 

 

Faith (134m/440ft, Very Difficult) and Charity (143m/470ft, Very Difficult) are on the Idwal 

Slabs. Holly Tree Wall lies above the slabs. There is no Ordinary Route, Murray probably 

meant Original Route (40m/130ft Very Severe, 5a), which is far from ordinary. It was first 

climbed in 1918 by I.A.R. Richards, Charles Holland and Dorothy Pilley. The route has 

become more difficult since the loss of the holly tree. 

 

 

Twll Du.  * Devil's Staircase (VD), * Hanging Garden Gully (VD).  Led by self with 

Mckellar. 

 

Two climbs on the Kitchen cliffs in Cwm Idwal. The Devil's Staircase (90m/295ft, Severe) is 

still popular, but Hanging Garden Gully (79m/260ft, Very Difficult) is rarely climbed in 

summer today.   



 

 

Idwal.  * Tennis Shoe (Severe).  Led by self with Williamson.  Balcony Cracks (Very 

Severe), Javelin Gully (Severe). 

 

Tennis Shoe (145m/475ft, Hard Severe) is on the Idwal Slabs. Balcony Cracks (27m/90ft, 

Very Severe) and Javelin Gully (38m/125ft, Hard Severe) are on Holly Tree Wall, above the 

Slabs. 

 

 

Lliwedd.  * Central Chimney (Hard VD), * Great Chimney (VD).  Led by self with 

Morsley. 

 

This is the last entry on Murray's application form. Central Chimney (137m/450ft, Hard Very 

Difficult) and Great Chimney (226m/740ft, Very Difficult) are both on the East Buttress of 

Lliwedd but not conveniently linked. Central Gully would be a more logical start to the Great 

Chimney and it is possible that this is what Murray was referring to. 

 

During his time in Wales Murray visited most of the significant climbing grounds with the 

exception of Clogwyn Du'r Arddu which had been the focus of much of the cutting edge 

activity in the 1930s. 

 

 

And after… 

 

In The Evidence of Things Not Seen (p. 123) Murray says he returned to Neuadd, the 

farmhouse where his mother and sister were staying in mid Wales, 'in time for the General 

Election', which was on 26 July 1945. In mid August he was recalled from leave and posted 

to a Royal Engineer's unit at the Vale of Leven in Dunbartonshire. He had most afternoons 

and evenings free, and used this time to work on the manuscript Mountaineering in Scotland, 

meet friends in Glasgow and climb at the weekends. The address on the first page of Murray's 

application is Neuadd Park, Capel Bangor, Aberystwyth, and the date he signed it 3rd 

September, when he was back in Scotland, suggesting he completed the form over several 

weeks. Murray's application was accepted at the SMC Committee meeting in the autumn and 

he attended the AGM and Dinner at the Central Hotel, Glasgow, on Friday 7
th
 December 

1945. The following JMCS members - Rob Anderson, James Banford, John Brown, Gordon 

Donaldson, Archie MacAlpine, Ian Maitland, Dan McKellar, Alex Small, Angus Smith and 

Tom Weir - joined the SMC at this time. 

 

In the autumn Douglas Scott returned from India, where he had been stationed during the 

war, and his diary entry for Sunday 28th October records a re-union with Tom Mackinnon, 

Bill Murray and Bill Mackenzie at Mackinnon's house. 

 

The JMCS 1945/46 New Year meet was held at the Kingshouse, in Glen Coe. The hotel was 

under new management. Kenneth Dunn was president of the Glasgow section of the JMCS, 

Bill Murray Honorary President and Bill Mackenzie Honorary Vice President. Gordon 

Donaldson, 'Hamish' Hamilton, George Marskell, Bill Murray, Bill Mackenzie, Tom 

Mackinnon, Dan McKellar, Douglas Scott and Alex Small were all present as SMC members. 

Donald MacIntyre, a geology student at Edinburgh University and secretary for the 

Edinburgh JMCS, met Murray for the first time on this occasion. It was the start of a lifelong 



friendship and they would often climb together over the next few years. SMC Journal (1946, 

XXII, 137, p. 362). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biographical Notes on W.H. Murray's Climbing Partners 

 
 

Robert Anderson (1909 – 2009) 

Rob Anderson grew up in Glasgow. He showed early artistic talent and at the age of 13 won a 

UK-wide drawing competition. He worked in the design department of the carpet 

manufacturer Templetons and became their chief designer. It was there that he met Douglas 

Scott, who introduced him to mountaineering, and his wife Helen, with whom he had three 

children. In the early 1930s Anderson joined the Glasgow section of the JMCS. Some of his 

mountain sketches and paintings from this period are preserved in Scott's diaries. During the 

war he was in the Army Physical Training Corps and later a Sergeant in the Royal Corps of 

Signals. He joined the SMC in 1945. Aside from mountaineering he enjoyed skiing, sailing 

and canoeing. Anderson drew the maps and diagrams for several of Murray's books. He also 

read widely and had extensive knowledge of art history. In later years he converted to the 

Church of Rome, possibly because this was the closest he could find to the old Celtic church 

of Saint Columba. Once, when Murray was seriously ill, he held a Mass of Intercession 

shortly after which Murray recovered. Anderson was 100 years old when he died and the last 

of the pre-war generation of Glasgow based climbers. Obituary: SMC Journal (2010, XLI, 

201, p. 285). 

 

 

James Banford 

Glasgow JMCS. Joined the SMC in 1945. 

 

 

James Horst Brunnerman Bell (1896 – 1975) 

'Jim' Bell was the son of a minister and grew up at Auchtermuchty, in Fife. He started hill 

walking and cycling in his teens, usually alone. Although only five foot seven and slightly 

built he was very tough and had tremendous stamina. He met Frank Smythe, at Wasdale 

Head, in 1921, who introduced him to rock climbing and later Alpine Climbing.  In 1922 he 

joined the SMC. Two years later, with Smythe, he made the fourth traverse of the Cuillin 

Ridge. Bell was at ease on loose and vegetated rock and, in the years that followed, climbed 

all over Scotland visiting many areas that had previously been neglected. Between 1924 and 

1950 he recorded 70 new routes, the best of which were Central Buttress (Severe) on 

Buachaille Etive Mor (1931), The Long Climb (Very Severe) on Ben Nevis (1940), Eagle 

Ridge (Severe) on Lochnagar (1941) and, in winter, Centre Post (grade III) on Creag 

Meaghaidh (1937). Although rarely able to take more than two weeks annual leave he had 23 

seasons in the Alps and made two visits to Russia. Bell worked as an industrial chemist and 

took his D.Sc. at Edinburgh in 1932. He married Patricia who was also a keen climber. There 

were no children. He was inclined to dress casually, use colourful language and had a 

pungent sense of humour. In the mountains he considered a meal as fuel intake and at the CIC 

hut frequently cooked everything in one pot suggesting that its separation into courses was 



'an auld wife's nicety'. At home he made unusual wines and grew his own tobacco. Bell read 

widely and enjoyed classical music and philosophical argument.   He edited the SMC Journal 

from 1935 to 1959 but declined to be club president and generally avoided dinners and 

formal occasions. His book, A Progress in Mountaineering (1950), is a mixture of instruction 

and anecdote and remains one of the classic works on Scottish climbing. Bell enjoyed hill 

walking as much as technical climbing and only started counting his Munros when he was 60. 

He remained fit and continued to climb long after most of his contemporaries had given up or 

died. His last rock climb was from Belalp, in Switzerland, in 1972, when he was 74.  His last 

Munro, Sgurr Fhuaran, was climbed in the same year. He didn't manage to complete the 

Munros, but only had 12 ‘tops’ remaining when old age caught up with him. Bell kept 

detailed climbing diaries which are now in the National Library of Scotland.  Obituary: SMC 

Journal (1976, XXXI, 167, p. 80). The foreword and introduction to Bell’s Scottish Climbs 

(Victor Gollancz, 1988), an abridged edition of A Progress in Mountaineering, edited by 

Hamish Brown, also contains some interesting biographical details. 

 

 

William Bennett (1908/9 - 1993) 

As a teenager 'Bill' Bennett was a patrol leader in the 1
st
 Glasgow Scouts and it was through 

this that he became friends with Douglas Scott. In later years he was the proprietor of a 

plumbing and roofing business in Glasgow. His first rock climb was D Gully Buttress on 

Buchaille Etive Mor, in September 1933, and it was around this time that he joined the 

Glasgow JMCS. Being highly practical, Bennett made his own skis and was the first to 

realise that a short axe would make step cutting in steep ice easier and less tiring. In March 

1936 he was on the third ascent of Crowberry Gully when Douglas Scott used a short axe that 

had been specially made by a blacksmith. Bennett was a good photographer and a picture he 

took of Douglas Scott on Braeriach, at Easter 1937, was published in Mountaineering in 

Scotland. During the war Bennett was in a reserved occupation and a member of the Clyde 

River Patrol. His first visit to the Alps was with Tom Mackinnon, Douglas Scott and others in 

July 1946, when he climbed the Weisshorn, Matterhorn, Wellenkuppe and Obergablehorn. 

He joined the SMC in autumn 1946. Bennett's greatest legacy to the SMC was the work he 

put into the club's properties, particularly Lagangarbh and the CIC hut. He was a keen sailor 

and enjoyed exploring the west coast of Scotland in his boat 'Fairy'. In 1986 he was made 

Honorary Vice President of the SMC in recognition of his contribution to the club huts. He 

was married with a son and daughter. Obituary: SMC Journal (1993, XXX, 184, p. 336). 

 

 

Alastair Borthwick (1913 – 2003) 

Best known as author of the classic account of camping and climbing in the 1930s, Always a 

Little Further. Borthwick grew up in the seaside town of Troon, in Ayrshire, before moving 

to Glasgow in his teens. He left school at 16 to start a career in journalism, initially working 

as a tea boy with the Glasgow Evening Herald and later as a correspondent with the Glasgow 

Weekly Herald. In 1933 he discovered the outdoors and had the adventures that provided the 

raw material for Always a Little Further, which was published in 1939. During the war he 

worked as an intelligence officer with the 5th Seaforth Highlanders and saw action in North 

Africa, Italy and Northern Europe. At the end of the war he wrote a history of their 

campaigns, Sans Peur (1946), which was republished as Battalion in 1994.  Borthwick 

married in 1942 and, in 1945, settled on the Isle of Jura where he combined a career in 

broadcasting with running a smallhold. They had one son.  Seven years later the family 

moved to Islay and, in the 1970s, to a hill farm near Barr, in Ayrshire. Borthwich was 

awarded the OBE for his part in organising the 1951 'Festival of Heavy Engineering' in 



Glasgow that was part of the 'Festival of Britain'. His last five years were spent in a nursing 

home. Obituaries: The Independent (6
th
 October 2003), The Times (18

th
 October 2003). 

 

 

John Alexander Brown 

John Brown started climbing in the early 1930s. His usual companion was Tom Mackinnon.  

In 1935 and 1936 he climbed in Norway with Mackinnon and others, and in 1937 and 1938, 

in the Alps. He was president of the Glasgow JMCS 1939-40.  In 1945 he joined the SMC 

and on his application recorded his occupation as 'transport contractor director'. 

 

 

Ronald E. Cameron 

Joined Glasgow JMCS in Febuary 1938. 

 

 

Donald L. Campbell (died 1976) 

Donald Campbell studied engineering at Glasgow University. He joined the JMCS in 1934 

and was President of the Glasgow Section 1937-38. His main climbing partner was Angus 

Smith. He was in the Territorial Army and during the war spent five years in the Middle East 

in charge of transport and attained the rank of acting Brigadier. After the war he became a 

Director of the Glasgow based engineering company Mavor and Coulson. He joined the SMC 

in 1950 and was on the committee from 1966 to 1969. In 1969 he moved to South Africa to 

manage the company interests there. He was married with two children. Campbell died 

suddenly, in Johannesburg,  in 1976, shortly before he was due to retire and return to 

Scotland. Obituary: SMC Journal (1976, XXXI, 167, p. 93). 

 

 

Weir W. Cranston 

Joined the Glasgow JMCS in February 1938. 

 

 

Richard Gordon Donaldson (1921/22 - 1960) 

Gordon Donaldson's earliest scrambles were on the Arran ridges in August 1937 with M. 

Mackinnon. The following August he climbed Sgurr Alasdair and Sgurr Dearg, on Skye, with 

Mackinnon. He attended the JMCS 1938/1939 New Year meet at the Bridge of Orchy, where 

he was introduced to winter climbing by Bill Murray. After this Donaldson and Murray 

climbed regularly together and, in August 1939, made the third traverse of the Greater Cuillin 

Ridge. Donaldson studied medicine at Clare College, Cambridge, from 1940 to 1943 and was 

active with the university mountaineering club (CUMC), climbing in Wales and the Lake 

District as well as Scotland. In the summer of 1941 he made the first ascents of Bottleneck 

Chimney (Hard Severe) and Hangman's Crack (Mild Very Severe), on Buachaille Etive Mor, 

with fellow JMCS member G.R.B. McCarter. Archie Hendry witnessed these ascents and 

considered Donaldson to be a very good rock climber. Hendry also recalls that he was 

strikingly good looking and popular with the ladies. Donaldson was the CUMC treasurer 

1940 to 1941 and president 1941 to 1942. Cambridge Mountaineering   records that when he 

was president he gave a lecture to the club titled 'The Genesis of a Scottish Mountaineer'. He 

attended the CUMC Easter meets at the CIC hut from 1942 to 1945 and joined the Climbers 

Club circa 1943. In autumn 1945, when he was 23, he joined the SMC. In July 1946 he 

climbed the Matterhorn with Bill Bennett and others and in January 1949 made the first 

ascent of Boomerang Gully, on Stob Coire nan Lochan, with Bill Murray and J. Black. 



Nothing is known of Donaldson's climbing or professional career after this. He died in 1960 

and is listed in the index of obituaries for Clare College Alumni. There was no obituary in the 

SMC Journal. 

 

 

James T. Dunlop. 

Joined the Glasgow JMCS in 1937. 

 

 

Kenneth Dunn (1911 - 2001) 

Kenneth Dunn was the eldest of 4 children and educated at Fettes. In 1929 he joined the 

family law firm in Glasgow and later became Solicitor for Scotland for the Inland Revenue. 

He was very active with the Glasgow JMCS before the war and was President from 1946-47. 

He trained with the Territorial Army in the 1930s and during the war attained the rank of 

Major. In 1946 he joined the SMC. In 1949 he attended an Alpine Club meet in Meiringen 

with Archie MacAlpine and climbed the Finsteraarhorn. Aside from this little is known about 

his post-war climbing. Being strong and highly practical Dunn used to service his own cars 

and built an extension to his house. He was married twice and had five daughters. Bill 

Murray was the best man at his first wedding. Donald MacIntyre, in the obituary he wrote for 

Dunn in the SMC Journal, said that he often thought that Dunn played the part of Dr Watson 

to Murray's Holmes. Dunn was an easy going, multifaceted individual who enjoyed informed 

discussion on a wide range of subjects that included: ancient Greece, mechanics, geology and 

poetry. Obituary: SMC Journal (2002, XXXVIII, 193, p.256). 

 

 

Joseph Alan Garrick  (1894  - 1996) 

Alan Garrick was born in Sunderland where the family background was in shipping.  He was 

short in stature and a very private man.His first recorded mountain climb was Helvellyn, in 

the Lake District, in 1913.  In 1915, he joined the Fell and Rock Climbing Club. In 1920 he 

was appointed a lecturer in Engineering and Design at the Royal Technical College in 

Glasgow (now the University of Strathclyde) and settled in Scotland. He joined the SMC the 

same year. In the early 1920s he made a number of first ascents on Arran and the Cobbler. 

Garrick's Shelf (now referred to as Shelf Route) on Crowberry Ridge was named after his 

1923 ascent when it was thought to be the first (it was later discovered to have been climbed 

by A.S. Pigott and J. Wilding in 1920). Garrick's first visit to the Alps was with G.R. Speaker 

and C.F. Holland, in 1922, when they climbed in the Dolomites and made a guided ascent of 

the Matterhorn. He returned to the Alps in 1923 and again in 1924.  In 1926 he married 

Isabelle Michell, who was also a climber, and, in the pre-war summers, they often spent two 

months climbing in Scotland, Norway or the Alps. In July 1938 he climbed with Bill Murray 

at Arolla in Switzerland and, sharing similar tastes in music and mountains, they remained 

friends. During the Second World War Garrick was based at Oxford where he worked with 

the Inter Services Topographical Department (ISDT) in the interpretation of aerial 

photography and using his knowledge of Norway to produce maps. In his post war mountain 

walking  he became increasingly interested in geology and botany. He never owned a car so 

travel was restricted and his recorded tally of Munros was less than 70. Garrick's last roped 

climbs were made in Norway in 1952.  Between  1952 and 1958 (except 1954) he went each 

year to the Lyngen Peninsular in Arctic Norway, mainly to assist in topographical surveys. 

He retired as a Senior Lecturer in 1960 and died in 1996 just short of his 102nd birthday. His 

early climbing note books are deposited in the National Library of Scotland (Acc. 11401). 



There was no obituary in the SMC Journal, but an informative article, 'Who Was Garrick of 

Garrick's Shelf', was published two years later, SMC Journal (1998, XXXV1, 189, p. 539). 

 

 

Charles Gorrie 

Charles Gorrie studied engineering at Edinburgh University and was a member of the JMCS 

prior to joining the SMC in 1937. He was in the army during the war and after this worked as 

an engineer in the south of England. He climbed in North Wales and made several trips to the 

Alps and one to Corsica. He was a friend of J.H.B. Bell and introduced him to climbing on 

Beachy Head. Gorrie moved back to Scotland, where he retrained as a teacher, and for a time 

was a colleague of Hamish Brown's at Braehead School. Obituary: SMC Journal (1997, 

XXXVI, 188, p. 423). 

 

 

James F. ‘Hamish’ Hamilton (1911/12 - 1991) 

In the 1930s Hamilton worked as a salesman and was a member of the Glasgow based 

Tricouni Club. The club already had two Jimmy's so he was called 'Hamish' and the name 

stuck. Hamilton had an adventurous, outgoing and optimist temperament and was naturally 

athletic. In addition to climbing he excelled at golf, swimming and skiing. He mainly 

repeated existing routes but made the first ascent of three classics climbs - Central Buttress 

on Beinn Eighe (1936); Agag's Groove on Buachaille Etive Mor (1936) and South Ridge 

Direct on Cir Mhor (1941). He also participated in the second winter ascent of Crowberry 

Gully in February 1936. He was a car and motor bike enthusiast and liked to drive fast and 

consequently was involved in several spectactular car accidents, but was lucky and emerged 

from these unscathed. One of the conditions for passengers travelling on his motor bike was 

that if he was caught speeding they paid half the fine. He joined the SMC in 1944 and was the 

twenty-second person to complete the Munros. He made several visits to the Alps, climbing 

in summer and skiing in the winter, and was a keen photographer. He is immortalised in 

Alistair Borthwick's book Always a Little Further, which was dedicated to him.  Obituary: 

SMC Journal (1991, XXXIV, 182, p. 718). 

 

 

J. Currie Henderson (1909/10 - 1963) 

Currie Henderson was a medical doctor with a general practice in Glasgow. He joined the 

JMCS around 1935 and was one of Douglas Scott's regular climbing partners. In 1938 he 

went to Southern Rhodesia, probably to work, and was nearly expelled from the JMCS for 

overlooking payment of his membership fee. During the war he served as a medical officer. 

In 1949 he joined the SMC. Henderson mainly climbed in Scotland and enjoyed ski-touring. 

He had a wide range of other interests that included food, wine and cars. He died suddenly 

when walking on Ben Cruachan with friends in 1963. Obituary: SMC Journal (1965, XXVII, 

156, p. 136). 

 

 

Archibald H. Hendry (1919 - 2013) 

'Archie' Hendry studied languages at Edinburgh University and was secretary of the 

Edinburgh branch of the JMCS in the late 1930s. He broke a leg on Crowberry Ridge in April 

1939 and the knee cap had to be removed which caused him to be exempted from war 

service. He was a friend of J.H.B. Bell and they made an early ascent of the Long Climb, on 

Ben Nevis, together circa 1943. Hendry joined the SMC in 1944.  Professionally he was a 

school master and taught French and German at George Watson's Boys College in 



Edinburgh. In September 1945 he married Elizabeth,  a fellow student and Primary School 

teacher. There were no children. Hendry's regular climbing partner for many years was 

George Peet. He also climbed with Jimmy Marshall, George Ritchie and Len Lovet and 

occasionally introduced his students to climbing, two of whom were Robin Smith and Mal 

Duff. Hendry went to the Alps every summer from 1951 to 1992 and in 1961 climbed the 

Zmutt Ridge on the Matterhorn, which he considered his best Alpine ascent. In later years he 

enjoyed visiting the Maritime Alps. He was custodian of the CIC hut from 1951 - 1955, SMC 

president 1968 - 1970 and the SMC guidebook editor in the 1970s. Hendry was diffident and 

retiring and although mountaineering was his main passion he left few records of his 

climbing activities. His other outdoor interest was deep sea fishing. He retired from work in 

1984. In 1990 Elizabeth had a stroke which left her wheelchair bound and they moved from 

Edinburgh to Comrie in Perthshire, where Hendry cared for her until her death in 2003. With 

the aid of a carer Hendry was still driving and living independently in 2012. Obituary: The 

Scotsman 18 March 2013. 

 

 

Ross Higgins (1914 - 1998) 

Ross Higgins was educated at Sandringham School, Southport and Kelvinside Academy, 

Glasgow. He worked briefly in advertising before taking up a career as a bookseller. He was 

an active member of the Glasgow JMCS in the 1930s and joined the Territorial Army in 

1938. During the war he was in the Royal Army Service Corps, based in the Middle East and 

Italy. He continued rock climbing and hill walking after the war until a knee injury restricted 

his activities. He joined the SMC in 1946 and was the club secretary from 1950-1959. For 

many years he ran Wylies Bookshop in Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, and worked on the 

council of the Booksellers Association. Higgins was tall and imposing with a strong 

personality and very efficient. He read widely and had a keen interest in music. During his 

last 10 years progressive disability confined him to a wheelchair. One of the requests to his 

executors was that all those that attended his funeral be invited for Champagne and smoked 

salmon afterwards. His private diaries are kept at the Glasgow Mitchell Library with a 30 

year seal on them. Obituaries: SMC Journal (1999, XXXVII, no. 190, p. 218), The Glasgow 

Herald (19th Jan 1999). 

 

 

Benjamin Hutchison Humble (1903 - 1977) 

Ben Humble was the son of a forge manager and the seventh of eight children. He grew up in 

Glasgow and, from 1921 to 1924, studied dentistry at Glasgow University where, in his last 

year, he attended the same classes as Archie MacAlpine. His particular interest was dental 

radiology. Progressive deafness forced him to give up dentistry in 1935 after which he made 

a living as a freelance writer and photographer and pursuing small business ventures such as 

selling maps and postcards. He went on a walking holiday in Skye in 1929 which triggered 

his interest in the outdoors. In 1930 he joined the Glasgow JMCS and that summer went to 

Iceland on a geographical survey. Humble's first book, Tramping in Skye, an account of the 

1929 holiday, was published in 1933. He became a prolific writer publishing numerous 

articles in The Scotsman, SMC Journal, newspapers and other publications and edited the 

post war magazine The Open Air in Scotland, which ran for four years. On Scottish Hills, an 

illustrated book about his pre-war climbing was published in 1946, and his best book, The 

Cuillin of Skye, in 1952.  With 'Jock' Nimlin he produced the rock climbing guides to the 

Cobbler (1940) and Arrochar (1954). Humble never married. From 1960 to 1970 he lived at 

Rose cottage in Arrochar, after which he moved to Aviemore. He was actively involved in 

the formation of the Mountain Rescue Committee and for forty years collected the records of 



accidents in the Scottish mountains that were published annually in the SMC Journal. He also 

worked as a voluntary instructor at Glenmore Lodge for many years. In 1971 he was awarded 

an MBE for his services to mountain rescue. Humble died of a stroke whilst sat at his desk 

typing his letter of resignation to the Mountain Rescue Committee. Obituary: SMC Journal 

(1978, XXXI, no. 169, p. 303). Biography The Voice of the Hills - The Story of Ben Humble 

(1995) by R. M. Humble. The web site www.arrocharheritage.com has an informative 

appreciation of Humble's life. 

 

 

Kenneth Kirkwood Hunter (1902 - 1987) 

Kenneth Hunter was born in Glasgow and educated at Kelvinside Academy.  He had a spell 

as a midshipman in the Royal Navy before studying engineering at Glasgow University. He 

started scrambling on the Cobbler in 1922 and quickly extended his activities to the Southern 

and Central Highlands and Skye. He graduated in March 1924 and immediately after spent 

five nights camping in the ruins of the old 'Half Way Hut' on Ben Nevis that had been built 

by Meteorological Survey at the same time as the observatory on the summit. When Inglis 

Clark heard about this exploit he was inspired to build the memorial hut to his son, Charles 

Inglis Clark, who had been killed in the First World War. Hunter joined the SMC in 1924 and 

was a strong supporter of the JMCS. His main interest aside from mountaineering was music 

and, although a qualified engineer, he also taught music and became the concert manager for 

Paterson's, the Glasgow firm of music publishers. He married in 1927. During the Second 

World War he worked in the Meteorological Service and wrote the Meteorology Section in 

the SMC General Guide. Hunter retired from business in 1972 and three years later ascended 

the Cobbler for the last time and, close to the summit, buried his climbing boots down a hole. 

Obituary: SMC Journal (1978, XXXIII, 178, p. 538). 

 

 

Ian B. Kay. 

Joined Glasgow JMCS in December 1937. 

 

 

Alexander Laidlaw 

'Alex' Laidlaw was a member of the Glasgow JMCS and the elder brother of Douglas 

Laidlaw. He was a JMCS committee member in 1939. 

 

 

Douglas Bartholomew Laidlaw (1921/22 - 1944) 

Douglas Laidlaw joined the Glasgow JMCS in November 1938 and climbed regularly with 

Murray in 1939 and 1940. During the war Laidlaw was a flight sergeant (pilot) in the Royal 

Air Force Volunteer Reserve. His service record confirms that he was killed on 26 March 

1944 when the bomber he was piloting crashed at Bousigniers-Sur-Roc, near the French / 

Belgium border. The cause of the crash is unknown. Five of the crew of seven were killed 

and buried in Maubeuge-Centre Cemetery in Northern France. Laidlaw was 22 years old 

when he died. Murray heard of his death in October 1944 when he was in the POW camp 

Oflag 79, near Brunswick (The Evidence of Things Not Seen p. 108). 

 

 

E.J.A. Leslie 

'Jock' Leslie was a contemporary of 'Sandy' Wedderburn and Pat Baird at Cambridge 

University. In July 1933 he took part in the first ascent of the Mitre Ridge, on Beinn a' 



Bhuird, with Wedderburn and Baird and, in March 1934, the first recorded winter ascent of 

SC Gully, on Stob Coire nan Lochan, with Baird and Fynes-Clinton. Later he worked in 

Kenya with the Colonial Service and died in the 1950s. 

 

 

Archibald Macfarlane MacAlpine (1906 – 1994) 

Archie MacAlpine studied dentistry at Glasgow University and for a period attended the 

same lectures as Ben Humble. After graduation he set up practice in Ibrox and married 

Murray's sister Margaret. MacAlpine was a champion oarsman at university and once rowed 

from the Clyde to Skipness, around Ardlamount Point, a distance of 60 miles, to join the 

Murray's on their annual holiday. He was introduced to hill walking by Murray in September 

1935 and a couple of months later they both joined the Glasgow JMCS. MacAlpine had a 

keen sense of humour and a formidable memory which enabled him to retain a near 

inexhaustible store of good stories. Between 1936 and 1939 Murray, MacAlpine, Dunn and 

Mackenzie formed one of the strongest climbing teams active in Scotland. At the outbreak of 

war MacAlpine joined the Army Dental Corps and was posted to the south of England where 

he worked at East Grinstead Hospital with the eminent plastic surgeon McIndoe, repairing 

facial injuries to British airman. When hostilities were over MacAlpine returned to Glasgow 

to find his dental practice was no longer viable. With a wife, two sons and a daughter to 

support he moved back to Kent where he opened a practice in Tunbridge Wells and was 

appointed Consultant in Dental Surgery at East Grinstead Hospital. He joined the SMC in 

1945 and continued to visit the Scottish hills for the next 20 years. His eldest son, Roderick, 

lived in Norway and in 1969, aged 30, was killed by a rockfall in the Jotunheimen. 

MacAlpine died in a nursing home age 88. Obituary: SMC Journal (1995, XXXV, 186, p. 

749). 

 

 

James Earl MacEwen (1906 - 1978)  

James MacEwen was born in Stirling in 1906 and known to his friends as 'Earl'. After school 

he joined the family firm and became responsible for one of their subsidiary companies - the 

MacEwen (Stirling) Grain Company. MacEwen climbed on Ben Nevis with Bell, Murray and 

Laidlaw in June 1940 and joined the SMC in 1941. During the war he was a captain in the 7
th

 

Battalion, Argyle and Southern Highlanders. He was evacuated from Dunkirk and returned to 

Europe shortly after D-day. After the war he made several summer visits to the Alps where 

he climbed the Matterhorn, Weisshorn, Obergablehorn and other peaks, mostly in the Valais. 

In Scotland he developed a keen interest in ski touring. In 1953 he skied the Haute Route 

from Chamonix to Zermatt. He was on the SMC committee from 1946 to 1949 and a regular 

attender at meets until 1968 when increasing arthritis began to curtail his activities. Obituary: 

SMC Journal (1978, XXXI, 169, p. 306) 

 

 

William Machattie Mackenzie (1908 – 2003) 

Bill Mackenzie was born in Morayshire and educated at Elgin Academy and Robert Gordon’s 

College in Aberdeen. As a teenager he played football and golf to a high level and before he 

was eighteen had played for Elgin City and won the Elgin Golf Clubs coveted Bibby Cup. He 

joined the Union Bank of Scotland (later the Bank of Scotland) and worked in Elgin and 

Nairn before being transferred to Gourock and Glasgow. He started hill walking and 

scrambling in the Morayshire hills in the 1920s and in the early 1930s joined the Glasgow 

JMCS. 'Wry and lean as a courtyard cat', Mackenzie's natural athletic ability soon made him 

one of the strongest climbers in Scotland on both rock and ice. In 1936 he joined the 



Territorial Army and at the time of the Munich Crisis served briefly with the French Alpine 

troops based at Chamonix. Around this time he learnt to ski and particularly enjoyed ski-

touring. He joined the SMC in 1937. In 1939 he was called up and given a commission with 

the Border Regiment. He saw action in France and was evacuated from Cherbourg two weeks 

after Dunkirk. For the rest of the war he was attached to Special Forces and for periods was 

involved in training mountain warfare units in Scotland, Ireland, Iceland, Canada and Alaska. 

He attained the rank of major and left the army in 1948. He resumed his career with the bank 

and in the years after the war climbed in Chamonix, the Pennine Alps, the Bernese Oberland, 

the Bernina and the Dolomites. He also led ski-touring groups to Norway. Mackenzie wrote 

the SMC guide The Cuillin of Skye that was published in 1958 and was SMC President from 

1966 to 1968. He was also a member and later an honorary member of the Alpine Ski Club 

and secretary and treasurer of the Scottish Ski Club. Mackenzie retired from the bank in 1968 

and went into business with his second wife Mary, as accountants and business consultants in 

Glasgow. He was still climbing in his seventies, skiing in his eighties and playing golf and 

fishing in his nineties. He had a son and a daughter. Mackenzie's overriding passion was 

always the mountains and his maxim: 'the one thing that matters among mountains is that we 

enjoy them'. He had a reputation for being brusque and direct. Someone once asked him if he 

climbed with Bill Murray to which Mackenzie tersely replied 'No, Bill climbed with me'. 

Obituaries: SMC Journal (2003, XXXVIII, 194, p.457), The Independent (11th March 2003). 

 

 

Tom D. Mackinnon (1913 – 1981) 

Tom MacKinnon started climbing aged 14. His regular partner in the early days was John 

Brown; both of whom were members of the Glasgow JMCS. MacKinnon's real passion was 

for high mountains and he climbed over 70 Alpine peaks before 1940. His profession was 

retail pharmacy. In 1950 he joined Bill Murray, Douglas Scott and Tom Weir on the Scottish 

Himalayan Expedition to the Indian Garhwal and, in 1952, went to Rolwaling, in Nepal, with 

Weir, Scott and George Roger. In 1955 he participated in Charles Evans' expedition which 

made the first ascent of Kanchenjunga. From 1958 to 1960 he was president of the SMC. 

Mackinnon married and had one daughter. In later years he enjoyed sailing. He was badly 

affected by a stroke and died when he was 68. Obituary: SMC Journal (1982, XXXII, 173, p. 

286) 

 

 

Alfred Ian Lennox Maitland (1906 -1989) 

Ian Maitland studied medicine at Glasgow University and, in the early 1930s, joined the 

JMCS and the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve. During the war he served as a medical officer 

in the Navy. In 1945 he joined the SMC and took a leading role in setting up first aid and 

mountain rescue services. In 1958 he became Vice President of the SMC. In later years he 

enjoyed playing golf but suffered with Ankylosing Spondylitis. He was married with 4 

children and died in a car accident, in 1989, a few weeks after attending the SMC Centenary 

dinner. Obituaries: SMC Journal (1990, XXXIV, 181, p. 543), British Medical Journal 

(1989, 299, p. 971). 

 

 

George R.B. McCarter 

George McCarter joined the Glasgow JMCS in the late 1930s.  He was president of the 

Oxford University Mountaineering Club in the early 1940s. In the summer of 1941, with 

fellow JMCS member Gordon Donaldson, he made the first ascents of Bottleneck Chimney 

(Hard Severe) and Hangman's Crack (Mild Very Severe), on Buachaille Etive Mor. 



 

 

Daniel Mckellar (1908/09 - 1958) 
Dan Mckellar started mountaineering 'in a small way' around 1923 and began to climb 

regularly in the late 1930s. He joined the Glasgow JMCS in March 1940 and was a member 

of the committee in 1941. He had climbed more than 130 Munros by the time he joined the 

SMC in December 1945. During the war he worked as an instructor with the Mountain 

Warfare Training Unit, initially in Lebanon (1943-1944) and then in Scotland, Italy and 

North Wales. He was a tough energetic individual with a larger than life personality.  After 

the war, he was out in the Scottish hills most weekends and spent several seasons in the Alps 

climbing and skiing. He married shortly before his unexpected death in 1958. Obituary: SMC 

Journal (1958, XXV1, 149, p. 285). 

 

 

Walter George Marskell (1904/5 - 1968) 
George Marskell visited the Otztal mountains, in Austria, in 1936, where he made a number 

of guided ascents. Later the same year he joined the Glasgow JMCS. He was with Bill 

Murray on the first ascents of Church Door Buttress (1937) and the Clachaig Gully (1938) 

and the second ascent of Raven's Gully (1939). In 1940 he took over from Murray as the 

JMCS General Secretary. He worked at the boiler makers Babcock & Wilcox Ltd, at 

Renfrew.  During the war, they manufactured tanks and munitions, which made this a 

reserved occupation. When Marskell joined the SMC, in 1944, he recorded his profession as 

'research chemist'. His death was reported in the SMC Journal (1969, XXIX, 160, p. 216) but 

there was no obituary. 

 

 

David Myles (1895 -1968) 

Myles was a medical doctor with a large practice at Forfar. His first mountain climbs were 

made in 1926.  He was a member of the Perth JMCS and, in 1932, joined the SMC.  His 

SMC application listed over 100 mountain ascents, the majority in Scotland with a few in the 

Lake District and Snowdonia. He was a friend and regular climbing companion of J.H.B. 

Bell. In 1936 he was involved in the early exploration of Eagle Ridge on Lochnagar. In later 

years he took up fishing. Obituary SMC Journal (1969, XXIX, 160, p. 211) 

 

 

J.A. Oxley (died 1939) 

Oxley was a member of the Glasgow JMCS.  He participated in the first ascent of South 

Gully, in Coire na Creiche, on Skye, in July 1937, with Mackenzie and MacAlpine. His 

death, in January 1939, was recorded in JMCS committee meeting minutes (2/5/1939) but not 

the cause. 

 

 

W. Redman 

An English climber who was a friend of J.H.B. Bell. Redman joined the RAF and was killed 

in the Second World War (Crocket / Richardson, Ben Nevis, 2009, p. 137) 

 

 

George Stevenson Roger (1907/8 - 1984) 

George Roger's chemistry master was F.W. Hill, the survivor of the O.G. Jones accident on 

Dent Blanche, which may have stimulated his initial interest in climbing. Roger's SMC 



application records his earliest climbs were guided ascents of the Wetterhorn (1928) and 

Matterhorn (1930) in the Swiss Alps made with members of his family (possibly his parents 

and sister). His first recorded climb in Scotland was a solo round of Coire Lagan, in Skye, in 

1932. From 1938 onwards he climbed regularly with the Glasgow JMCS. He made further 

trips to the Alps that included ascents of the Forbes Arete on the Chardonnet, the Biancograt 

on the Bernina, the Bietschorn and Wiesshorn. He also visited Norway (1933) and the 

Canadian Rockies (1942). He joined the SMC in 1944. In 1952 he explored the Rolwaling 

Himal, in Nepal, with Weir, Scott and MacKinnon. Roger was a Chartered Accountant and 

worked in the family business, Creamola Foam, which made soft drinks. He was the SMC 

President from 1970 - 1972. He never married but was a very eligible bachelor. He was a 

good natured with an optimistic and enthusiastic temperament. Roger was killed when he was 

hit by a train crossing the railway line at the Bridge of Orchy while attending the 1983/84 

SMC New Year meet. Obituary SMC Journal (1984, XXXIII, 175, p. 90) and addendum 

(1985, XXXIII, 176, p. 218). 

 

 

J.B. Russell 

Russell was on the second ascent of Crowberry Gully with Bill Mackenzie and others in 

February 1936 and joined the Glasgow JMCS later that year. 

 

 

Douglas Scott (1911 – 2008) 

Douglas Scott was born in Glasgow and attended Glasgow Academy before taking a job in 

the design department of the carpet manufacturer Templetons. His passion for 

mountaineering and exploration was initially triggered by a sight of the snow-covered 

Campsie Fells one day when he was travelling to school on a tramcar. As a teenager he was 

in the Boy Scouts. In 1928 he joined the Glasgow JMCS and started climbing. In 1930, when 

he was 22, he spent a summer in Iceland on a Geographical Society project, where one of the 

other participants was Ben Humble. In March 1936 Scott made the third winter ascent of 

Crowberry Gully using a short axe specially made by a blacksmith to cut steps in steep ice – 

it was the first of its kind. A naturally good rock climber he was involved in a number of first 

and early repeat ascents. His usual climbing partners were Rob Anderson and Currie 

Henderson.  Aside from climbing Scott was a keen birdwatcher and naturalist. During the war 

he was in the Royal Corps of Signals based at Stromness, on Orkney, and later in India. In 

August 1945 he made a solo trek in the Garhwal Himalaya which sowed the seed for future 

exploration. In autumn 1945 he returned to the UK and joined the SMC. He made his first 

visit to the Alps in July 1946 and returned in  1947 and 1948. The Scottish Himalayan 

Expedition, in 1950, with Weir, Mackinnon and Murray opened a decade of exploratory 

mountaineering - the Lofoten Islands (1951), Rolwaling Himal, Nepal (1952), Atlas 

Mountains (1955), Kurdistan (1956) and the Scottish East Greenland Expedition (1958). 

Scott left his job at Templetons in 1950 and thereafter made a living as a freelance 

photographer and, for a while, was in business with Tom Weir. They specialised in 

commercial, landscape and nature photography and avoided the potentially more lucrative 

opportunities provided by weddings. Scott went to Mount Kenya in 1966 and the following 

year married Audrey, a gifted cellist and later founder of the Lochaber Music School. They 

walked, skied and canoed together in Scotland and abroad and, in 1970, made an unsupported 

canoe trip round Ella Island in East Greenland.  In 1977 they retired and moved from 

Glasgow to the cottage at Spean Bridge they had originally bought as a holiday home. Scott's 

last expedition was to Bear Island, Greenland, in 1987, when he was 75 years old. He was 

honorary Vice President of the SMC and received a lifetime award from the John Muir Trust, 



but, being a modest man, he tended to avoid the limelight. Scott remained active well into his 

nineties when he still gave occasional lectures at Mountaineering festivals. He died after a 

short illness in November 2008. Obituaries:  SMC Journal (2009, XL, 200, p. 518), The 

Scotsman (1
st
 December 2008). 

 

 

Neil Skinner 

Probably JMCS. Skinner climbed with Murray, Donaldson and McCarter at the 1940/41 New 

Year meet. 

 

 

Alexander Cunningham Douglas Small 

Alex Small was educated at Allan Glen's School and Glasgow University. He had polio as a 

child which prevented him participating in team games at school. In March 1932 he climbed 

Ben Lomond, his first Munro, and, discovering he could walk reasonably well, started to 

explore the hills around Glasgow. A chance meeting with Tom Weir on the Campsies, in the 

early 1930s, introduced him to rock climbing and shortly after he joined the Tricouni Club 

and the Glasgow JMCS. His climbing highlight was participating in the first ascent of Agag's 

Groove with 'Hamish' Hamilton and Alex Anderson, in August 1936. In November 1938 he 

was avalanched on Stob Choire Odhair; his partner broke an ankle and they had a long and 

difficult return to the road head. In July 1940 Small broke a leg climbing Cioch West, on 

Sron na Ciche, in Skye and, although he continued to climb after this, the level of activity 

gradually declined. He married a school teacher and became headmaster of Tarbet Primary 

School. In 1945 he joined the SMC and for a time was custodian of Lagangarbh, the club hut 

in Glen Coe. He was SMC President from 1974 to 1976 and from 1976 to 1987 editor of the 

District Guidebooks. From 1976 to 1978 he was President of the Mountaineering Council of 

Scotland. Obituary: SMC Journal (1996, XXXVI, 187, p. 161). 

 

 

Angus MacCallum Smith 

Angus Smith's first recorded climb was Pinnacle Ridge, on Arran, in September 1933. He 

joined the Glasgow JMCS the same year and thereafter climbed regularly with Donald 

Campbell and Norman Ledingham. He was elected president of the Glasgow JMCS for 1937 

but had to resign at the end of January because of a new job based in London. In June 1937 

he attended the JMCS informal meet at Glen Brittle where he climbed the Eastern Buttress of 

Sron Na Ciche with Murray, Dunn and Marskell, an ascent Murray later included in 

Undiscovered Scotland (ch. 13) along with a photograph Smith took that day. In March 1939 

he attended the inaugural meeting of the London section of the JMCS. In 1945, when he was 

32 years old, he joined the SMC, and was secretary of the London section when he lived in 

Surrey. In the post war years he regularly attended the SMC Easter meets where he usually 

climbed with Ben Humble and Donald Campbell. Professionally he was a chartered 

accountant.  When he retired from his job in London he moved to Drumnadrochit and set up a 

rural accountancy practice. Smith attended his last SMC meet in 1969 and stopped climbing 

in the mid 1970s. He was married and had two daughters. Obituary SMC Journal (1984, 

XXXIII, 175, p. 94). 

 

 

Alan D. Stewart 

Glasgow JMCS. 

 



 

F.R.B. Stewart. 

Glasgow JMCS. Stewart was the club secretary in 1937 and president 1938 -39. 

 

 

D.T. Waddell 

Glasgow JMCS. 

 

 

F.C. Waddam 

Unknown 

 

 

E.A.M. 'Sandy' Wedderburn (1912 – 1944) 

As a child Wedderburn was troubled by asthma and went to five different schools between 

1918 and 1930. The best of these was the Alpine College, Arveyes, where he was practically 

free of the condition and was introduced to mountaineering and skiing.  From 1930 to 1933 

he studied law at Trinity Hall, Cambridge and during his last year was president of the 

university mountaineering club. In 1932 he joined the SMC and was the club’s librarian from 

1934 to 1939. He climbed and skied extensively in the Alps and made one visit to Norway. 

He also climbed most of the existing routes in North Wales and the Lake District. In Scotland 

he took part in the first ascent of the Mitre Ridge on Beinn a' Bhuird and Slav Route on Ben 

Nevis. He joined his father’s legal practice in 1937 and got married the same year. At the 

outbreak of war he volunteered for the army and for a period was responsible for training 

commandos in mountain warfare. He put in a request to the War Office for W.H. Murray to 

be part of his mountain warfare unit, but this arrived too late and Murray was posted to the 

Middle East instead (The Evidence of Things Not Seen p. 61). Wedderburn was a natural 

leader and attained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. In 1943 he became second in Command 

of the Lovat Scouts. He died in Italy, in December 1944, when he accidentally fell down a 

flight of marble stairs. Obituaries: SMC Journal (1945, XXIII, 136, p. 264), Climbers Club 

Journal (1945-46, VIII, 71, p. 72). 

 

 

Edmund H.L. Wigram (1911 - 1946) 

Wigram came from a climbing family and ascended his first Alpine peaks while still a 

schoolboy at Marlborough.  In 1929 he went to Trinity College, Cambridge, to study 

medicine. He joined the university mountaineering club (CUMC) and through this became 

friends with 'Sandy' Wedderburn. Wigram was the CUMC president from 1931 to 1932. 

After university he continued his medical studies at St Thomas's Hospital, in London. He was 

a member of the 1935 and 1936 Everest Expeditions. Wigram married in 1938 and settled in 

Oxford where he worked at the Radcliffe Infirmary. During the war he was commissioned 

and spent much of the time training troops for mountain warfare. In December 1946, when 

climbing with his wife on the Idwal Slabs, in North Wales, he slipped and fell and, the 

following day, died from his injuries. Obituaries: Climbers Club Journal (1945-46, VIII, 71, 

p. 71), Cambridge Mountaineering (1946). 

 

 

K.M. Urquart 

Unknown. 

 



 

Edward R. Zenthon (1920 - 2012) 

'Ted' Zenthon was born and raised in London. His mother was Scottish and the family often 

returned there for holidays. In his teens he developed a keen interest in the outdoors. In June 

1938, after initially making contact with W.H. Murray, who was the Glasgow JMCS 

secretary, he had a two-week climbing holiday in Scotland and became involved with the 

club. It was Zenthon's idea to form a London branch of the JMCS which started in 1939. 

Professionally he was a draughtsman and later a site engineer. During the war he served with 

the Artillery in North Africa and Italy. In 1945 he married Luisa, an Italian girl, and they had 

four children. Zenthon produced the maps and drawings for the first edition of 

Mountaineering in Scotland and, with Edward C. Pyatt, wrote the 1947 guide Sandstone 

Climbs in the S.E. England. In 1951 he took a job with the colonial service in Uganda which 

gave him the opportunity to climb on Mount Kenya and the Ruwenzori. He returned to 

London in 1953 and set up his own practice as an engineering surveyor. Zenthon retired to 

the Isle of White in 1986. In 2006 he moved to Loughborough with his wife where they 

shared a house with one of their children. His diaries were edited by one of his daughters and 

published in 2011 as The Life and Work of Edward R. Zenthon 
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